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Serving the Howard University community since 1924

aoward to ho~t National African-Ainerican
'Leadership S~minit led by Ben Chavis
nature," he said.
The Leadership Summit seeks to
cultivate a new sense of operational
unity within the Black community.
The follo{v ing issues wi ll be
111t,llolv up to the goals set at
llillion Man March, 300
addressed: economic development,
leaders arc meeting on
moral and spiritu al renewal,
jidd's campus, today, to
education, communications/media,
~ national strntegies for
human
rights,
law
and
tdiance.
justice/prisoners, youth and
tinrd is the most important
community empowerment, health
environme nt, and po litical
mobilization.
Day one of Timrsday's summit
began at the lmani Thmple on 6th
Street and Maryland Ave., where a
national mass meeting and spiritual
rally was held.
Some of the keynote speakers
were Archbishop Augustas
Stallings of where what? ,
Farrakahn, and Chavis.
Today, the first plenary session
entitled "Economic Development"
will commence in• the political
science auditorium where.
The second plenary session
will explore the aspects of the
"Abundant Life Health Plan" in the
Howard University Medical School
Auditorium.
A town hall meeting at the
historic Lincoln Theater on 13th
and U s treets in northwest is
scheduled for 7 p.m. Black
En tertainment Television will
NAACP head Reverend Ben Chavis leads the fifth Nationa l African American Summit
broadcast the meeting live. The
II Black community to continue the splrt which was displayed at the Mllllon Man March.
panelist will include Farrakahn,

,... ltf Allln Joseph
Hlk)p Slaff Writer
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Black_ institution in the world.
There 1s no more appropriate place;
other than, Howarcl to have the 5th
National
African-American
Leadersh ip Summit" said
Benja~ill Chavis, convc~er of tho
sumrmt.
President H. Patrick Swygert is
hosting the summit. Some of the
speakers include D.C. Shadow
Senator Jesse Jackson, Nation of

Islam leader Min. Louis Farrakhan,
Urban League President Hugh
Price, ConS!_esswomen Cynttiia
McKinney lU-Ga.), and Ramona
Edel in who 1s she?.
Chavis is speaking today about
the need lo carry the unity of the
Milli on Man March into the
summit. "We are moving from
theory to practice. All the [final
strategies] will be participatory in

Cor!]e ll West, Joseph Lower y,
president of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, McKinney,
Jesse Jackson, and many others.
Howard students arc advised to
come at 6 p.m.
On Saturday, 1he third session
will examine tbe final resolutions

for the Black Empowerment Action
Plan.
The final session of the
summit will give a summary of the
issues in addressed, and debneate a
master plan for the implementation
of the resolutions.

National African American
Leadership Summit Agenda
Friday, November 17, 1995
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. First Plenary Session
Political Science Auditorium
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Lunch

1:30 J>.m. • 4:00 p.m. Second Plenary Session
HU Medical School Auditorium
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. National Town Meeting
Lincoln Theater, 13th & U streets NW. Wash., DC
Saturday, November 18, 1995
9:00 a.m. • 12:00 p.m. Third Plenary Session
Political Science Auditorium
12:00 p.m. • 1:30 p.m. Lunch
1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Fourth Plenary Session
Political Science Auditorium

For additional information ca/1202 725-5111
•free ticket and registration for tlle Natio11al 1b11111
Meeti11g are in 11,e Schoo1 ofArcllitect11re

oward fam.ily m.ourns loss of student athlete
•

to Officer Haydee
m the Police Public
Office, Wynn was shot
ction of Michigan
ud Harewood Street,
on Thursday, Nov. 9
p.m. Wynn was drivin_g
towards Howard on his
and to meet his fiance,
-1ls; to t>ick up a paper
tor him: One of two
lilother car opened fire on
·
second party and
caught in the cross fire.
sbcit, Wynn lost control
and hit another car that
south on Harewood.
en transrorted to
Hospira Medical
he was pronounced
p.m., Pineda said.
have been made and
i>r the shooting is still
ligation.
122-year-old therapeutic
"lh a 3.7 grade-poi nt

average, ioined tbe Howard football
team after transferring from
Grambling State University in
Monroe [ ouisiana. Because he
expectea1 to graduate in May, Wynn
sat out this football season to
concentrate on hi.s studies, Sue
Wynn, his mother, said.
Because bis father was shot 10
death while trying to break up a
fi_g_ht, Wynn's moiher said that be
d1cl not want to die in the streets.
"Derrick was alwa.r,s against
violence," Wynn said. Whenever
there was a fight, he would always
walk the other way."
Wynn was what many wou ld
i:all a model citizen. Involved in
many community projects, Wynn
was a Big Brother and a mentor. He
volunteered at soup kitchens and for
the Special Olympics.
Wynn's family alo ng wit h
students and administrators
gathered at various meetings this
past week where they were able to
come together and share their sense
of loss for Wynn. The gatherings
included a meeting, Sunoay, in tile
Bethune Annex dorm, a "Stop the
Violence" prayer vigil on Monday
at the intersection of the shooting
and a memorial service at Rankin
Chapel, Wednesday.
At the memor ia l, Howard
University President H. Patrick
Swygert was moved to tears as he
gave remarks on Wynn.
"Derrick's name will resonate
on this campus and we will find a

way to commemorate his name
forever," Swygert said.
The family asked that in leu of
flowers, all of the contributions be
given to the athletic department so
that a scholarship can lie formed in
Wynn's name.
"Howard is a true family," Sue
Wynn said. " It is very seldom you
find a university or a large body of
people who come togell\er as one
has seen this past week."
Wells, a senior international
business major who had been
dating Wvnn for the past year-andhal~ felt that Wynn's passmg wasn't
a tragedy, ~u_l something tJiat held
a more pos1t1ve meaning.
"It was a sacrifice to bring
11eople together," Wells sa icf.
'People I didn't even know were
reactiing out hugging each other,
showing a lot of unity and support
which was what he was all al:iout."
Wynn's death has served as a
walk-up call for many.
Sylvester Settles, a senior
majoring in engineering and also a
teammate of Wynn's, remembers
their last encounter.
" Last time I remember seeing
Derrick is when he drove by me as
I was on my way to class," Senlcs
said. "He tlirew me up a peace sign
and then a couple of days later it
wasn't peace - he was gone. When
I think of that day, it reminds me
L
how people take life for ~ranted
because, at that time I dido I even
think
that would be the last time I
Derrick Wynn was a defensive back for the Bison football team.

......

would see Derrick."
The football team dedicated this
past Saturday's game against
Morgan State to Wyn11. lromcally,
Settles said the Bison won with a
score of 29 which was Wynn's
jersey number. The game balls were
<ledicated to the family.
"Right after the game, the coach
said we would sign two balls to give
10 his mom and grandmother,"
Seules said. " With the score of the
game, 1 thought it was very special
and very appropriate.
For Settles, it will be Wynn's
jokes in the locker room that he will
miss most. For Wells, she will miss
Wynn's heart. And for Wynn's
mother, it will be her son's smile
along with his comm itment to
chilcfren. But for all thal knew
Wynn, a different memory will be
held.
In the criminal justice paper,
which Wynn was on his way to
pick up from Wells the day of his
passing, he wrote about the life of
an incarcerated family member.
From his report comes the final
paragraph wflicb ironically reflects
his own death- It's so important
to have a strong mind and a strong
faith in the Lord because your life
can be snatched from you at the
blink of an eye.

Kisha Riggi11s contrib.11ted to
this article.

Government remains closed
Budget crisis deepens, 'nonessential' workers stay home
budget."
·
Many services and jobs have been greatly
affected because of the shutdown. After the crisis
By Cathleen Harrington
is over, however, Congress could vote to pay
Hilltop Staff Writer
workers re troactively. Sen ior citizens will
con tinue to receive their social securily checks
Al J 0:00 p.m. Monday, President Bill Cli nton through Dec. 1{ but cannot app ly for new benefits
vetoed a co ntinu ing resolution th at wou ld have w ith the of ice being closed. Most law
kept the government from facing a sh utdown at e nforce ment agencies, such as the FBI, Border
midnight. A previous con tinuing resolution, Pat ro l and fcclera l prisons wil l continue to
which 1tad been in effect since Oct. 1, expired on operate. National tourism will suffer; Nat ional
Monday at midnight.
.
Parks and Museums are c losed. T he U.S. Postal
Clinton vetoed the seco nd resolution because Service will not be affected since it docs not
he said it contained-- - --· - - - - - - - - - - - ---, depend
o n government
stipu lations
that For more on the Fede r al Shutdown see appropriations
for
its
would raise Medicare
operat ion.
.
premiums on senior
Local/A5.
Public opinion of the
cit izens and deeply
shutdown has been favorab le
c ut education ancl
of the Cli nton administration.
environmental programs. This resol ution would In a Washington Post/ABC News poll conducted
have kept the govern ment running until Dec. 1. on 1005 participants, 46 percent of the
Because Congress was only able to pass and respondents blame the crisis on Republicans in
gel signed into raw two of its 13 appropriations Congress, while only 27 percent blame the
oills by Oc1. 1, the end of th e federal pres1ilen1.
government 's fiscal year, ii was 10 extend the debt
Anitra S1owers, a senior majoring in finance
ceiling with the continu ing resolutio n through says 1hc blame shou ld be pu t on bot h the
Monday night.
Congress and the president.
The President met with Senate majority leader
"They aren't trying _hard enough, they aren't
Bob Dol e {R-Kan.) and House Speaker Newt eve n talk ing. They should be working around the
Gingr ich (R-Ga.) Monday in an lasl-minute clock to get some type of agreement. This is
a11empt 10 rectify co nflicts. The two sides cou ld hurtin_g not onl)' thousands of federal workers,
not reach a comprise.
but District of Columbia workers as we ll," she
Gingrich said, "The president has shown no sa id.
wi llingness, zero willi ngness, to get a balanced

·.
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Baltiniore Minister urges Ho-ward Universi
coniniunity to increase faith, self-reliance
By Awanya Deneace Anglin
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Rev. Vashti McKenzie of
Pay_ne Memorial A.M.E. Church
in Ballimore urged her listeners to
take a chance, "get out of the boat"
of security and safety and make a
difference.
·
She deliv.ered a sermon entitled
" In it to win it" to a packed-beyondcapacity Andrew Rankin Chapel
audience on Sunday.
Many people, the Howard
. alumnae said, are afraid to stand up
for what they believe in and insteacl
settle into "comfortable" lives 10 be
content.
"There are times in all of our
lives where we must venture into
the untouched waters of Iife,''
McKenzie said. She is disturbed
by the fact that "[When] life calls

for you to stand up, you sit down."
In her intensifying sermon,
McKenzie refers to " the boat" as a
spiritual and moral foundation. One
can "come back 10 the boat for

called not to live our lives in the
margins <?f the pages of.history b'-!t
to part1c1pa1e m the history as 11
happens.'
~eligion is key to having a
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Amidst notions of a los t
purpose, Howard's N.A.A.C.P.
chapter launched a week long
campaign entitled " Black To The
Roots" to revitalize its mission in
serving the community.
"As long as racism and
injustices in the criminal justice
system exist in America, then the
N.A.A.C.P. wi ll always have a
purpose," said Jania Richardson,
president of the chapter.
" We're seeki ng to raise
economic, political, and social
consciousness of our people."
The organization commenced
its mission with a chapel service
to remind students that a religious
basis must be the starting point for
a movement.
To expose Howard students 10
the rich culture of Black art, John
Ashford, a graduate of Howard,
set up his paintings to educate
students. Luciana Mashore, a
junior political science major and

essential as well.
"You can read all of the books,
subscribe to all of the ma&azines
you want," McKenzie said. 'But if
you can't go down on your knees to

'y1 1 1 11i~"t~rdef I
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with an "unwanted reputation that successful life, especially if one is
you are a fool try ing something venturing out against the norm,
new."
according to McKenzie. In her
History, past and present, plays sermon, McKeniie challenged the
a major role in human survival. audience to follow God.
McKenzie believes that "we are
"It 's time for you to become risk

NAACP week reaches
for the roots
By Alaln Joseph

takers for Jesus ... now you've been
pumped and primed and taught in
the way of God," an enthusiastic
McKenzie sa id. People should
"take a chance and pray and praise

co-chai r of African Cult ural
Enrichment helped organize the
"Colors of Our Cul ture" art
exhibit.
"We thought it was important
for people to see Black artists and
see bow creat ive their work is,"
Mashore said.
Ashford explained the research
he went throJJgh before he drew
all his pictures.
"I'm not wo rri ed abou t
whether or not my work is sold. I
get personal fu lfillmen t when
people can look at my work and
be proud of who they are,"
Ashford said.
Another event en tit led
"Wholistically Speakfog" gave
students the opportunity 10 hear
Michael Campbell, a graduate
from Florida A&M University.
Campbell suggested that students
eat plenty of fruits, vegetables
and other natural foods. He asked
people to fast one day a week to
eliminate old waste from the
body.
K wesi Boney, a senior biology
major organized the "Aie You

Bourgeoisie II" event. Boney said
that people around the Howard
community classified students as
being bourgeoisie. So he put
together a panel to discuss the
community's sentiment.
Dancia McCall, a freshman
majoring in accounting, found the
bourgeoisie forum 10 be
insightful. " It gave me a chance 10
see how other people feel about
the word bourgeoisie," McCall
said. "The panel wanted to get
away from the dictionary
definition and see how it related
to Black people."
The week long campaign for
N.A.A.C.P. ended with a mixer
and social where students from
Howard and neighboring
un ivers ities- cou ld establish a
closer bond. Adrian Robinson, a
senior physical therapy major,
said " I want 10 a get a collection
of131ack organizations around the
Washington, D.C. area and build
a feeling of uni ty and
togetherness among Black
college campuses."

i" ,,

God."
Havingfaithisesscntialbccause
those who oppose you wi ll do
everything in their power to taint
your focus, according 10 McKenzie.
As wi th re ligion, prayer is

~fk;o~~~~r~~~ a~~

SU~f~~-en

you

pay more au ention to the
opposition, you wi ll sin k every
time," McKenzie said.
McKe nzie a lso gave the
audience advice on &voiding
opposition that can lead to failure.

She cited sexual promi ·
example and gave war
a udience 10 "keep th
crossed, zipper up and dress
Worshipping false s
spiritual guidance will also
fail ure, McKenzie said.
said that people often p
beli efs in astrology and
hotlines, add ing that people
not look to ''deacl planets to
about what's living."
McKenzie rem inde
audience that when they
"jump out the boat" of
they will need assistan
referred to herself and
ministers at the pulpit as
guidance.
" These preachers ar
swimmers. They tread
well," McKenzie said. "
back stroke and side strokt.
out there, we may have to
you."

Chavis visits campus to
launc:b. leadership summit
By Russell Rickford
Hilltop Staff Writer

Former NAACP head Ben
Chavis, conve ner of the fifth
Nati onal
African-American
Leade rsh ip Summit launched
yesterday on Howard University's
campus, made a special appearance
at a General Assembly student
government meeting Wednesday
evening in the Black6urn Center to
muster student support for the
proJeCt.
.
Before
35
elected
represen tatives and concer ned
students, Chavis said that the idea
of a Howard Un iversit y-hosted
conference had been "embraced"
by University President H. Patrick
Swygert, despite the fact that
Swygert had comm itted the school
only a week earlier.
Chavis, a doctoral graduate of
Howard's School of Divinity, said
that he was "pleased to be back at
Howard on the eve of a most
important and historic meeting,"
and that its ·•great diversity•· maclc
Howard an ideal environment. The
"broad, cross-sectional leadership"
of the conference would include

Min. Louis Farrakhan of the Nation
of Islam, the heads of the Urban
League, the Southern Christian
Leaders hip Conference (SCLC)
and myriad other groups, as well as
students from UCLA 10 Sou th
Carolina State, Chavis said.
" I can think of no bener place
after the Million Man March for
Black leaders 10 gather 10 ensure
that none of the progress we've
made over the years ts eroded,"
Chavis said.
Chav is s tressed that the
conference was to be a pro-act ive
event which would set "concrete
act ion items" through workshops
involv ing nine commillees and
dealing with topics from spiritual
renewal 10 the portrayal of African
Americans in tbe mass media.
These initiatives wpuld include
a strategy for a national trust fu nd
to . suppo rt the ed ucatio n of
African Americans as wel l as a
national health care plan focusing
on the African -American
commu nity to be unveiled today,
Chavis said.
The promises that were made in
the Million Man March will only be
brought 10 fruition throu~h the
" participatory
nature'
of
discussions in such foru ms, he said.

" We can have unity
uni formit)'.,'° Chav is said.
quality of life of our
demands that we pool some
resources a nd some
thinking."
Chavis acknowledged
final stages of the hastily
co nference he had al!
working closely with
President Shawn Barn
HUSA Vice President Kofi
both of whom were pre
General Assembly meeti
·'We all must take
personal obl igation 10 be·
with our future as a people,•
said, urging st udent lea
support ihe summit. Both
an<I Rashid had labored
Chavis since last weekend to
that students " have a si
voice'"in summ it proceed
Omar Rushdan, HUSA
Staff.
Ras hid , who called
conference "the most i
gathering of Black lea
fhis ,camp us in the h"
Howard,'' escorted Chavis
the meeting and across
the Administration buildiJI
last-minute p lanning se ·
top Un iverst1y officials.

Women urge · students to pursue graduate degr~e
By Donya J. Matheny
Hilltop Staff Writer

Three advocates of continuing
educa tion
beyond
the
undergraduate leve l reminded
students that although they may be
distracted by failures and the lures
of material goods, they should stay
focused on their objective- to
obtain a graduate degree.
Gene Gary-Williams, Ph.D.
Muriel Gregor)'. J. D. of the School
of Business and Heather Harris a
~tudent purs_uing a master'~ de_gfec
m orgamzattonal commumcaltons,
were the guest spea kers at
Co ntinuing Education: The
Professional Choice, a program
sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha
Soror_,ty1 Inc. Monday.
Williams called educa tion a

journ ey th at should not be
permanently halted by the desire to
earn money, although making rest
stops if acceptable.
h ;:'e fet lured by the need to

;II

the field of work that they wou ld be
wi lling 10 do for free. She said that
an individual has found it "when
yo~ g_et_to t_he place that xou would
do 11 tf tt dtdn t pay you.

earn you an income when corporate
America says on Friday 'we don't
need you anymore.' You could be
Miss Corporate Amer ica on
Monday ancl receive a pink sl ip on

to become bil ingua l," she said.
"There arc three languages you
should be able to speak Englisll\
another language and computers."
Harris recounted the. 1nnls and

~~~~;'~ nc,'.i;Bfll~ QcQy.on ~~ will earn you an income
Ph.D,ofthe [
h · ; '!' · '·t d1 . • .
-.:;,_,.•d .
educa ti on
lc~~o/ e oJ iti; ' f en ~prpo!~!t ' 'i1ii :! t;, e n c a,11 ~?Y on,.r .l"l 8 Y," 'we don~t ~dd'f!dnt~:
H e a I h . iii'!' 'Iii
'i'.
"'" "'; ;i; ,, . . ,
not to. let
1
1
1
:~ri~ i~ jl!ftl1F,f <1 :~ ~;uJa:'1~•,)~~~~
:1 : - Gen~ , Gary-Will1ams, Ph.D ~~/p'~h;Jl
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front of you iffif lb .1!'
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becoming. It 's okay to stop and rest
for a little whi le but it's not about
'it's
3 o'clock i~ the morning and
I' m still studying.'"
.
Gregory advised
students to fi nd

)ii 1I ,J
"
,
""'
·
,t
Gregory also told students 10
pursue firaduate study in an area
that wou d be useful no matter what
circumstances they have to fa"ce.
" Find an advocation that w1·11

!ii'
"'

Friday," Gregory said.
Gregory also stressed the
·
· able to speak
importance
o f bemg
1an~uages o_t her than Enlglish.
ere 1s no reason or you not

for stnv mg
fo r what
•'F
bo
· th ,~ant.•
orget a ut racism; on t let ,1
overwhelm
You haveyou.
to belt.eve 1.n.yoursc If..
and Y.0u have 10 connect with God
'Harr,·s sa,·'d.
'

i

The program was one oh
long series of programs
by tbc organization. The
also pla nned ·two com
service P.rojccts 10 end tbe
They will visit the J.B.
Nursi ng Home on Satur
they will clean up Georgia
Sunday.
Kiffany Seaforth,
president, expressed her
satisfaction wit h the
events.
"The ladies o f Alpha
Alpha Sorority Inc., Alpha
would like to thank e
supporting our annual Al
Alplm week. We hope e
offered a pearl of w·
Seaforth said. " We ask
continued support in our u
events. Indeed the week
'excellence perfected.' ··

Newsvision gives student
journalists professional experience
By Natasha Lindsey

• Hilltop Staff Writer

T he broadcast journalism
majors who ded icate their
weekends and spare time 10 put
the magazine show Newsv is1on
together prove that it involves
more than just standing in front of
the camera.
•
It was five yea rs ago when
Ncwsvision began. A grant from
Time Warner enabl ed the
journ al ism department to
purchase three sets of fie ld
earner~ gear and an editing suite.
Ever smce 1990, Newsvision is
still going strong and accordini to
faculty advisor and Associate
Professor Lee Thorn ton the
fo~mat of this show is perf~ct as
ti IS.
•
"The program has a high rate
of success and can lead to a
promisi ng career in broadcast
Journalism," Thornton said.
The students write, produce
and edit the show to get the type
of hands-on experience they need
to compete for a job.
. For . junior
broadcast
J0urnal!S!ll m_ajor, Erin McKinney,
NewsvtSton 1s the only way she
can work on her skills. As editor

of the show, McK inn ey is in
charge_of editiqg packages and
recordmg voice tracks. Her duties
include every technical aspect of
the show except shooting. But
McKinney is not a stranger to
cditin$. She has workccf with
televis!on sinc_e nint h grade.
Se~tor Elame Myada enjoys
workmg with th e show and is
confident tha t she is receiving
excellent instruction.
"This isn't as ha rd as it seems.
In editing you work with all the
elements. You have fun and you
lea rn at the same time. Dr.
T~ornton is a good instructor,"
sa id Myada, lhe show's associate
· producer.
"The s how has built my
confidence and gives me the skills
I ne ed to get a job when I
gradu ate."
For a se nio r broadcast
journalism major, the clips they
ha".e on a resume tape increases
their chances of geumg a job.
"The th ing that impressed me
the most are the people who have
come before me and who are
now mak ing a living in this
business,'' sa id sen ior Dcrrickc
Dennis. "Their success tells me
that it is possib)c to come out of
Howard and get a job in

broadcast news."
Dennis also mentioned a new
se~ment Newsvision is starting
thts semester entitled "Where arc
they Now." The segment is a
collage of Howard Newsvision
alumni and will showcase their
work on Newsv ision and tell what
they are doin~ now.
Carline Wmdall is one alu mna
who benefitted from Newsvision.
Windall describes herse lf as a
good friend 10 Newsvision and
an assistant with post production
of the show.
Windall said Newsvision is
where she got her first hands-on
experience. She worked as a line
producer in Spring 1995 and as a
result of the work she did with
Newsvis ion
and
the
enco uragement of the facu ltl
Windall went on to get a masters
degree in journalism at Columb ia
University.
" What· Newsvision did for me
is what I think it does for other
students, it hones in on their
r,eporting skills," Windall said.
It gives them the chance to get
good r"porting experience and
build a resume tape and who
people what they did. These
stude_nts know they have a
deadline and must make it to air."

Of all the numbers you know
by he~rt. do you know the numbers
important to your heart?
Do you know your cholesterol numbers?

.~ «e ~ levels of good and bid cholesterol in al of u,. To hq, itduc:e "PJI risk cl he.id~

t s rmpo,t.,nt to know v.liat "PJI kvds «e. You should stat by firrlng out "PJI tot.ii choksterol ~ and

HDL 01'good' ~erol l"IJmber. Soseeyourdoct01. For mortinloonatio,,, C411-lro57S.WELL.
N.tion,IChol<1ttrol Educ,lion Pro!lf•m
N.allonlJ Heart. \Uno. Ind Blood lntlltule; k1!1on11 lnmulltS OfHN/0\ Pubic: HMllh.,___.__,u s - - --
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PUS PLUS
Stude~t's death pronipts reaction to violence
Friends plan crisis center to be dedicated in honor of s_
l ain .athlete
conji,nclion with the office of D.C.
Mayor Marion Barry.
·
Hilltop Staff write r
Studenls were ab le to vent
frustrations and pain at the seminar.
frieads a nd teammates of
"I am fed up wilh the suffering
..ict Wynn, the Howard of our people,' said Lita Vinson, a
~•.y s1udent who was killed senior majoring in physics. "I want
,IIIPl•Y. Nov. 9, ga\hered in the to know what arc students willing
Annex to grieve and 10 to do to make a change. We have to
ill':'' plans £or elim in ating help take away some or the
-v10lence.
suffer i.ng from our children."
11!1-fflinute, hand-made fliers
But students did not limit their
ltlt posted throughout 1he , talks to grief. An idea spawned
-.ries on campus Sunday
from the infor mal group:
before the impromptu
lm11lem<!nt a crisis center.
lll!iliO!' held later 1hat evening.
Smith and Atkins proposed to
OI 1he walls! desks and open a 24-hour crisis center in the
~ signs bo d ly read: Too
football p layer's name.
1111b Die In Vain: ln reference
The crisis center would
,trdealh or Derrick Wynn.
tentatively educate and warn those
1k meeting was faci luated by who are not fami liar wi1h the
1111a Smilh, a c lose friend of metropolitan area about the dangers
fJII, and Wi l A tki ns, a of living in the District, point out
_.i1y activist who works in the red zone [high crime] areas,
By Usa Prince

..-e

_._g

Tribute to African
hero t~ unite Blacks
in the diaspora
8y Kenyatta Matthews
Hilltop Slaff Writer

lcJOO year anniversary of the
IIWZumbi, King of Palamercs,
lllidly ipproaching.
Wi, the legendary hero of
rl&ican rcsis1ance movement in
iWI, will be honored for his
and legacy at Howard

help s1udcnts deal with a loss or
trauma and develop supporl gfOups
for different crises, such as rape,
robbery or the loss or a loved one.
Despite the vagueness of the
proposed idea, many students found
lhc idea crisis center to be a good
one.
"The crisis center is a good idea,
but ii fthe center] was not discussed
entirely, such as what components
will the center en1ail,'' said Jamil
Green, a sophomore majoring in
legal communications. 'A place
wncrc studenls can seek comfort is
really needed at Howard."
Renee Enochs, a sophomore
majoring in legal commun ications,
hclievcs 1hat s tudents arc srarting 10
realize the seriousness of violence.
"People no longer have 10 be
involved in negative ac1ivities, such
as drugs and gangs to be a victim
of violence," Enochs said. '·Wecan

be susceptible in our everyday
t~sks."
Enochs did not know Wynn bur
sa}v him on several occasions in lhe
dorm she lives in.
Some s 1uden1s though t the
seminar was well-organized and
quickly prepared.

,

•
'

"The seminar was well-prepared
under the u n fortunate circum•
stances," said Susan Watson, a
sophomore majoring in acting.
"The people who developed tlie
seminar gave honor to their friend
and classmate."

;'
'•
t

.•

•

"I work at the v isi1a1ion desk
a t the Annex and I Just saw
Derrick t he other day,' Enochs
said . "The last thought on my
mind was tha1 I wou ldn'I sec
h im aga in. It reall y hits home.'

I

•

'••
!•
Sha nnon Wells, Derri ck Wynn 's fiance, spea ks out a gai nst
violence

School of Education sponsors
event to benefit elementary school.

embodied by the call to redress
significant social, poli1 ical , and
economic problems 1hat still plague
their community.
In Brazil, the largest country in
South America and the fifth largest
country in the world, 75 percen1 of
the population is of African
ancestry. The conditions for the
Afro-Brazilian popu lation arc grim
and discouraging. The historica l
lack of invcstmcn1 in the socia l and
physical infraslructure in Black

"I think it's important for African
Americans, especially Howard students, to
~ of the commonalties that we have ·with
friber Blacks amongst the diaspora. Our
history and pres ent struggles are very
ibnilar." - James J. Davis, chairman of the
Department of Modern Languages and
Literature.
Po rtia S h ield s, dea n of the School of Edu cation and Congre s s woma n Elea nor Holmes Norton give a thumbs up to Fun/Run
Wllaiy. Zumbi 300 Years Later,
II.Id Experience in Brazil:
(WIISS, Resis1ance, and Hope
'1ckld Monday, Nov. 20 in the
lilhrn Center Ballroom at 2

lributc, sponsored by the
University Department of
Languages & Literature,
orgetown University
cnt of Spanish and
, the Organization of
in lhe Americas (OAA),
of Afro-Lalin American
& Li1eraturcs, and V-51
anications, wil) honor
111d bring awareness to the
£acing Blacks living in
11d the continenl as a whole.
dlink it 's importan1 for
Arnericans, especia lly
students, to learn or the
ties thal we have with
ksamongst 1he diaspora.
and present s1ruggles
simi lar," said James J.
'rman of the Department
f.lJoclern Languages and

'P._~
f
.
-1 led a sel -supporting,
lural society named
dos Palmeres. Palmeres,
on Sierra da Barriga in the
s tale of Alagoas,
a symbol of resistance
ition to the oppressive
of slavery and W hite
'l!llacy that exiMed on the
'!lits of its borders. Palmeres
~_continuing assaults from
,,...ch and Portuguese who
~ lo destabilize and destroy
,,. murder of Zumbi and
~ of Palmarcs were the
ucccssfol auacks from
n enem ies.
defeat of Palmares d id
lhroy Blacks' desi re and
i>r freedom and justice.
n phase of the s truggle,
by Afro-Brazilians , is

!lie
~

'[]°(ffe~(/@ri/,
ff

comm unities has led 10 severe
unemployment, dissolu1ion of the
Black fam~ly, drugaddic1ion, youth
gang ac11v1ty, and extreme poverty.
Betwee n 78 percenr and 88
percent of Brazi l's pr ison
population is composed of people
of African descent and these
prisoners are typically darkers ki nned Brazilians. Blacks
compro mise 1he majority of
residents in Brazil's infamous
favelas (slums). The country has
o ne of the world's highest rates of
homeless c hildren.
T he OAA be lieves that the
exc lusion of Blacks in Latin
America results from the lack of
access 10 educational, pol itical,
social, and economic instilutions,
and from d iscriminatory practices
condoned by society at large. Fewer
than two percent or Black
Brazilians allcnd college and fewer
than one percent graduate. Black
ill iteracy num!>ers 40 percent.
Employers reportedly use a system
of coding job apJ>lications 10
ind icated tlie race of JOb applicants
which creates two labor markets in
Brazi l, one for Blacks and one for
Wh ites. Blacks earn 20 percent to
40 percent less ,than the ir Wh ite
counterparts.
Panelists at the event will discuss
how to model the principles of
Zumbi to overcome the obs1acles
that t hreaten the cont inued
existence of funct ional Black
communities in Brazil. Davis hopes
th at the 1ributc will encourage
Howard students to learn more
about coun1ries with in the Black
diaspora.
"Hopefully, s1uden1s who learn
from the informa1ion presented al
1his funclion will be motivated to
travel, s1udy abroad and have an
impacl on international affairs. All
of these goals tic into the mission
of Howard University," he said.
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By Nikki Credle
Hilltop Staff Writer

But participants insist that the
runningand wa lking is for more tha n a
good workout.
"We have a li11le school down the street
withoul a science teacher, or a science
lab," said Por1ia H. Shields, dean of lhe
School of Education, referring 10 Lew is
Elementary. "The proceeds of Ihis event
will help buy microscopes and hands-on
learning materials for 1hese children."
S hiefds also sa id the purpose of the
Fun Run/ Wa lk is more than just raising
money for a scie nce lab. The chi ldren at
this community elementary school may be
future Howard students.
"This event symbolizes the Schoo l of
Education's rcsponsibili1y 10 Ka tie C.

Tomorr~w hundreds of s1udcnts, their
parents and facully members from Karie
C. Lewis Elementary Schoo l will put on
1heir running shoes for the Howard
University School of Educalion (SE) Fun
Run/ Walk
and
"Hoop
Dreams"
Symposium 10 raise money for a hands- on
science lab for the e lementary -school.
The Fun Run/ Walk w ill start from
Greene S1adium, Howard's footba ll field.
The 5K run will s1ar1 at 8:30 a.m. , while
the SK walk will start at 8:35 a.m. T here
wil l a lso be a o ne lap track run for
childre n under nine years old. The course Lew is."
will wi nd 1hroughout the Un iversity's
Shields said that she wants this event to
campus, around the McMillian Reservoir ini tiate support from other schoo ls on
and back again through Howard, ending al Howard 's campus.
the stadium.
"This should be a University-wide
All par1ic ipan1s will receive a T-shirt. program whe!e schoo ls s_uch as lhe Sc_hool
Awards and prizes will be g iven to lhe top of Engineer ing could install e-mai l 1.~
male and fema le runner and walker. The re Karie C. Lewis so lhe ch1ldren·could ta lli
will also be lunch and refreshme nt s · to oth er studeJ1IS in the city or 1he Sc hool
available afler 1he event.
of Fine Arts cou ld he lp 1he e lcmen1ary

schoo l choir," s he said.
To emphasize the SE's commitment and
responsibility to Katie C. Lewis, S hi~lds
said the ·' Hoop Drctams" Symposwm
would be a pcrfccl choice to reinforce its
mission.
"When I saw this mov ie and what 1hese
ord inary famil ies went through in _the
movie, I saw a powerful connection
between the film and th is lillle school,"
she said.
The symposium w ill incl ude the
showing of the film, "Hoop Dreams," and
a discussion and in1eraction ses·sio n with
Wi lli am Gates, one of sta rs of 1he film,
and his mother, Emma Gates.
Shie lds sa id that Gates' is a success
story. Even though he did not become a
professiona l basketball ~layer, he proved
t hat his "hoop dreams' could still be
ful£i ll ed through his education.
" I wan1 all our youth, from Howard
University's Early Learn ing Programs 10
the you th at our high schoo ls, 10 see this
success story," Shields said. "It's
important tha1 we make an impact at eve ry
age level and wherever they le arn."

Mentoring program cultivates young minds
Organ iz ation stresses the importance of self-respect, d iscipline
By Alla R. Hashim
Hilltop Staff Wrtter

Amidst the suffering that
permeates
the O.C.
commu nity, OSE I, a
mcn1oring/righ1s of passage
program, offers hope for
improvement and self-help.
M yyucca Sherman, wlio
has been involved in rights
of passage programs for
almost f~ur years, _recently
became involved in OSEI
as a way to continue
develop ing himself as a
Black man.
"Rights of passage is a
way oflift!," said Sherman,
a freshman physic ian's
assistant major. "OSEI is a
way 10 develop one's sci r

into a man or a woman."
OSEI means "maker of
the great" in a West African
language. It was created by
L"Thnya I. Buck-Beverly, a
Howard alumna, as a way to
help youth realize their
greatness and·thcn cultivate
fhat greatness into sel{· 1eadership,
person~!

1

d iscipline, se lf-respect,
self-digni t}'
spiritual
purpose,. c ult~ral identity
and self-1denttty.
·
OSEI is a preventive and
rehab ilitative rights of
passage/ self
esteem
bu ilding process f~r ).'OUt_h
ages 13 to 18. lts m1ss1on 1s
10 bri~g justice to
commun1t1es, 10 produce
conscious !cadets and to

young peop le, Daniels
believes s he is helping
herself.
" I didn' I think that
Howard was doing enough
communily service. OSEI
was what I was looking for
and it's a wonderful
program that bas emiched
my life."
The OSEI mentees and
mentors held a retreat last

young men and women
focused on community
development . They went
through exercises where
they 1ried 10 experience
some of the devastation of
the Midd le Passage and
pa id homage to the
ancestors. They learned 10
live together as positive
Black men and women.
. T here are many ways

"OSEI is a way to develop one's self into a man
or a woman." - Myyucca Sherman, a freshman
physician's assistant major.
develop resronsiblc youth
who wil
eventually
become accountable men
and women.
Over 50 percent of the
OSEI mentors are Howard
students. nevia Daniels, a
sophomore 1ransfcr student
majorin_g in international
marke ting, is an OSEI
mentor. Afong wi1h helping

weekend, wi1h 1he purpose
of learning to trust each
other and the importance
of sticking toge1hcr. The
group visiled a former slave
retreat in Virginia which is
now Black-owned. Daniels
said that trips such as this
one help to heal the hurt of
lhe past. Completely
isolated from the cily, the

OSEI mentors try and give
guidance lo their mentecs.
They visit bookslores to
dr ive home the message
that
education
1s
knowledge. They focus on
environmental and political
issues th at plague the
African - American
community. They a lso take
their younger bro1hcrs 3Jld

sis1ers to Soul Vegelarian
and Delights of the Garden
to learn fiow to eat well.
'Tm looking forward lo
working with 1fie youlh and
other men tors," said
Deborah Rogers a freshmen
math maior. " I found out •
about OSEI from fliers.
There are.no requirements
except that you arc willing
to foster growth."
Evcryohe who is a part
of OSEf is cons1an1ly trying
to move 10 another level oI
developmen1. The group is
made up of 35 members.
The men lces, mentors,
nation builders and
volun1eers are all striving to
learn and 10 grow
educationally .
and
spiritually.
OSEI holds i1's meetings
for women on Monday and
Tuesday for men. Both
sexes meet on Thursday in
the Blackburn Cen ter.
Although
there
are
currently no mentor
positions available, OSEI
welcomes volunteers to
come to their meeting and
get involved.
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· P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02119
(617) 361-3631
Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.
The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can ~pply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs.
•

.
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.

r-----------------~---~----------------.

-=- ORDER
FORM
.

A,

Please send me a copy 9f the Scholarship Directory - Enclosed is $25.00
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:__

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ ____;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ __

_ _ _ __

City: _ _ _ _ _ ___:._ _ _ _ _ _ _.State: _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __

PROFESSIONAL NETWORK ASSOCIATIO_
N, INC. • P.O. BOX 190968 • BOSTON, MA 02119
'
.
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Words of encouragement, words of hope ·
J,.ocal ministers 9ffer words
of hope in wake of Derrick Wynn's
death
.
.
'

"The senseless murder of an
innocent Howard Un iversity
s1udent reflecls 1he deep emo1ional
and cultural crisis in the hearI of lhe
African-American com munit )'
today. We all feel a deep sense of
loss a1 the dealh of Demck Wynn.
Mr. Wynn's life rcpresen1ed pride,
dignity, and respect. Here was an
African-A mencan brother who
sa id ·•no' 10 crime drugs, and
vio lence. Derrick embraced
renewed responsibility for himself,
fam ily and ihe Howard Universily
co mmun ily.
He was lhe
embodiment of good will. We need
10 applaud Ilic' family, praise
Derrick Wynn's example, and pray
for the process of healing and
binding of wounds. I join w11h the
hos1ofo1hcrs in ex9.ressing sorrow.
May Derrick's hfe conlinue 10
challenge us 10 ca re about
ourselves, our communily, and our
£u1ure."

-Rev. Dr. Lee P. Washington
Reid Tom pie African
Methodist Episcopal Church
Lanham, Maryland

7 ;;nne Smith
Staff Writer

der senseless, 1hough1less,
!lftl\crime has t:tken the life of
i.-,, student, and during times
• 1hi,, students arc deeply
'tard. Derrick Wynn was a very
•student, known as a kind,
1111, and giving person.
lill\oon1ribu1ions 10 this earth
dilld using 1hc 1alen1s 1ha1 God

gave him 10 help as many people as
possible. Some s1uden1s may not
have known Derrick personally, bul
~vilh S!!Ch l(agedics, a sense of
rnsccurny anscs.
A s1uden1's unlimcly dealh can
bring back memories of 01hcr
senseless killings 1ha1 have Slricken
a person's Ii fc.
We hope these words of wisdom
can minis1cr 10 you in your lime of
mourning.

·• Anyone, at any level, at anytime
can reflect on the 23rd Psalm for
comfon and guidance."
THE Lore! is my shepherd; I
shall not wanl. He makcth me 10 lie
down in green pastures: he lcadeth
me besicle the s1ill wa1crs. He
restorclh my sou l: he leadelh me in
the pa1hs of righ1eousness for his
name's sake. Yea, though I walk
lhrough 1he valley of Ihe shadow of
death, I will fear no evil: for thou ar1
wi1h me; lhy rod and thy staff lhcy
comfor1 me. Thou prepares! a 1able
before me in the presence of mine
enemies. Thou annoiniest my head
wilh oil; my cup ru nneth over.
Surely goodness and mercy shall
follow me all 1he days of my life;
and I will dwell in lhc house of the
Lord forever."

'-Evangelist Mary Robinson
Spread the News Church of
God in Christ
Washington, D.C.

-Pastor Delafield
Thkoma Park Seventh Day
Adventist Church
Thkoma Park, Maryland

"Derrick's life has changed for
"To lhe beloved family and
the lie11cr. In Calholic tradihon, we friends of our deceased bro1her,
believe 1ha1 he is freed from the · keep your heads lif1ed up and don't
troubles and concerns of the world. lose the faith because God will
He will now pray wilh a hig.her never leave you alone in the
vision. He's not gorie from us, Just Chrislian race. Death is not always
separated. One day, we will see him easy to undersland. Your question
again, It's a lime of mourning right may be, 'Why?' Proverbs 3: 5 & 6
now because we have lost a brotfier. says, "Trust in 1he Lord with all
His hope and aspirations, though lhme heart; and lean no1 unto 1hinc
should nol be lost. It should leave own understanding. In all thy wa)'s
people wilh grea1er ambi1ions 10 acknowledge him, and he shall
end 1he violence and 10 pray for direct thy paths." Although your
those who have violcnl ways, so hcar1 may be filled wi1h sadness, if
thal they may change."
you look to Jesus he will rcs1ore you
wilh gladness. God's blessings."
-Father Jerry Hargrove
Howard University Catholic
Chapel
-Reverend Stanley Williams
Washington, D.C.
Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church
Washington, D.C.
" In 1he December issue of
Runner's Wor ld, by George
"The loss of human life is
Sheehan. 1hcre is a siory abou1 a indeed a greal 1ragcdy. For God is
)'oung ma n's las1 visi1 wi1h his 1he giver of life, but we as his
dying father. Duri ng the visil, lhey crealures can lake whal we don'I
decide 10 go horseback riding. As have the power to give. On behalf
lhe dying father rode behind his of the Nation of Islam, we offer 10
young son, he lhinks, " he rides 1ha1 1hc mo1hcr, father and friends, our
horse as if he was born on it." If he heartfelt sadness over this tragic
had been born in a country where occurrence. If Jesus were here w11h
1hcre were no horses he would us, he would offer us his peace. He
have !raveled unlil he found lhem, never lefl his disciples wi1hou1
and he wou ld have known 1ha1's saying 'Peace Be Unlo You.' When
where he was supposed 10 be. Whal we sulJmil 10 God's will, weenier
is impor1an1 aboul life tS one's inlo peace wi1h God, and that
sureness about whal one is doing, makes it easier 10 make peace wi1h
who one is, doing wha1 one ,s our fellow man. When we are at
rt1ean1 to do. If a person dies doing peace, there is a cerlain measure of
what 1hey were born 10 do, ii coulcl secur ily in the peace 1ha1 God
1hcn be said. ''I have no1 run in brings. Whal is 1he reason? And
vain. neither labored in vai n." whal lesson should we learn from
(Phil ipians 2:16.) ln 1he words of 1his occu rrence? The Koran
Scrip1ure, "Blessed arc the dead leaches us that God is 1he au1hor of
who die in lhc Lord fro m life and death. It says, ' I give life,
hcnceforlh, Yea, sailh 1he Spiri1, and I cause dealh.' Tlie Bible
that they may res1 from 1hcir labors leaches, the Lord giveth and lhe
and 1he11 works do follow 1hcm ." Lord taketh away. There is no
(Revelation 14: 13.)
mo1hcr who brings forth life on this
canh,,who desires 10 see 1hc life tha1

she brough1for1h, leave before her.
We, as parcnls hope tha1 we can
prepare our children, for life, and
we hope that we leave a foundation
for our young 10 stand upon. II is
most grievous that we see our
young go before us. God does not
give us permission 10 take the lives
of other humans. He gives us
power over the lesser creatures, 1ha1
!heir lives ar(: 10 serve our purpose.
Sure the ch icken wants tol ive, bul
if we want to cal, God gives us 1he
right to take 1hc life of this lesser
creature 10 serve lhc higher creature
for a greater purpose. He gives us
animals and IJirds and fish and fowl
to rule over. So we ask ourselves,
"why, Lord?" Help me 10
understand in lhc hour of my pain,
why my son my friend, and my
classmale, why nol lhe bum in lhe
sirect, why not the thief in lhe alley,
why nol some low-life person, why
a good life?" These are fa11
ques1ions, we arc-pelitioning God
to help us understand, and make
some sense oul of lhat which
appears to make no sense al all.
But 1hcn, Christians, I'm sure Jesus
would have wanlcd 10 live a long
time too. He was born inlo the
world 10 suffer and to die in order
to give life to those who were dead
in sin. Jesus' murderers were
wicked men. They were 1he most
cold and calculating men, jus1 like
1he laker of lhis young life. But
God allowed his son 10 be 'taken
away. He decided 10 sacrifice his
son, for those who are less in
charac1er tha n him. So, that
perhaps his precious life, that was
lived m service lo God m1gh11ouch
a sinner somewhere and 1urn him
around at 1he cross, so that the
wicked will be called to repent.''

Minister Louis Farrakhan
Nation of Islam
Fu neral Services for Corey
Johnson
Atlantai Georgia (May 1994)
A similar, senseless killing

Governm.ent shutdown hurts D.C. D.C. Mayor Barry
....;...
,:,. ,(.:t, •..

Dt partmtnt or Motor Vthttles
Htaltb Clinics
(Public Works)
Trash Colltction Suspended
{Public Works)
Road Rtpair Service Su,pended
Dtpt. or Consu mer & Regulatory Affairs
Non-esst ntial Universily or the District or
Columbia personnel
Department or Food & Regulatory Affairs

l

' """~ SwiJI,
HllJJop Stlf// Wtftu

war bc1wccn GOP
· nal leaders and Presidcn1
nhc 1996 fiscal budget,
1tra1cgies 10 cl imina1c the
deficit have caused
in lhc Dislricl 10 be hil
. Out of 1hc 800.000
employees around 1hc

counlry 10 be furloughed, 150,000
came from the mc1ro area. In
addition, 13,000 Distric1 employees
were also affcc1ed by 1he ·
co·ngrcssional dispule.
Clin1on chose ihe risk of havi ng
employees furloughed rather lhan
succumb 10 GOP demands. "If
America has 10 close down access
to educa1 ion, 10 a clean
environment, 10 affordable health

care 10 keep our govcrnmcnl open,
then the pnce is 100 high," Clinion
said.
House Speaker Ncwl Gingrich
said, " It is very difficul1 10 lfnow
exactl y how 10 proceed wilh so
many fac1ual errors." He vowed
1ha1 lhe GOP would nol allow lhe
r,residen1 a blank check1 saying,
'his budge1 would cause Inc nation
a S200 billion a year deficit,

forever."
Meanwhile, only employees,
deemed "esscn1ial" were anowed to
remain al their governmenl jobs on
1l1csday afternoon. All others were
sent home. According 10 officials,
essential jobs included any position
1ha1 con1ribu1cd to life-saving
effons and protection oI
government properly and residents.
Mos1 federal employees were
no1 surprised, bul were very
disappointed. Carla Daniels was
among ma ny emp loyees at 1he
Dcpan01cn1 of Justice having 10
vacate lhe building. "I feel thal the
GOP leaders are "being very
disrespectful to the president. by
1rying to sneak demands in and any
ahernal ive resolution 1ha1 could
have kepi lhe governmenl open,"
Daniels said.
"With Christ mas arou nd the
corner, who wan1s this," said one
angry woman.
Anolhcr woman cxgrcsscd her
amazcmenl 1ha1 ·we have
American as1ronauts in space righ1
now, work ing peacefully and in
CO RJU nc1ion
with
Russian
as1ronauts, yel we can'I gel our own
poli1ical r.eprcsen1a1ives to work
1ogcthcr down here on earth."

makes shocking
announcement
By Yvonne Smith.
Hilltop Staff Writer
On Wednesday mornini:, Mayor
Marion Barry announced tiIS recent
diagnosis of proslale cancer. Barry
said ihat his announcement' was
necessary for two reasons.
"As an elected official, I feel
very strongly that lhe public should
be informed of the s1a1us of an
elec1cd official's physical and
menial heal1h." His second reason
was to encourage 01hcr men 10 have
regular medical check-ups.
Barry informed the press thal he
is undecided on the form of treatrnenl
he will undergo. "I am confident tha1
whatever 1rea1men1 we choose, I will
have a total speedy recovery." The
mayor's confidence is a result of
early dclec1ion.
He has promised to have a press
confe rence, along wit h his
physicians, in 1he near future to
answer quest ions rela1ing 10
prostalc c;ancer.

Chlg Wallace, Howard College of Fine Ar ts a lumnus

By Yvonne Smith
Hilltop Staff Writer
In 1987, Craig Wallace received
a Bachelor of Fi ne Aris fro m
Howard University. Today, he is one
of very few Black men involved in
on-stage Shakespearean acti ng.
Wa llace recen1ly comple1cd an
e igh1-wcck performance of
"Macbclh" at the local S hakespeare
Thea1re in dov,m1own D.C.,. Not
only is lhis ac1or happy wilh 1hc
career he has chosen, hecrcdi1s his
alma mater for giving him lhe
oppor1uni1y, and lhc background 10
succeed at whal he does for a living.
Wallace s1ar1ed at Howard as a
communica1ions major, bul la1cr
changed 10 drama.
" I was very inlrigued wilh lhe
informa1ion at 1he school, and the
people 1ha1 would come through. I
was Ihere al a lime when Bi ll Cosby
would come lhrough, run on lhe
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indispensable. Nol only doe~ '.e
have a mas1er's degree in ~;s field,
si nce graduate schoo! al
'
Pennsylvania Stale, he has done 20
oul of 38 Shakespeare plays.
"The competi1ion will be oul
there. They will come from Yale,
Julliard School of Music, American
Reper1oryTheater. Bui, of course,
when people find out you're from
Howard, they rank you among the
besl; people expect excellence from
Howard University," he added .
Wallace's part in Macbclh was
"fantastic; it was pivotal,"
according 10 Phy llis Lyles, a
member of the audience, and a
diehard fan of Shakespearean plays.
•
You can catch Craig Wallace at
The Lansburgh al 450 7th Streel, in , _
downtown Was hington in the
theatre's next performance, of
Henry V, from November 28 thru
January 14, 1996.
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Ho-ward aluninus perfornis
in Shakespeare Theatre
1rack, and pop in10 an lnlro to Mass outs1anding portrayal of Malcolm
Comm unication class and jus1 X, and Andre Brayer in his role on
wave. II uplifted my whole spiril,'' TV's 'Hom.icide.'
he said.
"The 1beater pays very well. I
Wallace's fondcsl memory is his also leach al Georgetown and
acting debut on 1hc campus. "It was George Mason Universilies. That's
my senior year, and the biggesl 1he advanlage of having a master's
1hi ng J had done al Howard,'' he degree."
said, speaking of his role as Walter
Wallace bel ieves lhat actors
Lee in \A. Raisin In 1hc Sun.' "I bui ld Iheir careers by being useful.
grew leaps and bounds as a result " In other words, be on time,
of that show. T he lasl performance memorize your lines, do what you
was so packed, that people were are told 10 do. Playing, and jiving,
sitting on 1bc siage; thal's the kind will keep you from getting work. I
of supporl you gol from 1he · canno1 siress thal enough. You are
s 1ude n1s. To t his day, I credit there to do your job. Why you arc
Howard for giving me my grea1es1 in school, you should gel lhe work
acting experience," he added.
done; read plays, don'I just skim
Thal same year, the Shakespeare 1hcough 1bcm," he said. There are
1hca1cr was looking for some Black nol enough Black people that like
inlerns and called Howard. His 10 do Shakespeare. So I am in great
ins1ruc10rs recommended hi m.
demand.''
Wallace beli eves th al Black
Wallace's role models include
De nzel Wash inglon for his aclors should make 1hemsclves

.,...,

INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR THE LOCAL PAGE?
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By Jonathan L. Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer
Department of Energy Secretary
Hazel O'Leary is accused of
misusing federal funds for an agency
study based on negative and positive
press coverage about departmental
programs.
.
The study stated several categories
fur government project reviews by the
press. Categories included favorable,
unfavorable ,and neutral on a 100
percent point scale. The report
identified journalists by name and
rank, which some congressional
leaders have referred to as the Nixon
enemy list.
"To imply that I have some sort of
negative list that I'm keeping about
the press is wrong ... I think this is
character assignation," O'Leary said.
The study cost over $43,000 and
the contract was given to an outside
firm, Carma International consulting
group.
"I believe the total amount for the
project was around $43,000, which,
in government terms, is not a
significant amount of money," said

Steven Chabot, who helped organize
the study.
The study has angered many
journalists and congressional leaders.
"This is the sort of thing that is an
outrage in a free society ... and Hazel
O'Leary should resign," said Jerry
Taylor, who was one of the journalists
who fell in the unfavorable category.
Thomas Bliley (R-Va.), along with
other congressional leaders, are also
calling fur O'Leary's resignation.
"The Secretary of Energy should
not remain in office one more day, not
one more hour, not one more minute,"
he said.
Republican members have
organized a list within Congress to
force O'Leary to resign as soon as
possible. So far, there are
approximate] y 70 members that have
signed the list.
"I think she's rendered a disservice
to the president, to the country, and
to the state of Nevada," Sen. Henry
Reid (R-Nav.) said.
O'Leary defended her actions.
"The work that was contracted
was to do an analysis of how our
message w.as received," she said. "No
enemy lists, nothing."

~
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By Jonathan L. Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer
The U.S. House of Representatives
passed a resolution last week that
would require Congress to be notified
of any troop deployment in Bosnia.
This is the first legislation concerning
the war powers of the president in this
conflict.
"I can't recall anything like this
having been done before," said Rep.
Lee Hamilton (D-Ind.), former
chairman of the International
Relations Committee.
If the Congress does not vote for
troops to be deployed, they are
automatically withdrawn.
"It threatens to hamstring the
president's ability to conduct foreign
policy and has created decades of
tension," said Rep. Henry Hyde (Rill.), who sponsored the proposal.
The bill will head to the Senate
some time trus month.
Majority Leader Bob Dole (RKan.) sent a letter to President Clinton
signed by 51 senators stating that the
Congress should be given approval to
any troops being sent to Bosnia.
Rep. Mark Neumann (R-Wis.)
sponsored a measure dealing with
funding for troops in Bosnia.
Neumann's attached provision,
however, was taken out by a joint
chamber committee.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
(R-Ga.) stressed that he was opposed

founders clearly intended for
Congress to have a greater role," Rep.
Paul McHale said.
A similar measure, the 1973 War
Powers Resolution, was passed
during the Vietnam era. It required
the president to notify Congress of
war troops and deployment of troops
that have been placed in war-time
situations.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) opposes the
war powers bill ..
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Department of Energy Secretary Hazel O'Leary is accused of
misusing $43,000 of federal funds for a study on positive and
negative press coverages.

Gin ich opposes GOP
policy measure
forei
to the GOP measure.
"Let's allow the commander in
chief to be the commander in chief,"
Gingrich said.
Overall, though, the House bill is
expected to pass the Senate, which is
supporting the bill.
"Whenever there is an immediate
threat to national security, the
president has the right to act ... the

•

The White House was not pleased
with O'Leary's agency study.
"The rating and scoring of
individual news organizations is an
unacceptable practice," White House
spokesman Michael McCurry said.
The White House also ordered
O'Leary to repay the amount for the
surveying project.
"I was very concerned and I
wanted a full report on what was
behind the situation," White House
Chief of Staff Leon Panetta said.
The White House has released its
own report on the energy
department's study.
''No interviews, investigations,
background checks, or any other
research on reporters or organizations
was performed ... [O'Leary is] an
effective member of the Cabinet and
this matter should not detract from
that record," the White House report
said.
Still, members of Congress are
upset with O'Leary's involvement
and the idea behind the plan.
"Spending tax dollars to
investigate and evaluate reporters and
media coverage ... is completely
inappropriate and the money should

be paid back to the federal
government as soon as possible,"
Sen. Richard Bryan (D-Nev.) said.
Rep. John Boehner (R-Ohio)
added; "We have watched this
administration conduct unlimited
political activities with taxpayer
funds in an effort to trash the
Republican agenda."
However, some members of
Congress said the Republican attack
on O'Leary may be racially
motivated.
"This is racial politics," Rep. Sam
Gibbons (D-Fla.) said. "Republicans
are trying to do the same thing to the
Commerce secretary."
Department of Commerce
Secretary Ron Brown, who is also
Black, is facing an up hill battle.
Republicans have drafted in their
budget plan to make that department
and the secretary's job nonexistent.
O'Leary is insisting that the report
did not have an affect on the
relationship between her agency and
the press.
"From the very beginning, I have
stood for increased openness between
government and the public. I still
stand for that."

Conference promotes
political activism,
leadership among women
prospects of a crucial 1996 election.
Schools represented include state
universities, Ivy League colleges, a
community college, and even two
high schools.
"We're encouraged that so many
women jumped at the chance to

The Young Women's Project is
By Kimberlin Love
one of several other ongoing
Hilltop Staff Writer
programs through CAWP's that
include New Leadership, CAWP's
Many say that the 20-something
flagship national young women's
generation doesn't care about politics.
leadership program and New
But students Monica Lewis, editor
Leadership New Jersey, a state-based
in chief of The Hilltop,
model of the national
Demetria Edwards, a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - program.
former HUSA presidential
"Introducing young
"When
students
meet
political
women,
candidate and Vicky Byrd,
women to veteran
they
learn
not
only
about
the
nitty-gritty
of
senior class president of
political women has
politics,
but
also
about
how
those
women
Arts and Sciences, are
powerful effects,"
proving just the opposite. balance their public and private lives, how Walker said. "When
Lewis, Edwards and
they shape their careers, and what chalstudents meet political
Byrd are among 79 other
women, they learn not
lenges they face. The young women come
young women from 27
only about the nittyaway
inspired
and
reinvigorated."
colleges and universities
gritty of politics, but
convening in San Diego,
also about how those
-Tobi
Walker,
director
of
CAWP's
Young
Calif. this weekend for the
women balance their
Women's
Leadership
Initiative
Young Women's Project at
public and private lives,
the National Forum for
how they shape their
Women State Legislators - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - careers, and what
initiated by (CAWP), a unit of the attend a meeting for women in challenges they face. The young
Eagleton Institute of Politics at politics," said Tobi Walker, director of women come away inspired and
Rutgers, The State University of New Center fur the American Women and reinvigorated."
Jersey.
Politics (CAWP) Young Women's
Debbie Walsh, acting director of
The students will meet with Leadership Initiative, who is CAWP said, "CAWP has a strong
women in politics from across the coordinating the project.
commitment to educating the next
nation to exchange views and out
"They'll learn at the Forum how generation of women leaders. From
first-hand about politics, government they can take their concerns to the our years of creating programs about
and policy issues that range from political system and work through it politics for young women, we know
crime to the information to make the world cleaner, safer, that they learn best by going where
superhighway, work and family healthier, more tolerant, and more the leaders are, watching them ·in
issues, as well as assessing the peaceful," Walker said.
action."
furlough. Norton does not want the congressional
partisan crisis to intervene into the district's financial
problems next year.
"I'm in opposition to have Congress cut in on us and
cut us out," Norton said.
She will introduce the proposal in January.

T!ttJ1)lons wrote, "I am a child molester." .At Jeast 18
others have made similar aocusatiottS and more charges
are possible. Timmons, 54, was arrested last week in
Chicag-0. He was removed from a Eureka, Ill., parish
when allegations began surfacing.

Mother smothers daugjtters to death fur boylkiend
Bombing plot not related to Oklahoma City

Three Oklahoma residents are due in Muskogee
rederal court on ctwges of plotting to build a fertilizer
bomb. Authorities said the target may have been Blohim
Oty, a White separatist religious conununity. Authorities
said this bomb plot has no connection to the Aprll 19
bombing in Oklahoma City.

'Thens commit suicide for love
'lwo teens, ages 13 and 14, killed themselves by
leaping into a canal and drowning. Friends and relatives
of the two Sweetwater, Fla. teens wept as the two were
buried in the same grave. Notes left by the teens said they
killed themselves because their parents wouldn't allow
them to continue dating.

Priest accused of molestation
In the 1970's, the Rev, Gary Tinunons was charged
with molesting lwo boys at a school and summer camp
in Santa Rosa, Calif. In a diary entry, court officials said

Susan Stark, 24, was acquitted in Birmingham, Ala.,
of smothermg her daughters, age 4 and 11/2. Pr-OSeCU1Drs
say she killed her children so her new bayfriend wouldn't
know she had kids. Stzj{ said a masked burglarbroke in,
tied her to a bed and killed the cllildren. Her ex-husband
testified that he round her tied to the b;xl and she showed
him how she had· called him on the phone w.bile tied up.

Gingrich Wants More Money for Campaigns
-~

'Dial for Michael Jordan's father to begin
The trial of James Jordan, father of basketball great
Michael Jordan, is expected to be long Md arduous. Jury
selection will !like up to a month and prosecutors have
called two jury pools of500 each to find peqple with no
opinion of the case. Daniel Andre Green, charged with
killing Jordau more than two years ago, says he is
innocent. Wbile Jordan slept inside his qnlocked, red
Lexus Co\lpe, with the passenger window down.police
said, he was Jfilled by one shot to the chest. His body was
round floating in a swamp.
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Another Black Congressman May Be in 'Irouble

Compiled by Janelle Lynette Thompson

Write National News for
the National Page Call
Janelle Thompson at 8066866 or come to the West
Towers to inquire
--·-
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Rep. Walter Tucker (D-Calif.), a member of the
Congressional Black Caucus, is the latest Black official
to be under fire for tax evasion.
Tucker has been accused of 10 counts of extortion and
accepted over $37,000 in bribes from local contractors
who wanted to build a waste disapproval plant when he
was mayor of Compton, Calif.
Last week, the prosecution rested in the case. But
Robert Ramsey Jr., Tucker's lawyer, claims that his client
is "innocent and the FBI planned the investigation."

House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) stated last
week that political candidates need more campaign
funding, not less.
"One of the greatest myths in modern politics is that
campaigns are too expensive. The political process is not
over funded, but under-funded;' Gingrich said. "[Political
Action Committees] PACs are not an appropriate system
for the expression of citizen concerns."
But freshmen in the House are opposed to Gingrich's
idea.
"The old boys and the old establishment come up with
the best solution they could," Rep. Linda Smith (RWash.) said.

Expecting Congresswoman Holds Baby F\Jndraiser
Rep. Enid Waldholtz (R-Utah), was the first
congresswoman to have a baby in congressional office,
but she is also the first to host a fundraiser because of
her baby.
. Last week, the congresswoman, who is a freshman,
raised the largest amount of money fur a House campaign
candidate. She hosted a campaign event to raise money
fur reelection. The cost was $500 per person.
The congresswoman is now facing some political
criticism because her campaign finances were from her
personal account. The baby shower fundraiser invitation
stated "Baby Elizabeth Waldholtz invites you to a
fundraising shower to help re-elect her mom."

Federal Government Shutsdown
Norton Sponsors Bill for independent D.C. budget
Del. Eleanor Holmes-Norton (D-DC) is planning to
introduce a bill that would separate the annual federal
government budget from the District's budget.
Since the federal government was shut down this
week, District employees were affected by the recent

With no agreement being reached, the government
shutdown "nonessential" services. All federal workers
reported to ~ark, but about 800,000 were furloughed.
So~1al_ Security checks and Medicare payment are still
bemg issued, and nail will continue to be delivered.

Compiled by, onathan L. Wharton
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·I NTERNATION
Groups call for sanctions against Nigeria
.

By Patricia Hardin
Hilllop Staff Wri1cr

lkmbers of 1he in1ernational
_.i1y arc outraged over 1he
d hangings of nine minority
- activis1s by Nigeria's
,-Y-led governmen1 and are

calling for poli1ical and economic
sanctions agains1 1he country.
Lead by General Sani Abacha,
lhe Nigerian government, which
has been heavily criticized for
human righ1s abuses, has once
again come under the scrutiny of
political leaders and human righls
groups.
"Everybody is ou1raged, said

Oye Fasakm, assistant secr~tary,for
the Marr land-based N1ge~1an
Democratic Awareness Committee
(NDAC). "Most people are willing
to do whatever they can do to get
Abacha out."
.s?ocked over the hangings,
Wilham Sch_ulz, executive director
of human rtghts group Amnesty
International USA(AIUSA)said in ·
a statement issued Monday that
Amnesty· International condemns
the '.'brutal ·ac1ion by a regime thal
consistently refuses to respect
.fundamental righ1s to due process
and freedom of expre~sion."
J'he exccu1ions look place last
week following the activis1s' trial,
convic1ion and year-long prison
sen1ence.
According to reporls, 1hc nine
were on trial for !heir alleged
involvement in the killing of four
pro-Nigerian government leaders
during an uprising againsl the
Abacha's regime,and multi-national
oil giant Royal Dulch Shell in May
1994. Royal Dutch Shell is in a
joint venture with 1he Nigerian
government.
Among 1hose executed was Ken

!wards dinner honors
achievements of nation's
Caribbean citizens
By 111-Nehisi Coates
Hi111op Staff Wri1er
Ft11uring a litany of Black
~uals from George Padmore
i(JJl James 10 Walter Rodney,
1 Caribbean
presen1s a
iablc arsenal of in1ellec1ual
ipa.
!laire>-cr. las1 Friday's annual
o!s dinner hos1ed by the
·1,1c of Caribbean Studi es
IJ) in Nor1hwes1 Washington,
-.ied 1hat in1ellec1 is not
t!l'IY 1ype of fire-power 1he
Siin possesses. And indeed,
. lilt honored at 1he program
mlha1 Caribbean citizens have
llk llleir mark in all walks of

1

• first 10 receive her award,
1111111 Bunyan, news anchor for
lail9's Eyewitness News, was
. . fur her achievements in

aiim.
Ii, include a degree from
'-11 and the founding of the

lfllaJ Association of Black
lllisls (NABJ). She is also the

recipient of six Emmy awards and
is 1he firs1 American anchor to
interview Japanese Prime Minis1er
Masaoyoshi Ohira.
Throughout all her experiences,
Bunyan a11ribu1es a pan of her
success 10 her na1ive country.
"No mailer 1he winds of change,
no matter the 1urmoil, no matter the
slorm, the Caribbean has given us
a foundation," she said.
ICS's next award recipient,
Geoffrey Holder, displayed 1he
Caribbean's contribu1ion 10 the arts.
Holder is a Guggenhiem fellow
and the recipienl of 1wo Tony
awards for directing the Broadway
musical ··The Wiz."
The Caribbean contribution 10
1he business commuoity was nol
left oul by banquet hosts. Following
Holder, was keynote speaker and
CEO of Pepsi Cola of Washington
Earl Graves. Graves received ICS's
prest1g1ous Marcus Garvey
Lifetime Achievemen1 Award .
JCS also honored chemisl
Bertram
Fraser-Reid
and
anthropologisl Ivan Van Sertima,
author of "They Came Before
Columbus." Van Senima read a

poem abou1 Guyana, 10 the cheers
of lhe Guyanese conlingent and
1old the crowd Ihat "I have never
really left Guyana."
Ian Edwards, direc1or of
communica1ions for ICS said 1he
event wenl well because ii helped
fulfil 1he purpose of ICS, which
Edwards said was 10 "bring issues
of 1he Caribbean 10 1he forefront"
And the honorees were people of
Caribbean descent who helped do
1ha1, he said.
"Caribbean ci1izens are nol a
drain on 1he American sys1em, but
are con1ribu1ing members of
socie1y," Edwa rds sa id. "For
instance, it is a little known fact tha1
Hai1ian soldiers fought in 1he Civil
War," Smith said, adding thal Colin
Powell and Louis Farrakhan have
Caribbean roots.
As the evening concluded, many
left the dinner impressed with 1he
ICS's effor1s 10 increase awareness
of Caribbean issues.
"The main lhing ICS was lrying
10 do was promo1e developmenl in
the Caribbean," said Warwick
Scales,
a
1ourism
and
environmeotal specialist.

lance Around the World
Aires, Argentinaair force officials
with their spouses and
were killed in an
air force plane crash on
t late last Wednesday.
-made aircraft, which
to an aviation school
crashed into a remote
tral Argentina. There
ivors. Witnesses said
were charred and
flung far from the

Nicaragua- A deadly
has claimed 16
threatening the lives of
who have been

's President Violeta
bas ordered that

medication be rushed to
northwestern Nicaragua to combat
the bacteria.
The bacteria, which has been
identified as leptospyrosis, causes
fever, severe headaches.• dizziness,
cramps and bone and muscle
weakness.
The bacteria is trealable with
an1ibiotics. So far, shiploads of
penicillin have been sent to the
affected area, 65 miles northwest of
Managua.
Prior to it's identification by
experts from lhe Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
doctors and oews sources in
Nicaragua had referred to the
deadly outbreak as the "cursed
fever," or the "mystery disease."
Sou rces from the Center for
Disease Control's National Center
for Infectious Diseases said
leprospyrosis can be especially fatal
for the elderly and for young
children.
•
The disease is spread through
contact with pigs, cats, rats and
other mammals, and by exposure to
urine of an infected person. The

outbreak frequently occurs after a
heavy storm and flooding.
Strultgart, Germany-An
American researcher was recently
sentenced to 18 months in jail for
spying for East Germany's Stasi
inleUigence agency during the Cold
War. After admitting that he passed
secrets to East Germany's Ministry
for State Security between 1977
and 1990. Jeffrey Scbevitz, 54
pleaded for mercy from the German
court and said the secrets be passed
were a part of his job as a double
agent for the CIA. However, U.S.
representatives said Schevitz nevet
worked for and has no affiliation
with the CIA. Reports confirm that
Schevitz passed information while
employed as a researcher in
Karlsruhe, West Germany. The
information concerned the
sociological impact of several
nuclear policies.

Compiled
Mwakalyclyc
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Saro-Wiwa, an inter~ation.a_lly proceeded, despite international
know~ ~laywrtght who, !n add11ton pleas for clemency, was to send the
to wrttmg plays, pubhshed two message to the world that neither
novels criticizing the Nigerian Abacha nor his supporters will be
government.
bullied into action.
Saro-Wiwa also served as
"Nobody really knows what is
presideni of the Movement for the going on in their minds," said
Survi~al ?f the Ogoni Peoples, an Oparaoji, referring to Nigeri!l'S
organization opposed to the on- government leaders. "They think by
shore drilling in Ogoniland and the doing this it will show how tough
Rivers state.
1hey are."
It was Saro-Wiwa's affiliation
George Nzongola, a professor
with this movement th al many in the African Studies department
analysis said caused his arrest and at Howard, agreed, saying that
subsequent death.
Abacha simply wan1cd 10 "show
Saro-Wiwa gained world-wide 1ha1 [lhe government] is
atten1ion and provoked widespread independen1 and will nol give in to
suppori for challenging the political pressure."
·
government and for bringing to
Bui polilical pressure is exactly
light the eco\ogical destruc1ion of what the ou1come has been for
the Niger Della region caused by Nigeria's governmenl. Last week
the oil drilling.
the Clinto n administration
Because of his pro1es1s and open announced the recall of 1he U.S.
opposition to Abacha's poli1ical ambassador 10 Nigeria and has
regime, many said 1he charges imposed a ban on U.S. military
broughl againsl him and lhe 01hers sales to the country.
were false.
·
However, Oparaoji is urging thal
Edward Oparaoji, NDAC every na1ion impose a s1rict
chairman and pharmacy professor • economic embargo on Nigeria'soil
at Howard Universi1y said 1he reserves, which would cripple the
ac1ual reason the hangings na1ion's economy.

• ; ~ ,,_. 1, I

"What will bring down Abacha
is sanctions," Oparaoji said. "Shell
should pull out; all the oil
companies should. Abacha k.nows
that the oil reserves is the livelihood
of Nigeria's revenues. The only
thing that will keep him in power is
the oil companies."
AI USA has also urged Shell to
protest against the government's
actions.
·
"We deeply regret 1ha1 the major
corporate players, especially Shell
Oil- which might have been able
10 use their influence to save lives
of lhese courageous ac1ivis1s-did
vir1ually no1hing," Schulz said.
"We call on !hem now 10 help keep
alive Mr. Saro-Wiwa's dream and
lo speak out againsl any furlher
human rights abuses."
In memory of lhe nine Nigerian
leaders, 1he NDAC will hold a
candlelight vigil today at 12:00
p.m. and will lead a procession to
the Nigerian Embassy.
For rela1ed Perspec1ive see page

89.
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Haitian presidential
election delegation chosen
from local organizations
foreign press liaison for President
Jean-Bertrand Aris1ide; Mark
By Carey Andrew Grady
Beavis, a news reporler for Pacifica
Hilltop Staff Writer
Radio; Yvette Collymore, a print
journalist for the International Press
To familiarize themselves with Service and Tony Avrigan, an
Haiti's election process, a series of interna1ional freelance wriler,
non-profi1 organiza1ions me1 a1 the provided delegates with delailed
Methodisl building in Northeast information aboul what the nature
Washington last weekend to discuss of their jobs will be while in Haili.
their upcoming roles as election
Rudee Ro1h, a member of 1he
observers. Presidential elections Wi1ness for Peace, said, "These
will be held in Haili Dec. 17.
panelisls helped us unders1and how
The organizations will se nd we should 1rain our representatives
delegations to Haili who will serve to interac1, with the media."
as in1erna1iona.l press liaisons and
Wi1ness for Peace is a religious
wi.ll be responsible for passing all and poli1ically independent
essential election informa1ion 10 organization dedicated to changing
the media.
U.S. policies 1ha1 cori1ribute 10
"The observer delegates will poverty and oppression in Latin
essentially ac1 as political America and Caribbean countries.
correspondents for the international
"The panel also provided us wilb
media tha1will cover the elections," insight in10 se1tiog up press
conference coordinator Wonh conferences and in formed us of the
Cooley-Pros! said.
networks 1ha1we should auempt to
He is also a board direc1or at the build alliances with," she said.
Washington Office on Haiti
Witness for Peace will send a 15(WOH), a non-profit, ecumenical member team of observers to 1he
organizalion for public education . region.
and human rights advocacy group
Panelisls stressed to the
tha1 sponsored the workshop.
delegations that 1hey be careful of
"This weekend's conference was how Ibey pass news 10 journalis1s.
designed to 1rain the delegates on They also urged observers to be
how 10 inleract effectively and selec1ive when dealing with
unbiased ly with 1he media," he rcponers.
said.
"You should align yourselves
Saturday morning's panel, titled wilh media networks thal will
"The Media- What Do They presen\ your information the way
Wan1?" informed observers of their you want it 10 be presenled,"
obligations' to the media as poli1ical panelist Yvette Collymore from the
observers.
International Press Service said.
Panelists Michelle Karshan,
She also said that during lhe

elec1ion process, television and
radio s1ations will report their
information differently be~use of
deadline schedules.
But most importantly, said
panelists, the delegation must
remember lhe election is for the
people of Haiti and not the
international community.
"It's not up to the [U.S.
government] to determine whether
the Haitian people are satisfied with
the results of their elections,"
said WOH member, Rich
Gosser, who will be a member of
the delega1ion.
Also sending members to Haiti,
representatives from 1he New
England Observers said they are
primed and ready, but have some
concerns.
"I am primarily concerned with
evaluating the democratic process
on local and national levels in
Haiti," Tom Lebacb said.
Alix Pharuns, ·Haiti Reborn
project direclor for the Quixote
Center, a peace and juslice center,
said they have a special purpose in
observing the event.
"We not only will be observing
the process of free elections, bu1
will be 1alking to church leaders,
labor unions, s1uden1 groups and
will check on our commu nity
service projects in which the
Quixote Center has invested in
financially," said Pharuns, the only
Haitian-born delegate to attend the
conference.

New York African Burial Ground: An African Diaspora Legacy
Symposium
by Howard University
November 17th thru 18th
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Political gaines cause
of fe.d eral shutdo-wn
t 12:01 a.g,. Tuesday morning,
the federal government ran out
·
of money, forcing a shutdown.
Political squabbles between Democ•
rats and Republicans have affected at
least 800,000 federal employees,
operations in the District and institu•
tions receiving federal appropria•
tions, like Howard University. As con•
gressional leaders and President
Clinton exchange insults, families are
going without money until a solution
is agreed upon.
President Clinton twice vetoed
measures chat would have kept the
government runn ing for ano\fier 18
aays umi l Dec. l. Clincon claimed
the bills would have adversely
affected the elderly•through raised
Medicare premiums and would also
"deep Iy cut education."
The fiscal year ended Oct. I
wichout a budge! being passed and
the interim spending plan expired
Nov. 14. Consequencly, 800,000
federa l workers were furloughed
and all "nonessential" opcrallons
,vere s hut down . The Discrict
govern ment, whose budget is
allocated by Congress, also shut
down. Essential services, like che
police and fire department
remained intacc, buc sani tacion

A

concrol, s1ree1 repairs and parking
enforcement came to a halt.
While Dole, Gingric h, and
Clinton play political games, the
country is suffering. As Kim Hicks,
an employee \vith the Deparemcnt
of Education, said, "I have these
fools on the Hill who can pret17much determine what my futures
going to look like."
Repercussions
of
che
government shut down may also hie
Howard. Sixty percent of ou r
budge t comes from federa l
appropriat io~s, which wern
postponed until the government 1s
fully functioni ng aga in. Budget
shortfalls already had legislators
looking to make cutbacks in
Howard's funding.
At th e core of the federal
shutdown, is a fight for a balanced
bud_get. America is nearly SS
trillion in debt. One of the main
reasons why Clinton vetoed bills to
ex tend t he opera tions of the
governmen t until Dec. 1 was
l>ecausc the GOP measures entailed
raising the debt limit, which would
allow the U.S. neasury to borrow
more money.
.
Govern ment
revenue 1s
generated from taxes collected from

the American people. When these
taxes fall short of the money needed
to run the country, the government
borrows money througli t~~ issuing
of governmen t secu rities ana
savrng bonds. These bonds and
securit ies are generally purchased
by large corporations, wealthy
indivi<fuals, or foreign nations.
The money collected from che
bonds and securities temporarily
get the government out of the hole,
but imerest and the principle must
be paid back to the buyers. So
corporat ions, the largest holders of
government securities outside the
government itself, essentially hold
ibe American tax payer in perpetual
dcb1. This week alone, theTreasury
was unable to make a $24 billion
interest only payment 10 its lender.;.
Though most of the debt is
caused
by
lcgis lacivc
mismanagement; political leaders
arc scapegoati ng education, the
poor and cider Iy.
.
With the 1996 presidential race
underway, one must wonder if chis
shutdown was unavoidable or is the
result of ~ litical games played by
next year s candidates.

a

True meaning of holidays
must be u nderstood
he holiday season is steadily
approaching and with it the
.myths surrounding their ori•
gins. As children, we where told of a
tooth fairy, Easter Bunny, Santa Claus
and other fictitious characters and
stories to excite us for the holidays.
Instead of promoting religious
and spiritual development among
children through celebration, ki<fs
sit on a funny-looking man's lap and
ask him for what Ile will never
provide for them. Titcn when our
parents spend their hard-earned
money to satisfy our desires it's
attributed to a rabbit or old Saint
Nick. The be!ittlement of holidays
is no t the intention here, but
establishment of righteous and
truthful festivities s hould be
promoted.
Fa lse history and corrupt
capitalism have led holidays for
from their potential of nurturin_g a
united, thankful and lovrng
atmosphere. Big busi ness has
manipulated the giving spirit into a
competition of who win give the
best gift, instead ofthankfulncssof
whatever is received. The economy

T

has now become dependent on the
holiday season to boost spending.
We are also taught in school and
elsew here that Thanksgiving
signifies a day when Nat ive
Americans and se tt lers from
Europe sat down to forge peaceful
relationships over a feast. lf this is
true, why was there over 7 mi llion
Natives when the settlers arrived
but only I million coday? Why did
the Europeans steal land from the
Native Americans and force them
onto reservat ions where they
continue to dwell? What type of
Thanksgiving would precede such
horror?
Most religious scholars agree
that Jesus wasn'c born on Dec. 25,
or even in th'e month of December.
This day was seemingly chosen to
better su it business. Again,
discouragement of celebrating the
cstab lislicd ho lidafs i!; not th e
intended outcome o this editorial.
But che truth must be cold to allow
for the proper recognition of this
season.
Blacks have been given an
alterna tive celebrat ion 10 the
mainstream holidays. Though

H

peaceful demonstration in
American history, predominately
attended by Black men, sti ll has a
problem with Black fratricide.
Howard is the premiere Black
inst itution in the country. We at the
Mecca have a rcsponsiliility 10 use
our time, intellect and resources
for the deve lopment of ou r
communities and nation. II has been
said for many years chat Howard's
relationship with the community is
in need of improvement and Wynn's
death is an ind icator of that. True,
his killer most likely was unaware
that Wynn was a student of our
glorious University, but ifwe would
have been on our post of

escablishing proper relationships
and transforming downtrodden
communities, maybe the assailant
would have never been shooting in
the first place.
We must now work at creating
the brolhcrhood that was felt on
Oct. 16 in the heart of chc Black
community. The best way for those
mourning chc death of Wynn to
honor him is to keep his example of
scholarship and lcader.;hip going.
Wynn must now live in our nearts
and minds as we strive to abol ish
the violence that claims of so many
of our young brothers and sisters.

•

Letter to the Editor
Columnist misrepresents
Howard as racist
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response 10 a
column written by Diane Amantea
on the reaction of Howard
University Law School students
entitled "O.J. Beat che Rap Just as
Lizzie Did." In her article she
referred to Howard as a "training
ground for Black racists."
As a Howard alumna, I was
offended by the article. How dare
she attemp\ to smear the name of a
learn ing institution that awards
more Pli.D.s to people of color than
any other institution in lhc world?

I truly believe that her comments
were made without research or
common sense.
The four years I spent at Howard
taught me to be proud of my
heritage and ethni cit y. Afr ican
Americans ca n't own anything
solely without someone accusing us
of being racist. She must have been
jealous because Howard owns its
ow n te levision sta tion, radio
stations, newspapers and a varietyof businesses. It must bother her
that Howarditcs have decided to
support our own.
r must say to Ms. Amanlca, I am

~
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Kwanza wasn't created over two
decades ago 10 compete wich
Christmas, ,1 has recently become
quite popul ar and used as a
subslitute. Kwanza focuses on the
seven principles of unicy, selfdetermmation, collective work and
responsibility,
cooperative
cconomics, purpose, creat1vi1y and
faith. Each principle is highlighted
for a day between Dec. 26 ana Jan.
I.
Kwanza has also become
commercialized in recent years,
though. It's up to the individuals
,vho celebrate the hol iday to keep
its integrity. We must also con1inuc
to practice the guiding principles
year round.
As we prepare for the upcoming
ho!iday season, lee us reflect on
what th is time shou ld actually
produce. Fr ivolous behav ior
contradicts the spirituality of the
season. We should g_o back to our
families wich chc spirit of thanks,
unity and love.
Let us not be manipulated and
compromise the pr-inciples we
should stand on.

Death of HU student shows
pervasiven ess of violence
oward lost one of its shining
stars last week. Derrick
Wynn, a 22-year-old honor
student who was set to graduate at the
end of next semester, was shot to
death as he drove to class from his
Northeast home. His death hasshak•
en the Howard community. Wynn was
a football player and a B+ student.
As family, friends, ceammates
and others mourned the death of
Wynn, the District added him to its
long list of murder victims. Dubbetl
the ·'murder capital,'' D.C.'s latest
death brings to lighc th e
pervas ive nenss of inncr-cicy
violence. The city, which last monch
played host to the largest and most

(;

not a racist. I am, however, a young,
talen ted and educated Blac1.
woman who will match ro7education with anyone's on God s
green ea rth . Amantea mus tn' t
single out institutions, especially
historically Black colleges and
make generalizations based on
unreliaole gut instinct. I'm sure that
001 onl y Howard alumni but
African Americans everywhere
share my sen timents concerning
her comments ..
Chelsea L. Stalling,
Howard Alumna
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El.COME YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS

THE HfLLTOP welcomes your views 011 any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff, st
a11d al1111111i are e11couraged to sltare tlteir original ideas a11d opinions.
We p11blis/1only 1),aterial addressed to 11s. We routinely edit letters for space and cornet style,
and p1111chwtio11 errors. Letters as well ns commentaries 11111st be typed and signed, complete wit/1fi1/I
and telepltone 1111111ber.
.
The opinions expressed 011 tire Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of_ the
inf Board, and do 1101 necessarily reflect the opinions of Howard U11iversity, its administration, THE
TOP Board or tire st1/de11ts.
Please address letters and comments to:

Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Ave. N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20059
PHONE: (202) 806-6866
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Faith in God's
unconditional
love brings
peac~. and joy

e-

on this cam(lus knows
s 10 just survive. Some
-swithout eating. Some
n't keep mone'{ in the
11• mauer how fruga we try
,Some of us go without sleep
11111>to_s1udy and ;Still sec no
t11, And JUSI when II seems as
•«!IICSSion could not get any
iaadthings could not get any
:r. things su rprisi ngly turn

...loh sudden, a relative ca lls

apbc's in town and wants 10

1a out [or lunch, knowing

~

ly have been starv ing.
ti{lc in the process of taking
11111st available ten dollars
• JOU! bank account will
·cauy close. the te ller
you that you have a
.. dollars more than what

in a way most of us arc unfamiliar
with- unconditionally. It seems
like someone wants to 'do
something for you only after you
have done something for them,
making you fccl as 1[ you owe
him/her. Bi11 you owe God nothing.
You arc never in debt with Him nor
do you have to sacrifice anything 10
be with Him. God wants you 1us1
the ·way you arc, faults and all.
He would love it if people would
just take the time out to
acknowledge Him in all that they
do. Realize that what you have
comes from His extreme goodness.
While you look around the streets
of D.C. and see the homelessness,
despair and pain, take a step back
and look at what you have. At
ll oward we arc exposed 10
opportunities literally thrown in
our faces every day and many of us
don't even take advantage of them.
We arc no furth er away from
having proble ms th an the next
person. But, if we remember why
we are here and who got us thus far,
we might not be so quack to become
depressed when thmgs don't turn
out as we had hoped.
Faith in God is the most pure
and unadulterated love we could
have. If it is as small as a mustard
seed or as large and this planet. you
still have the comforting knowledge
that He w ill br in g you ou t o f
troubling times sucli as these.
There is a huge di ffcrcncc
between being loneJ and being
alone. You may fee a sense oT
loneliness after a ba break-up or
if your friends aren't around you .

Woinen's concerns overlooked
by Black Inan's trials ·
Anika Simmons

I was at the movies watching
"Dead Presidents" a couple oT
weeks ago. During the scene where
Larcnz 'Tote's character had a heated
argumen t wi th his girlfriend, I
found myself getting angry. Part of
my anger was because of the sight
of yet another woman playing ihc
st_crc~typical role of a nagging
girlfriend.
But most of all, I was seething
because of the audience's reaction
to Tate's character shaking his
girlfriend and almost slapping her.
They were laughing! Tuer seemed
very amused at the poss1bilit)'. of
her gelling hurt since they disliked
her so strongly. I do admit that her
character was not likeable since she
was totally insensit ive to her
part ncr's needs.
But why so much animosity
from the audience? I didn't sec the
sa me anim os ity when O-Dog
r.aradcd around li ke a madman in
' Menace to Society" or when Nino
Brown berated has girlfriend for
her inability 10 have children in
''New Jack City." ln fact, I detected
admiration and appreciation for
Nino and O-Dog.
Mainstream movies make me
think a lot about gender roles in our
society. especial!)' in the Black
community. Like why, for example,
are women placed on a higher

~

-And the test you took
came back to you with an
name while the rest of
aearly failed.
IIJOOr luck taken a turn for
- , or maybe that psychic
lltlto las_t r,ear was right after
~ps 11 s somcthmg you
IJlld auention to before: the
'lilGod that has been present
Ill: all this time. At first this
'-ion is shockin&-someonc
I~ · g is watclimg over you
Ill didn't do anyth ing to
It r? You start 10 quest ion
liubout xourself, trying to
!lliim while the solution is
God protects and provides
,and docs not ex pcct
mreturn.
il,Jamcrciful God who loves

!

But as long as God is there, you are
never alone. Just whisper Ilic word
" help'' and He' ll be right there.
Even when everything is go ing
your way, don't hesitate to call on
Him and give Him the praise.
Know that 11 is only through God
that you will receive the JOY for
which you have been longing.
Being with the Lord and liaving
faith in }lim will change you, but
not like you expect it to. People
tend to think that once they
acknowledge God and what He has
done for them, that they will never
be like they once were, and that is
abso lutelY. right. However, that
change wall be a positive one, one
that will make you want 10 shout
"Tl{ANK GOD!"

I write to the students of the
Mecca concerning the execution of
Ken Saro-Wiwa, a leader of the
Ogoni people in Nigeria and a 1995
Nobel Peace Prize nominee whose
case was taken up by Amnesty
lntcrnational.
Saro-Wiwa was executed after a
politically motivated and unfair
trial. He was killed for his nonviolent express ions 10 stop the
environmental destruction of his
homela nd and his dream of
bringing hope, democracy an<)
justice 10 Nigeria. I wish that the
Howard community would join me
in urging the Clinton adminastration
and the world 10 isolate, place
sanctions on and work to overthrow
Nigerian General San i Abacha's
military government.

It is tragic that today in Africa
another Steven Biko has been
murdered for his eloquent pleas for
justice, a man who stood trial
before men intent on using violence
10 preserve their unjust power. SaroW1wa was a man many of us did not
know, but the injustice done against
him threatens us as surely as any. As
Dr. Mart in Luther King taught us,
silence and disinterest is
complacency.
The Ni~crian military dragged
Saro-Wi,va before a mili tary
tribuna l, when the military and the
government of Nigeria itself should
be on trial. Recently released
documents prove that the military
set out to terrorize the Ogon i, then
blame the terro r on tnc Ogoni
leaders.
All of this has been done to
protect the Shell Oil operations that
have devastated the Ogoni 's land.
When Shell Oil has a small refinery

Pathe Dlagne
As a freshman planning to move
on campus 10 have a "collc_ge-life"
experience, I was disappomted 10
realize that the most reputed and
act ive associations at Howard carry
Greek lcllcrs as symbols. The love
I saw these association members
display to their brothers and sisters,
the work th ey do for thei r
community, and plenty more about
them creates adm iration from
anybod y who watches them.
However, not to be offensive, I think
that no African should be a member
ol any association which uses
Greek lellers as the symbol of their
intellectuality, or as a symbol of
anything at all. Reasons behind this
posit ion arc varied, but the

determining fact is that the socalled Gree k _philosophy or
intellectual civilization is stolen
African legacy. Socrates, Plato,
Aristolle- just 10 name a few of
the so-called Greek in1cllec1ual
gods - have all plagiarized the
work of our ancestors who initiated
the m in to the great Egy ptian
Mystery System.
Directly or indirectly, the Greeks
acqu ired their knowledge from
Egyptians. They did so directly by
domg stud)' in the great Egyptian
temples and were init iated mto the
Mystery System. The indirect
method of acquiring knowledge
from Egyptians was 10 be disci11fes
of ancient initiates. It is-also a fact
that after Alexander "The Great"
invaded Egypt, the Greeks pillaged
and lootea ihc great Alexandrian

traded
Ii..: reflect on my days at

!ii'University. It 's amazing
time really flies. It was
~,.Jtsterday that I was
!lliDg to send off college
and make a decision as
would s_pend the next
years of my life?
~li!Y second year gets
l!IG. I constantly evaluate
111d realize that while l
~y preach to my parents
~grown-up I am, lliat time
~ its presence. life gets
IIIO question. Tomorrow is
l!lraiiteed and I must take
·1y foe my actions.
I have two and a half
at this institution (God
I find it hard to imagine
could happen during my
. Everyday I feel myself

f.l

grow stronger and more conscious.
I am put to the test daily and faced
with situations where I can only
depend on mysc l f. True, I am
surrounded by fami ly and friends
who love and care about me, but
when I really break it down, the
only person looking out for me is
starting at me in the mirror.
Howard has taught me many
lessons about life. 'Even though
there arc days when I curse the
University to hell, I keep prescr~ing
and mamtammg a peace of mincf.
Thus for, I have overcome shady
people, countless amount of papers,
not enough hours in the day,
worr isome Howard men, a
cr~m~ling ~ormitory, w~e morning
V1vann episodes, moving m ano
out being broke, eating in the
cafeteria, and of course, student
accounts.
More importantly though, I am
being taught by some revered

argumentative, violent, and
defensive in relationships, but only
because that's all we have seen in
our own lives. Let's work together
10 change that. We also go affer the
men with prcuy exteriors and ugly
insides because we've been taught
that having a man, no mailer how
bad he treats us, is the only way to
prove our worth. If we are
materialistic "gold diggers" it is
because, like you, we cfcspcratcly
wan t mate rial goods th at arc
glamorized in the mass media and
use what we can to r,et it. I didn't
say we arc perfect. I m just asking
that you try to sec where we come
from.
Before l offend someone, I
should say that not every woman
fits this mpld- but th ere are
enough of us with these problems
to make it a real concern.
This doesn't mea n that men
sho uld make all the effort in
repairing relationships. As women,
we have a lot 10 do 10 fix ourselves
and our auitudcs about men. But
men can help by thinking about
what Black women go through in
the movies and in real-life roles.
Don't be so quick to judge and
ridicule us. I promise you tlicre are
a lot of women out there (myself
included) who will appreciate it
and be happy to meet you halfway.

The writer is a senior majoring
i11 English.

accident in the United States, they
pay all affected households $10,000
a piece. Yet, when they destroy the
lands of over half a mill ion Ogoni
peop le, they re fuse 10 discuss
compensati on. In Niger ia, Shell
uses extract ion methods so
primitive and unclean even other oil
companies complain. Ken SaroWiwa raised his voice in nonviolent protest and was imprisoned
and denied due process. We must
let Shell know that this is not a
public relations problem; the moral
base of its commerce is on line.
Nearly 40 percent of Nigerian
oil exports come 10 the U.S., which
accounts for only ten percent of
Amer ica 's imports. Silence and
disinterest arc co mplace ncy.
America can- and perhaps
must- due without this oil. Shell
denies and evades responsibi lity,
we cannot and should not support
such a company. 1lie blood of every

Nigerian who is killed for speaking
offreedom is mixed in this oil.
I-late and violence thrive in the
dark, so we must all shine our light
on a small grave in Ogoniland, from
which a vmcc of justice can still be
heard. Among Ken Saro-Wiwa's
last words were: "l call upon the
Ogoni people, the peoples of the
Niger delta and all oppressed ethnic
minorities . . . stand up now and
fight fearlessly and peacefully for
human rights. History is on our
side. God 1s on our side.
Saro-Wiwa expressed a faith and
a hope that we must keep alive. Let
us redeem Dr. King's memory and
his knowledge of tlie long reach of
justice. Let us join our liands and
raise our voices in protest. " You
can blow out a candle but you can't
blow out a fire."

Tire writer is a senior majoring
in political science.

Greek letter associations betray our
African heritage

koward experience is one not to -be
Natalie Moore

been overlooked. Luckily, a woman
in the audience who had worked
with female prisoners brought it to
Dean Richardson's allention that
men aren't the only ones at risk in
our communities. She requested
that he say a prayer for us, too, and
he (somcwnat re luctantly, it
appeared lo me) complied.
lt may not be easy being a Black
man .in America, but it sure isn't a
piece of cake being a Black woman,
either. And just because there were
more women in the aud ience (at
Chapel) that day didn't mean that
our ~trugglc 10 get there was less
special.
Honestly, I am not trying 10 take
anything away from Black men. As
Black women, we feel for you,
suffer when you do, sympathize
with you, pray for you and try 10
understand you because you arc a
part of us. All we ask is that you do
the same for us.
1ry to understand that women's
actions, however trining they are,
do have a reason. Like you, we
have 10 face racism, plus we have
the added stress of filling into a
society that doesn't app_rcc1a1e our
physical appearance. Because or
this, our self-esteems arc fragile
and sometimes ruined.
The aggressive natures of some
of us arc -cfue lo the fact that we arc
tired or being ignored and need the
aucntion or somebody 10 make us
feel special. We can be selfish,

Students must lead protest against
execution of Nigerian leader
0. Bryan Weaver

rJith in God is the most
111re and unadulterated
~ve we could have. If it
ias small as a mustard
ted or as large and this
planet, you still have
the comforting
'uwwledge that He will
bring you out of·
'roubling times such as
these.

moral level than men are? By this I
mean that the standards for women
are much higher than the ones for
men, In this p.osition, women take
a _greate r fa ll and incur more
crit icism when they do something
not considcrect ladylike. But since
men~rc held to lower expectations
their undesirable behavior is treated
and excused with a "boys will be
boys•· altitude. It is this reason, in
my opinion, that the old-fashioned
double standard thrives and that
here arc such different reactions
when
me n arc sex uall y
prom iscuous or violent than when
women are. Our sins are much
worse, more horrifying, disgusting
and despicable.
Similarly, when a Black woman
achieves, it is often downplayed as
if to say "that wasn't that hard 10
do."
But
young
men's
accompli shments arc lauded an
aRglaudcd a great deal. Back in
1994, during my sophomore year,
there was a special ceremony for
honors students in the Chapel. Dean
Richardson looked at all the
honorees and said something to the
effect of, " It is great to sec so many
young Black men recognized for
their academic excellence. Come 10
the front so I can say a prayer for
you." Personally, I took it like a slaP.
m the face, not because I didn I
think my brothers deserved the
rccogn i11on, but because I felt that
our hard work and struggles had

professors who really care and
teach with a Black slant which
would be rare at a traditional
school. I am becoming a belier
writer, making lifelong contacts,
treasuring the few _good friends,
finding tlic road of mdcpcndencc,
ci rcling myself around positive
brothers and sisters and enjoying
" the Black experience'' the Mecca
has 10 offer.
Many
of
my
frie nds
matriculated to prestigious
institutions such as the University
of Illinois, Dartmouth College,
Harvard, Princeton, Yale, and
Stanford Universities. Yet, whereas
they arc the first ones to scoff at
Black colleges, they are also the
first to ask me to save them floor
space and a pill ow during
Homecoming, Spring Black Ari
Fest and the Cultural Initiative HipHop Conference. Howard and other
Historically Black Colleges and

Universities (HBCU), arc good
enough 10 l,)arty witli, but forget
about receiving and education here.
Coming 10 Howard was the best
decision !nave ever made though.
Sure, I complain like s imilar
students, but when I visit other
colleges around the country, I learn
to appreciate Howard. We are
afforded so
many
great
opportunities, but somet imes we
haphazardly forget and take them
for granted. If your whole center
never expands Georgia Avc. 1 it
needs to encompass somethmg
else.
So as I keep learning valuable
lessons inside and outside of the
classroom, I remember my goals
visions and remain tenacious. And
l allain all that is within my reach.

The writer is a sophomore
majoring in print joumalism

library and took home the valuable
work of Egyptians that they were so
eager to o6tain. Greeks' intellectual
greatness looks like a fable when
you think of all the absurd ities
believed about the so-called Greek
imcllcctual gods' life.
My point is that the symbols of
these associations are promoting
the intellectual inferiority complex
of Blacks. The pra ise of
intellectualism they are giving 10
Greeks must be diverted to the
people who deserve it- that is, the
people of ancie nt _Egypt 1 our
ancestors, who gave c1viltza11on to
this world. Surely, our rich culture
can provide us w ith adequate
symbols for our great associations.
ln the Nov. :i edition of the
Washington Post, an article about
Queen Jllefcrtari's pyram id, which

has just been opened to the public,
stated, "Ordinarily, the faces are
done in a sort or monochrome, but
you can sec her cheeks are redder
(than the rest of her face) ..." By
referring to her red checks, the
wri ter 1s attempting, like most
White Egyptologists, 10 assert
indirectly that the-Egyptians were
White. The so-called aark-red color
or the Egyptians is a terminologr,
that has tieen launched to "Whiten '
the Africans of Ancient Egyl,)t. ·
We have our hands full trymg 10
fight our misrepresentation from
the outside and the least we need 10
do is refute the lies that have been
to ld abou t us and represent
ourselves appropriate! y.

Tire writer is a freshm an in tire
Sc/roof of Engineering.

Express
yourself \Vrite
a Perspective!
See David
Gaither in the
Hilltop Office.

November 17
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IN MANY COMPAN IES
IT TAKES YEARS TO PROVE YOU'R i
MANAGEMENT MATERIAL...

WE'LL GM YOU 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem hke mU(h vme to prove you're capable olbti
a leader. But if you're tough. smatt and detenn,ned, ten weeks and a il1
hard Y',O(k could make you an Officer of Marines. An<: Officer G1ndmt
School (OC5) is where you'll get the chance to prove you ve got what~•
to Jea<J a life full of exotement full of chollenge. full of honor. Anyone <.l!I
thefve got what ,t takes to be a leader, we'll gi,e you terl weeks to P'0III

xcuse
orrow

Marines

n. ma: :n., Ptr,,J. ] J N , ~
~I A R I N I O I r I C I R
For more information about the Marine Corps PLC Avil
and Ground Officer Programs for Freshmen - SenilJl
see Captain John French on the bot/om floor of 8/addi
Center on November 28-29, 1995 from 10 AM - 2 A
or call 301-394-0519/20/21.

With U.S. Savings ~ond

the more yon g1v~,
the more yon receive.

A dramatic increase in the price of pizza. Your ethics prof is demanding kickbacks.
Whatever explanation you give your folks for pauperdom, with a $57 one-way fa re to New York

E, ery da). we Jllllll
of ourst:h 'CS o n to lhc •

ge:~ra11on. Whtn il'.s Ill
fishing. whic-h b&Jt to
cast. whu makes a ktqll
knowledge lhal we gJ'll

on the Delta Shuttle, saying you spent it all rushing home just won't work anymore.
With a Delta Shuttle Flight Pack, you can get four one-way Shuttle coupons for $239.
Or eight for $442. Stop at any Delta ticket office

----

in New York, Boston or Washington, D.C.,

-

or just pick up a pack at any Delta Shuttle airport ticket

w ilh them rorc,·er.

how 3 sm1Jl irwC$tn'd

make 1hctr dttam, COllt

counter, and go. No reservations necessary.

8U)IOJ

The Delta Shuttle's made getting home cheap and easy, and
explaining where your money went hard. But if all else fails, just tell 'em the dog ate it.

U.S. s..,.

contributes 10 a M)ltd •

America for gencnuoa1
Wtuu fl great wa) for,..1belic,c ii\ your r\l•

Bond• ate MU!)II
they ire 10

~" e.

Buy

half their face ,·alue
) OUr local bank,

~ .Delta Shuttle

So share the- tndilll

U.S. Soving.< Bon<b. 1lr
tht- gift thl l giv~ bad:1
thM you',c given

You'll love the way we fly "'
l~lS-S(1'18tt F-.1Ciluy a ..,rgco( Sil or S2'4 is included in fare-. f .UC$ v.l:!1d only wi1h put<N.SC oi ;1 four- or eiJ:;l,M."OOpon bookl«. Dd t,l 1-1,ghi l\id:: coupons art , -.1fid (or 1r.wc-l only on the- Ddc.t Shuttle for )Wth\" bc-cw,•e" 1hc
.1gcs ol 12-24. idemifka1ion and 1'1f'()o( 11( .age are rtquiml.The c:oupons.ucval,d fotonc- )1"..U from 1hc J..ueoli:1-su.mre. EJ1gible tn1,d pmo<barc :-Ob\CU)'•l~nda)' bctwt•m 10:30a.m.-2:.3() p.m. ~od 7:30 p.m,•9:JO p.m.. and
.111 <b)·5.lturd.ay .1,nd Suncby.Tr.wd ()lits.de of 1hc <k:si81\.11cd times is rcmumd upon JXl)'tnent ol che differmce b«,,~ , the fa re 111df«t .u 1hr 1imc ol tr.m:I, W'ld lhc v.doc of one Flight P·.K:k d1scowu crupon. E.i111tt O.ght
cru1>0n boo\: mu<1c be prcsc'l'lttd J:t the time of 1rawl, C-.wpon<, a~ in\':Wd i! dccJdw:d from book. Rrfund:s att :l\~uL,blc wilh pmal tlC'S. Se:tts are hnmcd. l~J.tt$ wb)C'CI ro cha1t;e without nonce. C 199S Delt-a Air LintS. Inc.

We're looking for
different degrees in caring.
B.A.'s, and B.S.'s AND MORE. CIGNA, a leading provider of health care,
insurance and related financial services, is recruiting students and graduating
seniors who'd like to 01ake an immediate contribution to a dynamic environment
in Human Resources & Services:

Operations & Employee Services
Employee Benefits & Health Management
Corporate Real Estate
Career Development
Corporate Compensation
Employee Relations
Prc,.recruilment Reception

Friday, November 17, l 99S, S:30- 7:30 p.m.
School of Business
Faculty Lounge, 5th Floor

R

CIGNA
A Business ofCaring.

\Villie "Sunnfe" Prevo

Gmduacing:Junc4. l992.
KIiied: May 28, 1992
Cleveland. OH

Explore a career with a company that's focused on caring.
Wt"'re rm tqual opportunity t mplO}'tT, M/F/D/V

•CIGNA" rt'{trs t() CIGNA C-or1,or,Hlu11 tmd/or (),rt w more o(lts s11bsl11lmfts. Most tmplu)'t'tS rtrt
employt',I by sutxl,lladtJ of CIGNA CorpomIfol1.

If you don'1 stop someone
from driving drunk, who will?

Do whatever il takes.
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK•

••
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Because
all-nighters
arent always
spent in
the librarY.

GO TO OFF1CER
TRAINING
SCHOOL.
Put your coi"lege
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It's everywhere
you want to be:
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Spec·i al Tribute to
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DERRICK MAURICE

WYNN ·

Friday, November 17,
1995
at 12:00 noon
in the
Cooke Hall Dormitory
This special memorial has been
created to help the Wynn Family
during the loss of their loved one.
Please come out and show your
support {or one of Howard's own,
an achiever, a son, a teammate, a
friend.
·

'-Cif~ ca12 b-e io iudde12, e12cf urith a &link of an e!Je,
f°Jh.e :.hedclin9 of teai:.,
'if ain and 9ueitio12:i to the i/liei.
d/-0111 do !.f L'i<Je tn!} life???
7
' /noct•ing that deat/l ii fiiomiied
c:f?e<Jeali a hai:,.h ieality . ...
(012e llaJ. to b-e Glei:.ed.
f°Ja/~e tile ittuggl;;:,. in life
,: in :.tiid;;, in :.tiengtfz
J,?errze11zGeiin9 the [o:,.:,.e,:,., .
.f...ot•ed otu::,. J;a<Je to gain,
·
<l/le 111u:.t cL'o:.e the ga/2:. of <Jiolence t/;,d :.uiiound u.1
1
"ut not foiget tile innocent,
f°Jfze lot•ed O12e.1 11re !o.1t.
qve n•iL't tia<Jel a:. one thiou9 J;.- 2ain, 9 iief, and /0;1,.
:::A!e111e112b-eiin9 tflat tf;e J3_[f_ -D-dV i.1 of a Guffalo b-o!J
clf1, <lil1i::i rrzatuie a:,. a heid, gioor :,.tion9
,..,f.'
. Li. !JOUT-.i,
~11e I:.!'l:otnu.e
.f...1ot•e,, i;;fient atuf look to the :if~!}~J-:,.1m

lJt.JU"t

..

Donations will be collected at the·
tnemorial setvice.

•

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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Poetic Blues
THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A BLACK WOMAN
I SAW HER FROM ACROSS "THE O!)AD"; SHE SMILED AS SHE
GREETED A FRIEND OF HERS. IN HER SMILE I SAW A GENTLE
WARM HEART. HER DARK BROWN SKIN ONLY HIGHLIGHTED THE BEAUTY OF HER FACE. HER RED FINGER NAIL
PAINTED HAND PUSHEDALOCKOF HAIR BEHIND HER EAR
WHEN SHE STOOD TO CROSS THE STREET, WE MADE EYE
CONTACT. THEN, SHE GAVE ME ONE OF HER WARM AND
GENTLE SMI LES. THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A BLACK WOMAN.
LATER THAT DAY.I FOUND MYSELF STUMBLING ACROSS A
HISTORY ASSIGNMENT. A SISTER WITH A CARAMEL COMPLEXION ASKED IF THE SEAT ACROSS FROM ME WAS TAKEN.
IMMEDIATELY MY MOUTH CAME TO ACTION BEFORE MY
BRAIN COULD THINK; "NO," I EXCWMED. " PLEASE HAVE A
SEAT," I SAID, TRYING TO GET MYSELF TOGETHER EVERY
NOW AND THEN I WOULD CATCH HER LOOKING AT ME IN
MY PUZZLED STATE. SHE EVEN LET OUT A SMIRK OF IAUGHTER ONCE. SHOWING MY WEAKNESS IN HlSTORY, SHE
OFFERED HER HELP AND STRENGTHEND IT. THERE'S
NOTHING LIKE A BLACK WOMAN.
AS l CAUGHT THE TRAIN BACK TO MY DORM, I NOTICED A
SISTER TIRED FROM A HARD DAYS WORK HER DARK
BROWN EYES WEE TRYING TO FIX ON HERNEWSPAPERAS
THE TRAIN SPED THROUGH THE TUNNEL. SHE GATHERED
UP HER THINGS AS THE CONDUCTORANNOUNED THAT
HER STOP WAS NEXT. SHE RELEASED A BIG PUFF OF AIR AS
SHE STARTED TO LEAVE. A BROTHER WAS WAITING FOR
HERAND GREETED HER WlTH A MAN EATING HUG. I KNEW
RIGHT AWAY THAT HE KNEW THAT THERE IS NOTHING
LIKE A BLACK WOMAN.

I was unaware of it,
But I was noticing you;
Everyday, every hour
Looking.admiring, wondering.
I wondred if you were noticing me, too.
You were.
Each stare was magnetic.
Each touch was eletric.
Every word spoken, and each momment spent could only be to a
compared picnic in heaven.
And love, like a title wave, washed me out to your sea.
Now, I'm drowning in It
I have given you my sanity.
You have become my only reality.
Now, I live In a world where pain cannot touch me
And happiness is my best friend.

y· · :
EYerytbing
: :I ·m ust tell ·you ho,,· you cloud n,y e\'ery thought.
i like · an unbreakable spell cast from the m,,gk
' · look form those eves.
Eves that could reverse time, back to
- the days of puppy lo\'e and insatiable
crushes. -.. · You are iny every strength and my every
· vulnernbilitv. .
I want to teil ,·ou how l feel about \'OU
·.· so ,·eraciousl,•.
·
' My heart ski~;s a beat in homage to. the ,·ery
: · thought of your name.
. - I so want to talk to ,•ou to let ,·ou
'..' know that if no one· needs ,·ou, I do;
,' if no one cares l do. I warit to
:". love \'OU, but I can't say that I do'.
. Lo,·e·calls for action, actions I ha,·en't
shown to ,·ou. l'\'e fallen for \'Ou and l
- -can not arhe and if I could l \\'l)ttld long to
fallen again. _
_
" I could write novel upon novel about how vou
\.11,ake me feel. I truly adore you and want to
(· be the one to sen·e you. I mean e\'erything
I say and say it from the most co,·erted regions
of m,· heart because mv mind could not conceive
these thoughts. My mirid wonders why I say what
I sny. It questions mr heart because it can't understnnd
the humility one must suffer for lo,·e. tvlv mind-savs
if you need· someone choose anyone. but my heart knows it can not choose anyone, but
-· mv heart knows it can not choose anvone
: : becai1se it wnnts only you and you ai·e not just anyone.

Your Cred11!011s O11c
W!,y 111c? I runs ready to defend
1;our even; il!Ord and deed. l11stcad
· of taking 111_11 love, 111!,iclt zuns j(H·
1/01/ I

111y lterrue11, njovial hrcc:::.e to
co111fort
.
.1;011 1111co11dit io11all.11.
l11stend you took 111y c111ot ion 011d
used it agni11st 111c. I 1uns dc:fc11di11g
nil oj·your deceit 011d co11tjc>rti11s,
n lturt yielded by 011otlter.
I said I 1uo11ld do ii, but ns your
//1(111
not yo11r p11ppet.
You k1101u as n,el/ as I tltat I zoos
yourfool, 011e you could co1111t 011.
Nozu l'111 sn1;i11'?
"NO MORE",
.
but
\!\le bot!, l0101v just as to111orro10
co111es
I zuil/ be there.(

· Dietrich J. Henderson

-

Your Credulous One

I

section
Male Breast Cancer.
HEALTH/BB
Preview ot Onyx new album·
P.ULSEIB4

'Can I get sonie
fries to go w-ith
that shake?'
ingthe
Iiday
lues.

ng the holiday season. \oltrious

er a person's miDd to bring them
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yt s a out
Black men:
What's the real
truth?

Campus survey_reveals women's
dissatisfaction with men's attitudes
By Andre Robinson
Rascoe
Hilltop Staff Writer

Through the guise of common flirtation, many bridges
have been burned. Men wno
simply desire a chance meeting with the woman of !heir
drea ms have all too often
spoiled thal chance because of
a simple error in judgmen1,
spawning from common misconceptions about a woma.n's
ps)'che.
Rude commen1s and vu lgar sugges1ions have become
commonplace in today's mating rituals. ii is almost as if the
purpose of a woman's exis1ence has been redefi ned, based solely
upon her physical
at1ribu1es. The
misuse of the
fe m ale
body is
gro~v 1ng tn

can men? Many female SIU•
dents tend to 1hmk so.
A su rvey of women on
campus revealed that many
have ill feelings toward men,
feel ings based upon 1he mistreatment of African-American women by African-American me n. Women shared
stories of the horrors or
"tacky" first approaches and

"naive" communications by

brothers who arc, for the most
part, ignorant of the views
and feelings of women.
" It is wrong for anyone 10
take into account only the
physical attribu tes of a per-

:.:.---- - -

son' H

the female body is a toy for
men's self-gratification.
Many women are doctors,
lawyers, engineers, bus drivers, architcc1s, carpenters,
a1hlctcs, and entertainers, who
reside beyond long or short
hair, light or dark skin and a
curvaceous body.
But Chandra Reeves, an
Ooh La L~ dancer for the University marching band pleads,
"We must not blame t~e men
entirely, but remember 1hat it
was partia lly their upbringing wbich provided them with
such an unclear view or a
woman1s needs and wants."
Is ii the responsibility of
lhe male to ascertain the inner ·
qualities of the mate he
currenl ly seeks or is
it the responsibili1y of both
ind ivid uals
to ensure
t b a I
1hcse
q~~l111es

Item: "There are more Black men of college age in jail
than In coUege."
The truth is that there are more African-American men in col
lege-517,000 as recently as 1991 in undergraduate, graduate an
professional schools-than Black men ancl women combined ·
~late and federal jails. In fact, the proportion of Black male hi
school graduates enrolling in college, about 30 percent1 has he
steady for at least three decades. rn 1991 about 478,100 of
Blacli. male college students were undergraduates attending fuur
year coll~es. On The other hand federal statistics show there we
B95,245 Black males and females in state and federal prisons i
1991. Even if you include the number of Black men in custodythat is free on bond awaiting trial or on probation- it probaol
}Vould not exceed the number of brothers enrolled in institution
of higher learning.
.
Item: "Black women over 40 have a better chance of
being struck be llghtenin_g or killed bv a terrorist than of
getting married to a Black man."

l

There's no way to measure lightning strikes or terrorist attacks
ut the chief reason for women over 40 having trouble findin
eusbands is that there are more women than men. Amon
~frican Americans 40 years and older, there are five men for eve
lO women. White ancfLatina women face a similar shortage o
lnen. But there is also the issue of wanting to marr~ A stu<ly o
926 single P-eople _ages 19 to 25 in the Journal of Marriage an
the Family Tound 23 percent of Black men surveyed never wan
to rµarry. Only .13 percent of Black women surveyed rejected
lock as an option.
Item: "Black women have more education than Black

men."

True. Black women graduate with bachelor's degi:ecs in greate
humbers than Black men do. In fac~ since the mid- l 980's th
gap has widened slightly. For examp1e, between 1981 and 19
lhe number of bacbelor's degrees in business conferred o
African-American women grew 36.5 percent. That compar
with a 2.9 percent decline in I>usiness degrees for Black men dur
ing_tllat same period.
,. When it comes to master's degrees, the change is even more
dramatic. For the 10..year period beginning 198T, the number o
M.B.A.'s earned bY. Black women grew 91.2 percent versus a 16.
percent increase for African-American men, according lo
study funded by the U.S. Department of Labor.

Item: "Black women earn more money than Black men,

are emplo~ In greater numbers and liave better j obs."

are used to helping mom and

I

restaurant ABlockbuscer

today's
soc1e1y.
Too many
men view
wo men as
objects of pleasure and tools for
immediate self-gra1ifica1ion.
This viewpoint is detrimental nol only 10 women but
also to men, specifically dealing with bis role as a leader in
1he family and ma instream
society.
"You remind me of my
jeep, I wanna ride it .. ." "Can
you get wit iti il's like that, it's
only a sexua thang . .." "Do
fries go wilh that shake ..."
''You look so good, 1 cou Id
sop you up with a biscuit .. ."
''Face down! a•• up! That's
lhe way we like to f**k!"
"Ladies rub ya' ti**es if ya
love Big Poppa .. ." "Whadd ya know, a freak's in my
reach, threw her on the floor,
stuck it in her deep, she's
screamin and she's scrcarnin
gettin hoarse, but then I busted a nut so.that was that, now
kick the chorus..."
Cou ld it be that these
come-on Ii nes and obscene
lyrics reflect a general attitude among A.fncan-Ameri-

('"-

?

ognized
aoo understood before
any spiritual or
physical intimacy
rakes place? T he
answer 10 these and 01her
questions are 101ally at the diss a i d
cretion of the ()arties involved.
Keitisha M. Young, a sophoBut how a Black man permore majoring in business ceives women may be a direct
management.
reflection of his own essence
Young and 01her women or psyche.
are concerned that physical
According 10 John Mbiti,
beauty has consistently over- in an article titled "African
shadowed their more sub- Philosophy: Foundations for
sta nt ial a11ribu1es. T his Black Psychology" by Wade
neglect of lhe African-Amer• W. Nobles, "What people do
ican woman's inner beauty is is motivated by what they
undoubtedly a cause for ani- believe, and what they believe
mosity toward Black men.
spr ings fro m experience.
"Althoush initially it is the Mbiti explains the "ethos" and
external which is perceived, it how it is a mental and spiritual
is sad when people cannot collective which, more or less,
grow beyond this pcrceplion. represents an embodiment of
Too many peo1:1le stay in rela- all J.>CrSpectives brough1withtionships which are based in 11. T his embodimen t is
sole Iy on appearance," said affected by everythi ng
Alexis Cha ndler, a junior . brougb1 withm ii.
majoring in Spanish.
·
Simply pul, a man's perChandler's sta1cmcnt ception of women simply mirreflects the sentiment of many rors how he feels about himwomen, who arc frustrated self.
with the common idea that

I
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I
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who are less Ji>rtunate can also

n~t.

About 327,000 Black children under age 18 are being rear

!>Y single Black men. That compares witli 5.6 million Rids liv

mg·wilh single mothers and 3.7 million with both parents. The
single Blaclc fathers tend to have at least a high-school educa
lion, and nearly half of them own their own homes and have working-class to middle-class incomes.

Item: "Black men are an endangered species.''

Actuafu; the life ex~ctancy of African-American men is o
the rise. Black men in 1995 can expect to live 64.5 years, com
!1ared with 60 years in 1970. And the most common causes o
aeath for African American men are heart disease and cancei
which are also the biggest killers of White men.
Source:

"It Ain ~·Necessarily So," by George E. Jordan,

ssence ma azine.

Just to get a rep': What Blac·k men do to be ''cooJ''
B ac commlll11ty

be die start of a new tradition).

a nearby shelter or soup kitchen,

Item: "Most Black children are being raised by single
mothers."
Nearly three out of five Black children (62 percenO live wit
only one parent. African Americans are the only etbruc group i
which a majority of children live with single mothers.
. But about 5 percent of all Black single parents are men. That'

ect1ons

for the holidays can not only
off of not having your fam•

~

rec -

I Let's break it down like this: the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis
lies says 9.7 million African-American over 16 years of age wor
full time. That's 4.85 million men and 4.87 milliOll women,1 whic
compares with 72.3 million Whites of both sexes. About 4.,,6 P.,Cr
r.ent of African Americans and 44 percent of Whites work fu1
f!Ule. But the median weekly income m 1993 for Whites was $47
versus $370 for Blacks.
Contrary to p0pular belief, the median income of African
American men bas always topped that of Black women when i
comes tq_year-round, full-time workers at least 15 years old. Th
Census Bureau says average annual incomes are $25 908 fo
brothers, $21,349 fur sisters. However, among recent Bhck col
lege.Rraduates, women earn more than men. A recent study_b
!he Washing!on-based Economic Policy Institute and Queens Co
le_g__e of the City Universitr of New York published m Octobe
l 994 in The New York Times fuund that Black women earne
about $600 more yearly than their male counterparts.

By Jaymea Powell
HIiitop Slaff Writer

rothers and sisteis, we have
roblenf. The problem can be
here at Howard Universit)'
at other institutions arounil
COUD\l'Y- The problem ~ the
c:kof Bbick men 111oc;ttdipin
enca.
,.'Jo ~ di~ Problem, all
n'e;needs tQ ifo fa~into any
laasroom on campus: The
B111:ck wome11 QUtnumber the
lneii In gieat proportions. Go to
~ placo of business: bl will
that the Black women an, the
es that represent the race.
SQ wby are Bia~ women
u~lfiJ ~••~ J\1CD? The
r
C

c ange social slanffiir

ues
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Coininunications student's career flourish
Waters stars i~ L.L Cool J.'s latest video, 'Hey Lover'

GIiiian Waters
which debuted last month, is
By Shandrika R. Flelds
alreadl' receiving rave reviews. It
Hilttop Staff Writer
was fi med on tne streets of New
York and on a beautiful beach in
Gillian Waters. Does the name Miami. The scenes in the video
include a s treet scene, a busstop
sound familiar?
Well, if you don't know her by scene, a ma ll scene and a few
name, you probably recognize her. bedroom and beach scenes that get
She is the tall, shapery beauty a little heavy.
you have seen in videos, on a TV
Just how does one prepare for a
sitcom, gracing the si lver screen- love scene with L.L. Cool J.- a
man who has probably been the
and on campus.
In he r most recent _proj ect, object of almost every Black teenWaters sta rs as L.L. Cool J .'s age 11.irl's desire?
fantasy woman, and the object of
"We met ahead of time because
his crush in the video for his latest there would be love scenes and
release "Hey Lover."
kissing," Waters said. "He was
The song features vocals from great, real down to earth and we had
Boyz II Men, who also make an cool conversations."
appearance in the video. The video,
The making of the video was

hard work and required early days
and late nights. Waters recalled
some days m which she worked
from 8 a.m. to 4 a.m.
"It took six and a half days to
film less than 5 minutes of video,"
she said.
Si nce the video was film ed
during school, s he took a week off
to be bvailable for the shoot. This
video ap~eara nce, which she
deemed a ' gigantic stepping stone"
in her career, was something s he
had to do.
Waters admitted that she ofte n
does not want to return to school
after finishing a project. But the
actress says sfic knows the value of
a college education.
Waters di splayed her ac ting
talent at a young age. In junior high
and high school, sfie got involved m
theater and began acting in plays.
From there she landed a part on
ABC-TV's ''Family Matters" and
began dabbling in films.
You may remember her from her
role in "House Party 3" starring
rappers Kid and Play. In the film,
she tried to persuade the soon-to-be
married Kid to be with her. A
couple of her other projects include
appearances in the "Head Knod"
video with recording artist Hodge.
T he song is fea tured on (h e
soundtrack to the movie "Panther."
She can also be seen in Montell
Jordan's "Somethin' 4 Da Honies"
video . .
When asked about the treatment
s he receives on the sets of music
v ideos, Waters said, " It 's all about
how you carry yourself and acting
p rofessional . When I do music
videos, I never do anything to
disrespect myself, my family or my
boyfriend.''.
Sorry fellas, you heard it hereshe docs have a significant other.
Waters added that some aspiring
actresses throw themselves at the
artists and directors in hopes of
gettine their b ig break.
" It s not about being cute," she
said, " I'd rather do wack s tuff like
be a basehead or a crack addict. You
shouldn't have to use 'your looks to
get over."
But don't be fooled by the glitz
and g lamour and assu me that
getting a significant part in a music

•
se n iors:

video or a movie is easy, Wa ters
warned. Rejection is part of the
gamc1 too, s he said, recall ing times
fil lca with tea rs, anger and
frustration- times when she felt
lil<e giving up.
"There arc just too many people
trying to get in," s he said about the
world of videos. "They (musical
a rtists, directors) might )ike my
look and not yours or they might
like your look and not mine."
Waters is a lso a member of a
sing ing group, which s hares their
manager with recording a rt ists
Sbai. Her group has performed a t
the House of Blues in Los Angeles
where they opened for the sing ing
group "For Real." She describes
their music, which has received
positive responses from radio
listeners, as " not you r typical
R&B."
A brother who gets much props
from Waters is director Hy pe
Willi ams. She respects him and
views him as a mentor. Waters first

worked w ith Wi lliams on the
Mo nte ll Jordan v ideo, whic h he
directed.
" I look up to him because he
s truggled," Waters said. "He swept
floors for Puffy an d Ru ssell
Simmons. Now they a.re cal ling him
to direct videos. He's down to ca'rth
and he looks out for people."
She's living proo( of fhat.
Williams, who directed the ''Hey
Lover" viaeo for L.L. Cool J .,
called her for the leading lady role.
Good looking out!
Since the debut of the .. Hey
Lover" video, Wi ll iams has
received calls from various people
who want to know w ho she is.
Those calls a re directed to Waters '
agents in Los Angeles, who are
continuously working to line up
projects for her during breaks from
school.
So how docs she manage to
hand le a dcmandin~ college
sch edule a long , w ith act in!f
projects? Althougll most of Waters

Vital Statistics
Name: Gillian Iliana Waters

Age: 20
Hometown: Los Angeles, Calif.
Maj or/Minor: L egal Commu.nications/Dramatic F'
Arts
Words of Wis~om: "I believe in positive energy an
try to be a positive person. If you put positive energy·
whatever you do, you will get something positive bac

Monday N ovember 20;1995
•

1s your

•
seniors:

last ehanee

•

eve1· in life
seniors:
to talie yom·
•
seniors: senior picture
•
seniors: 10:00 am to 5:00 pm
.

Sitting Fee is still $10.00,
even for those who wish
to retake pictures.
~

•
•I

''

projects arc scheduled
vacations from school, a [('f
required her to take time off
school. That time can be a
of days, a week o r an
semester.
Keep in g her grades
essentia l Tor Waters, a
communications major. S
dramatic fi ne a rts as her
w hi ch not o nly he lps ·
acting but also wi th
productiory a nd other be ·
scenes action.
"I' m not trring to be
going into this,' Waters said.
trying to be s mart ab
business side of my career.•
Waters offered a few "
advice to those trying to
career in th e en tertai
business.
"Yo u've ¥,01 to be t
yourself. Don t get caught up
entertainment rat race. Yota
let anyone tell you that you
it."

Music Listening Room

Basement Level, ·s)ackburn Center

$10.00 sitting fee
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To a twelve year old, the world is full of new Laughing gas or whippets. Small
things to see anfi do. They have so much to learn. gas cylinders used as propellant
And they learn quickly. Any self-respecting seventh for whipped cream dispensers,
grader prides himselfon knowing
often inhaled fro1n balloons_
what's cool, i11hat's "in."
or small pipes.
Unfortunately, too ofAmyl or butyl nitrites:
ten they think that includes Poppers, snappers, rush,
drugs. Drugs like:
locker roon1. A clear yellowish liquid
Marijuana: Pot, dope, reef- inhaled from small ampules or vials.
er, herb, weed. S1noked in pipes,
Aerosol sprays, cleaning fluids, solvents:
bongs(waterpipes)and hand ·
Spray paint cans, gasoline,
r(!lled cigaretres called joints,
glues and paint thinners are
reefers, bones or dbobies. Looks like dried
easily available "highs." Can
parsley, with stems and seeds. Its use n1ay imbe sprayed on,paper bags
pair short-ter1-n meinory, concentration and coor rags and inhaled.
ordination. Marijuana 1nay also
They know
produce episodes
where to get them.
ofparanoia,
as well as longThese days, drugs
tenn lung datnage.
can be found in just about
Hashish: Hash.
every comSmoked in s,nall
~. munityi11
"hash" pipes or
/
,,
,
-~
_.. the country.
bongs. Sold in
Ifkidswant ~ -:..-,' :.: Yto getaholdof
small black, brown
drugs, they don't have l'to go :ery far to get them.
or green cakes or balls. It has a sweet, sticky s111ell It's usually com,non knowledge which students in
whe,1 snzoked. May also be taken orally. Its effects school carry then1. And whether they know it or
are sitnilar to those ofrnarijuana, but they n1ay be not, there 111ay be drugs at parties they attend.
more intensified because of its higher potency.
Drugs can often be purchased openly, in public

B3

are less likely to prosecute young kids, which
makes them ideal for use as drug couriers.
So they don't even have to be using the drugs
themselves
to fall prey to their power.
They know that
drugs can kill them.
They hear it on TV; they hear it
in classrooms. The problem is, they also
know kids who dre doing drugs who
haven't died. And they're the ones
telling your kid that it's fun, it's cool.
They've heard about dozens of
professional sports figures, movie and
television stars who have
been caught using drugs.
All ofthis n1ay give a child
the impression that it's relatively safe to experiment with
drugs, to try it "just this once."
Sad!)\ eveiy addiction
and drug-related
death

adthisp e.
Then you'll owas much
outdru asthe
e elve year old.
Cocaine: Coke. Nose candy, blow,
parks or on neighborhood street corners. But it will can be attributed back to that initial experience.
flake. A white powder,
probably be someone your child already knows
usually kept in
who dlill "turn theni on" to
I
small amounts
drugs:an acquaintance,a
All kids
in vials or
schoolmate, a friend.
need to be told
,
A .
Your child may
corners of
plastic bags. Often
•
/even know which pills
accompanied by s,nall mirrors
~ in your medicine cabinet
and razor blades to chop it up into "lines,"
will get them high. If not, then
are kids that will be glad to tell them
to be inhaled through the nose by small
straws or rolled dollar bills. It can also be
exactly what to look for.
r, effects ofdrug abuse: memory
Often kids
injected directly into the bloodstrea,n. Cocaine
loss, impairment ofcoordination,
increases the heart rate and blood pressure, as well don't have to do
concentration and damage to the
a thing, the drugs
as the risk ofheart attack and strokes.
heart and lungs.They need to know
Crack Cocaine: Cmck, rock, freebase. White or will con1e straight
about other dangers, Iike addiction.
tan pellets
or "rocks" kept in small vials. to them. It's just another
Who should tell theni? You. No teacher or
Crack is
often s;10ked with sn1all glass service many drug dealers are
coach or TV commercial can have the impact ofa
tubes or
jars. A powerful and addictive only too happy to provide
parent. No one else has that same emotional bond.
. them. Free ofcharge.
"high" ofa sh(!rt,
So tell them
clearly. And tell
intense duration.
They know
LSD:
them 9ften.
that drugs mean money.
Acid, blotter,
Let theni know
rnicrodot.
Big money. They see TV show bad guys
where you stand on drugs.
Taken orally in
trading suitcases full of money for drugs.
If you'd like 1nore infor(I
They see it a round them. In poorer neigh- mation on how to talk to your kids
tablets or may be irnpregnated in blotter
•
borhoods, kids know that drugs can 1nean
about drugs, i11e'll send you the free booklet
paper or sugar cubes.Comn1only referred
a quick way out of
_ poverty. They see / 1;-~Growing Up Drug Free-A Pare11t's Guide To
to as "tripping," its effects can range
._ ~ ..-,r~.:1~~1/ ~ ~.' ~ Prevention."Just call 1-800-624-0100.
from disorientation or disassocia4 kids from their
neighborhood
·); , · ,-i ~- ' ~'? \ . ~- ~ -~ ')-- Because it's not enough to know
tion from reality and psychosis.
with expen- ·
-~
about drugs. You need to know what
Delayed effects, or "flashbacks"
sive clothes,
~ . ,_,. , you can do about them.
can occur even when use has ceased.
jewelry and cars. And they
PCP: Angel dust, Killer weed. Can
don't have to go looking for a way to get
be taken orally, smoked on ci arettes, or
some for themselves. Drug dealers know
sprayed on marijuana.
police and drug enforcement officials
Nitrous oxide:

'

Partnership for a
Drug-Free America®
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''What Goes Around... Collles Around'' sho\V
·the ups and do\Vns of being a player
personality and
a body which
scream s " take
me" belongs to
only you, or so
you
think;
although, the
thought never
occurred to you
th at your man
may be a "lowdown - di rt y sna ke -in -t hegrass" until you
caught him in
the act of
infidelitr,.
•
The 'Jaugh-

a - min u t c"

comedy play,
•
"Wha t Goes
Around . . .
C o m e s
Around," by
playwr i g ht
David
E.
Talbert,
captures the
perfidy in a
re l ationship
between Doreen
fChcryl
~Pepsii" Riley)
ancf
Tyree
(Cordel l
Moore).
Cordell Moore
The
talc
reveals
how
By Carmla Marshall
Doreen, an employed , hardHilltop Slaff Writer
working woma n supe_orts her
You have found him, the man or jobless, clependan1 man, ·1yree. Not
your drea ms. Gorgeous skin, o nl y is he ungrateful for her
voluptuous lips, tnc sweetest services, but he often throws parties

in her house while she's away at
work. 'fyree admires his numer~us
women and boasts about them to
his friends, who exaggerate tales of
their ow n sexual · conquests.
However, while Pete (Lavan Uavis)
and Ricky (Anthony Kin)?)
encourage Tyree to remain a
mack," Wilbur X, another of'I\lrce's
friends, suggests that men snould
treat women with respect at all
times.
Nevertheless, his
suggestions arc often ig nored .
Also, althoulih he claims black
women arc · African Queens",
Wilbur X, too, is captivated by the
vast amount of good- looking
women who frequent Tyree's
e_anies. It isn't until Doreen finds
\yree entangled in the "midst of
disloyalty" that she receives an
unexpected wake-up call. After an
vicious argument about his faithless
act, Tyree shouts, "When I found
you and made you my woman, don't
you know, I knew that you made
enough for the both of us?!"
Several female members of the
audience were appa lled by the
comment and reta liated with
"oohhs" and chants like " Poor
Doreen" and, "On, no he' didn't,"
whi le many of the men sat quietly,
watching the reactions of the firedup women.
Nevertheless, Doreen decides to
give Tyree a " taste of his own
medicine" by abandoning him.
Women in the aud ience were in
complete accord with her decision
as Doreen states, " What we need
is a brother to say nothing and start
doing something! I' m leaving!"

Actor Justiri Lord finetunes his craft with
diverse roles

Justin Lord
By Awanya Deneace Anglin
Hilltop Staff Writer
When Justin Lord is not on the set of a new movie
or guest-starring on a TV s how, he takes the time to
come home 10 lus family and friends in Brooklyn, N.Y.
Lord, born Edward Cook, is a gradua1e of New
York's Hunter ~liege wilh a degree in ~msic.
He began his career as a model, gracing the cover
of GQ (Gentlemen's Quarterly) magazine. Ac decided
10 pursue an act ing career aticr sfioo1ing a Polaroid
commercial.
Since then, Lord has starred in TV programs such
as " Waco and Rhinehart'' and an "ABC After School
Special." He has also made guest appearances on such

s hows as " Beverly Hills 90210," "227," "Amen," and
"The Jeffersons."
Lord feels tha1 Black characters that have positive
roles are often determined by what is in vogue, and are
therefore short-lived.
"In Black films, Blacks only go bur so far in playing
positive roles," Lord said. "Very rarely do I ever get a
street role. I didn' t have the look."
Lord feels that his image lends itself well to
poriraying doctors, detectives and lawyers.
However, despite his feelings about the lack of
positive African-American chara~ers o n television,
Lord does not speak badly about any AfricanAmerican in the entertainment indus try who may
chose certa in not-so-positive roles.
He also bel ieves that !hose who want to purs ue
careers in the field of en1ertainment s hould "really be
involved" in their ,vork, but notes that there will a lways
come a time when an actor or actress must "swim,
paddle and drown, ct cetera."
"If you love w hat you're doing and stay focused, you
can go," Lord said.
He added that aspiring actors and actresses shou ld
understand that many of the parts that are doled ou1 in
Hollywood are based on salaoility. "Why does Icc-T gel
roles over me? It's marketable."
However, an actor will not always act in roles which
suit their true personality, Lord believes. Sometimes the
character can be the comple1e opposite of the actor
playing him.
One guest role that Lord found c hallenging was that
of a transsexual cop, which he played on "Designing
Women."
"It was a true test of acting ability," he said.
A veteran ac1or for over '20 years, Lord has had
e nough exf)erience 10 establish his field of specia lty in
the entertainment industry.
He prefers theater over television and fi lm because
it gives him the opportunity to "tap into the audience's
imagination." He also knows where his talent can be
applied and appreciated most- directing.
·'Jam not a writer," Lord said. " I can't sit down and
stay with one piece." He instead enjoys workins with
actors and bringing creativity to his f)roduction pieces.
Lord will soon fiavc a recurring role on the TV show
" New York News," which stars Mary 'fyler Moore and
Gregory Harrison.
On the show1 Lord will play a detective investigating
a death that is 1inked
to devil-worshipping.

Finally, 'fyrce realizes the value
of his woml\11 and recognizes the
fact that he has wronged her. As he
wonders how he may able 10
recapture the heart of his ex-lover,
Tyree looks to Ms. Rudol!) h
(V ictoria Ho lland), his highly
religious, mother-like landlady, for
guidance. II is through Ms.
Rudolph that 'fyree finds comfort
and insigh1, as she helps him to
realize tfiat he is to blame for his
loss. Determined to retrieve
Doreen's Jove, 'fyree finds a job a nd
pledges his e1ernal loyalty to her. In
the beginning, Doreen is hesitant to
take 1yree back and asks, "Why is
it that 11 is not until a woman leaves
1ha1 a man appreciates what he had
all a long?"
The play's animated characters
allow the audience to witness the
performers' vivid transformations
as they mature throug_hout the _play.
Specilicall)\ Rick)\ 1yree's friend,
confesses that his extravagant love
stories were magnifieo for the
a musement of his lJuddics. Also,
Pete with his foolish, silly antics
turns out 10 be an inspirational lover
of poetry. Lastly, 'fyrec, the "mack
daddy" changes his irreverent ways,
especia lly towards women, to
regain Doreen's love.
In repentance, 'fyrcc prepares an
alluring serenade 10 illustrate his
new devot ion 10 her. The play ends
with the the couple geuing married
and Tyree learn ing a valuable
lesson.
Ahhough the ' fairy talc ending'
is cap1iva11ng and entertaining, inc
playwright lacked originality as he

developed his s tory line. The P,lot
is extremely predictable, leavmg
the aud ience with no questions
about the conclusion; it has the
typical " My man is a dog; I didn' t
mean to hurt you; I'm sorry baby,

so marry me" finish.
On Ll\e other hand, "What
Around ... Comes Around"
jive talkin' dynamic sin·
humorous joking and, better
happy e ndmg.

Cheryl P epsi Riley

New group State-0 Mind
fuses hip-hop and R&B

State-O-Mlnd
By Heather J . Isaac

Hilltop Staff Wrner
If you're ready for a positive
vibe on the R&B tip, lhen new
group State-O-Mind may be what
you're looking for.
The group consists of Minmi
natives Maxx. Draay, Anthony.
and Diamond, who range in age
from 17 10 25.
Members of State-O-Mind
discussed the chemistry that
makes their relationship work.
"The vibe was just there. We
all came from the rival groups

now coming together in unity. It
was ~omcthmg we just couldn't
explain," Diamond said.
All of the group members
started out in local talent shows.
And although they were
competing agamst each other as
members of different groups.
somehow, amidst the rivafry, they
found harmony together.
Their upcoming album, "The
Statc-O-Mind I'm In." delivers
messages about_young love and
relationships. The first single
released from the album. "Turn U
On," delivers something that is

not often found in most
groups- a quality blend of
l\o_p and R&B 0avor. The ly ·
this song invoke positivtl)'
rcOcct on the responsibility
have to each other. Other sonp
the album include "Cb
Lover;- "Tum U On," ''The
and "Stay."
"We <lon't want our m
categorized: we want it to
to everyone. The different
of mind we go through are
in our music," Draay said.
Raised in the church,
four young brothers have a
had the desire to sing. They
influenced by gospel m ·
much that they got their
from
gosr,el
g
Commissioned s album,
State-Of-Mind.''
When asked about the
of their group, thc members
that they feel thnt it is o
express <lifferent thoughts in
mu~ic. They also sn.1d thal
music deals with realistic ·
One of their songs. ''Ch
Lover," a remake of Lhe I
Brothers' tune. deals with sex
AIDS.
State-0-Mind is unlike
groups in Lhat they take their
very seriously. While Lhcir
were out partying, they
rehearsing their songs. All of
group members are sinltle.
collectively stated, "'We
married 10 our work."
"We're at a point where
have our own sound. We toot
time to s hake off the dead I
and get to where we want to
AnLnony said.
The members of State-0have been influenced by
like Donny Hathaway, J
Prince, Luther Vandross,
Stevie Wonder. They also
credit to the Isley Brothers,:
Cooke, and Bobby Womact.

Onyx, AZ new hip-hop albums are both worth picking up l
By Ta-Nehisi Coates
Hilltop Staff Writer
1\vo of the most anxiously awaited hip-hop albums
of the year have been disappearing from store shelves
for the last few weeks. But while AZ's " Doc Or Die"
and Onyx's "All We Got Iz Us" have their bright
spots, these same bright spots (especially on the Onyx
album) are dimmed 6y repetitive !hemes.
AZ has aptly titled his album, as he demonstrates a
strict allegiance to capitalism. In other words, minus
the melanin in his skin, he would br. right at home with
Dona ld
Trump
or
Malcolm
Forbes.
The first single, "Sugar Hill,'' says it all as AZ declares
that he "wants a villa in Costa Rica/where I can smoke
my recfa '/and enjoy how life's suppose to treat ya'." If
evaluated o n its effectiveness at getting people to

dance, "Sugar Hill" is clearly the phattest cut o n the
album.
But for those fans ·who base an album's worth o n
pure tongue acrobatics and lyrics, cuts like "Rather
Unique" and "Ho Happy Jackie" are definilel¥ worth
checking. Another great moment on 1he album 1s when
AZ takes it to anotfier level on "I Feel For You," with
a flow that will remind hip-hop heads of Big Daddy
Kane on his first album. But tne most real cut on the
album is probably "Your World Don't Stop,'' on which ·
AZ drops science about being "o n lock-down"
(incarcerated). Once again, his rhyme scheme and
!low stand out with verses like, " Nothing can save
you/even C.O.'s will try to grave you/it's painful to
know those that are most faithful will betray you/I lay
low-key 'cause I ain't Hercules/tryin' 10 get out on
work-release/prayin' the system work with me.''
AZ is an MC of top caliber and, while on some cuts,

the album suffers because his lyrics arc miles ahead or
his production, overall it 's a tight piece. Grade: B+
Onyx is one group that has never had a problem with
lyrics, but the 01ggcst s urprise on the a lbum is Frcdro
Starr, resurrcc1ea· under !he new name Never. The
album's best cut is the single ·' Last Dayz •· a cut ruled
by Never, who illustrates ne's got ·' more how then the
Nile!'
Never drops it with verses like, " F**k a 9 10 5 and
Whitey too, tryin' to ens lave us/with minimum
wagcs/slammin' my niggaz up in cages/ changin' their
benavior/spittin' razors that's outragcous/smokin'
roaches is hopeless/we want lazx sofas and
sculptures/lady cbauffeurs who f**k us/ full house and
royal Oushes.'
While Onyx makes an attempt to ident ify the
problem that many Black people endure, they fall
short of identifying the solution. They don't say "we

want to uplift the commun ity.''
,
J
But it gets better on the dubiously titled cut •111
Snatchers." Onyx all-star Sticky Fingaz raps, "I U!C
concentration/ wit h a Jim Crow e<luca11on/cad
history repeals itself our destinat ion's a plan··
overco me this observa ti on depends
communication/ ... 10 beat this situauon/wc _
make some alterations." Now we're moving!
offer~ solutions; they may be vague, they att
solutions.
.
~
Other phat cuts on the album include "M061
"Evil Streets,'' "'Rvo Wrongs Don't Make A Righl.'t
"The Way Walk in New York." The other cutsC,
album fall a little short, as Onyx ' yelling
s ty le begin to grate on the ear. St ill, it 's a gooabl!

ani£!1li

Grade: B

Call the Hilltop at 806-6866 to vote for your favorite ffiovies
and albums of 1995.
----·---- -----·I
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BUSINESS
FCC protects custon1ers against illegal
switch.ing of long-dist~nce phone carriers
By Tina-Renee J ohnson
Hill top Staff Writer

\

Melissa Caliente was always a
big talker.
1'vo years ago, she would spend
an average or five hours on the
phone each day.
Then she go1 1he call that would
change her pnonc habits forever.
"I go1 a call from a telephone
company rcprcscnlativc telling how
much I would save if I swi1cncd to
his co mpany," said Ca liente, a
graduate studenl. " I was preuy
much hapAY with my own lon~dis1ance carr ier, so I told him Id
think about it after about the fifth
time. Thal guy was very persis1cn1."
A montn later, Cal iente received
her phone bill, but ii wasn't from
her usual carrier, Sprinl.
II was a bill from AT&T.
" I couldn't believe it, I was so
mad," Caliente said. " I specifically
told the rcprcsenrntivc that I woula
think about it and I'd call 1he
company if I changed my mind. I
never said yes '"
Caliente was the victim of
slamming.
Slamming is the practi ce of
c hanging a consu mer's longdistance carrier wit hout tn e
customer's knowledge or consent.
The Federal Communicat ions
Co mmi ssion (FCC) prohibits
slamm ing and requires that a longdistance company obtain a
customer's authorization in a Lener
of Agency (LOA) to change the
long-clis1ancc service.
Carrie rs who engage in
s lamm ing ca n be fined up 10
$500,000.
Calie nt e said she probab ly
wouldn't have minded the change,

Tips To Avoid Slamming

,

l, Read carefully before signing anything.
2, Make sure you are clear when denying a service.
1If you receive a letter saying you switched, notify the
company that the switch was not authorized, then call your
original company to confirm that you are still with them.
~Carefully examine your bill every month and report any
changes.

but
not only was her long distance
carrier changed, her phone bill was
20 A'ercenl higher than before.
During some times of the day,
Sprint's rates are lower than
AT&T's," she said. "And I talk a lot
on lhe phone. Sol couldn'ljusl sil
down and lake ii without fighting
back."
Cal iente said she wrote a lclter
10 AT&T slating that her service
was sw itched without her
knowledge and that she wanted ii
swi1che<fback.
"The company claimed that they
had a rccora of me agreeing 10
switch and they didn't cfo anything
wrong,'' she said. "They told me
1ha1 because r had incurred charges
using them that 1would have 10 pay
those charges, even if I swilchccl
back to Sprint. So 1 did ii, bul if I
had know n any thing abou t
slamming, those 1dio1s wou ldn't
have goucn a penny out of me."
If Caliente had filed a complaint
with the FCC, she would have only
been required lo pay charges adding
up to the amount she would have
paid 10 Sprint.
AT&T represe ntatives were
unavailable for comment.
To help customers from being
lured by tricky telemarketers or
from accepting prize giveaways and
checks that "authorize" a change in
their ca rrier, lhe FCC has
implcmcn1cd new rules reguiring
companies 10 separate a LOAthe Corm giving consent to have
your long-d1 s1ance carrier
switched- Trom promo1ions and
con1es1s.
The FCC also protects
custo mers from overzea lous
te lemarketers. Before a longdistance company can place an
order 10 switch a customer who

agreed 10 sign up, the company
must either o6tain an LOA from the
customer, have the customer call the
company and confirm the order,
have the order veri fied by a third
party, or wait for the customer to
send a postage paid post card back
to deny, cancel, or confirm the
order.
Caliente sa id she now pays
attention to her phone bill and is
ver:1, clear when telemarketers call.
1 tell them no, no, no and hang
up on them if they persist."
Tips To Avoid Slamming
1. Read carefully before signing
anything.
·
2. Make sure you arc clear when
denying a service.
3. If you receive a letter saying
you swi1ched,
notify 1he conipany that the
switch was not authorized,
1hen call your original company
10 confirm lhat you are
st ill with lhem.
4. Carefully examine your bill
every month and repo rt any
changes.
If You Are Slammed
l. Let your local telephone
company know 1ha1 you did not
order the new service.
2. Call the company that
slammed you and lei (hem know
you didn't wanl 10 be swi1ched.
3. Notify your original longdis1ancc company and ask 10 6e
reconnected.
4. If you are unable 10 resolve
your complaint with lhe company
that slammed you, file a complaint
with the FCC.

If You Are Slammed
1. Let your local telephone company know that you did

not order the new service.
2. Call the company that slammed you and let them know
you didn't want to be switched.
3. Notify your original long-distance company and ask to be
reconnected.
4. If you are unable to resolve your complaint with the
company that slammed you, file a complaint with the FCC.

'l ttention job seekers! Tips Firm works to include ·
African Am.ericans in
Ir acing the interview
"You must market yourself just as
Coke, Nike or AJ1s1a1e."
Gray sa id 1ha1 before a person
markets 1hemselves, a foundation
must be bui lt. A fou ndation is
composed of what school a person
ancnds, what assistance ins1ruc1ors
give and membership in ac1 ivities.
He added 1ha1 interviews go
deeper than surface questions. They
arc starting 10 deal with more
behavioral issues. Students should
be able 10 answer "why'' questions
and have lh ings categorized before
the interview.

~ hit the job market with a clearer knowledge of what
-,_. are looking for and what types of jobs they want

r 8v Azure ThOm(?S0n
flitllop Staff Writer

~d graduates have a 101 to
OIWllld 10.
~I Backman, director of
rm U.S. fo recasti ng
Group in Philadelphia

said the U.S. economy wiII create
150,000 to 200,000 jobs in January,
1996. Bui before s1udcn1s get 100
excited, remember, there's s1ill lhc
dreaded interview.
"Coke is it. Just do it. Your in
good hands. H's all about markeling
yourcommodil)\" said Harold Gray,
Howard Un iversity director for lhe
Center for Insurance Education.

Here are some lips for acing lhc
job interview from Joy Ouckel
Cai n, Career Ed itor of Essence
magazine:
*Know yourself: Before looking
for a job, know who and what you
arc aboul. Do you work belier alone
or in a group? How far are you
willing 10 travel every morning and
evening?
• Resea rch 1hc company:
Knowing 1hc company will
show employers you arc
prepared.
·
• Don't be !ale for the interview:
Greet 1he interv iewer wit h a
handshake and a smile. Mainiain
eye contact 1hroughou1 th e
interview. This is an example of
scif-confidence.
• Do ask ques1ions: Prepa re
questions before hand 10 get a full
undcrs1anding of the job.
• Fla uni s1rengths: Let them
know you are qualified.
*Dress to impress: Look the
parl.

technological revolution

Howard student and entrepreneur Christopher Coleman calls
for encomonlc empowerment In Black community
technology management firm
based in Washington, D.C.
Al just 24 years old, thesecondBy '.lykeisha Rice
ycar Howard University law student
Hilllop Staff Writer
1s the backbone of this small, but
"Economics and eco nom ic growing cOmJJany.
"What we c:lo is show firms how
empowerment should be 1hc focus
of our society. This is especially 10 belier use technology to improve
true for African Americans,'' said their systems," Coleman said. "Our
Christopher Coleman, presidenl methods of consulting arc belier
and ch ief execu tive officer for than others because we utilize
Coleman and Associates a individual professionals. We have

an all-star team working toward the
production of a great producl."
The number of African
Americans left out on 1he side of
this tech nology revo lution
motivated Coleman 10 Stan his
company.
"In 1he in1ernational scope of
things, America now has fierce
competition with countless other
countries for resources and in the
area of innovat ion," he said.
"America needs 10 move ahead.
We've become siagnanl. We don't
re-evaluate lhc way that we do jobs
so 1ha1 1bey can be done belier and
the competilion is gaining on us.
Soon, ii will I?ass us on all Iron1spolilical, social and economic."
Co leman said he was also
mo1iva1ed to provide jobs and lo
con1ribu1e 10 the community.
"TI1c world is moving away from
one where P,eople just want to get
a good job,' he said. "We're moving
toward an entrepreneurial worla
with things such as the lnlernel and
the Information Superhighway."
Some of the orga niza1ions
Coleman's firm has worked with
arc AT&T, Howard University,
Catholic University and the John F.
Kennedy Center.
.
"As forlhe future, we'll be going
for the big contracts like those with
govcrnmcnl agencies, both federal
and local," he said. "We're also
seeking 10 advance in electronic
commerce since that is our
specialty. Hopefully we'll do weU in
it"

lew cable network to reflect 'tapestry of African life'
By Rahn Mayo
I...,Hilltop Staff Writer

~
e

~ premium cable network
~people of African decenl
lo launch in 1996. The
·based World Africa n
k (WAN) will provide
Ding, in formative, and

cullural progra mming, w hil e
sharing the African experience wilh
the world.
Pounder and chief execu tive
officer of WAN, Eugene Jackson,
said,
·
"WAN programming has been
deve loped to provide people of
color around the world a ba lanced
imagery thal accurately reflect~ the
vibrant, textured tapestry of African

life."
Jackson is responsible for the
daily opcra1ion of the 24-hour pay
cable ne1work. His partners arc
NBC program mi ng executive
Phyliss Jackson, New York media
1ycoon, Perry Su11on, former
pa rtner in Unity Broadcasti ng,
Sydney Small and Chai rman of
Mo1own Records, Clarence Avant.
The programming will feature

Pan-African films, documentaries,
concerts, news, cultural, drama1 ic
and family shows.
"As a people wi1h over 400 years .
of myth and confusion 10 dispel, we
have a cultura l and social
imperative 10 be actively involved
in the medium 1ha1 so heavil y
influences opinion,'' Jackson said.
The idea for WAN grew ou1 of

the National Black Network. In
1971, it wa.~ lhc first hourly news
service distributed via satellite 10
over 125 Africa n American
oriented radio s1a1ions. In 1993,
Jackson bega n his 1elecommunica1ionsopera1ions in Africa by
launching Afritel, the only African•
American owned cellular telephone
company in South Africa.

He also plans 10 build
Happyland, a 20,000 acre resort
and entertainment complex in
Nigeria.
Jackson hopes to ex pose
African-American college students
10 the cable television industry by
offering internships with WAN.
Currently WAN employs two
Howard University alumni.
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Ridhf. ValuJef's
Everyday fares Are
Already Lower Than
Nosf Sales And
Discounfs.
½lll~et -the Official Airline Of Spring
Break'"- invites you to sign-up for our advanced
c;ourse in affordable flying. With our everyday low
\~iluFares,'" and DC-9 jet service 10 cities all over.

Ninety minute,:,
Six bullets.

Na choice.

From Washins!lon Dulles
lnlcmalional Airporf
l>F.Sl1S.,(f/().\'

IWJ:/G//.l)URJIAII

BOSffil'lu_COUI.I/BUS
IIA/117'O HPRJ.VGF/£/JJ
A'/UNTA

CHJC,IGO
FT. lAt:DERDAll'/IIIAIII
ORJ,WIX) I T.",.lf a

V<t:ST /IV.If BE/ICfl

.Jl,ll.U

7-llU

V:N.X-t;'P

)J>\-;t\'Ct

N')\j\\'(£

/iV/E

$39
$49
$59
$69

$49
$fi9
$19
$19

$19
$89
$99
$99

ValuJet ½lluFares" are everyday low fares,
not Ihe temporari; often hard-to-get discount~
offered by other airlines. We don·1 serve airline
food, and we can't fly you 10 Europe. But we do
offer friend!)\ enthusiastic sen~ce, along with our
hassle-free "tickeiJess .. reser\'ations. And ½lluJet
ne\'er requires a round-trip purchase or a
Saturday night siay. E1·er.
For resen>ations and information,
give us a call. We'll give )'Ou an airfare too
low tO discount, any c~,l' of the week.

1-800-VAll!fET

F,re; ,hu,\n •« 1or Ol!,l\>Jl< 1r.r,ti ~ktnebv. TU<."<by :nl Ul'dnocb): Oll-1\-,k. Thur.<1J1, OIJ.l'c:lk
bdiJn: ?00 P\11 2nd :if1e< •,OO P
.11; FtidJ-, Oil'.lelk hi.in- II.JO .~II. S.runb1, OIJ.lelk beb,; 9:00AII
ind :ificr I? Noon. Su11<~pnd H~•io<-nods .an, 11,ik.) Ofruu...-. -dtcdub :inJ fires ,., ,ub;ttt w
dungc 11,iihoul n.xlce. Se.lb 31't" limiccd .nf m.J)' 00( tX° a-.illlmleon :di~. F:irudo 0011ncll..:1e
1}16AiqlOl1 P~,<eng<• F.10!10 °"'Ile (•h<.-re,ppi,<.~). •nd, ~b<.1 ondourron1n~. ,U brt>.,-,
OON\~' All tlre) 2re nm-rdi.1nd.1bk- And the o.tdf ht.~ ~tut III i,.. lb{ricll'.llb •~•aPP)

NEED COMPUTER TRAINING?

Clln you sing, play
piano, or kalimba?

11!!,!

Dumisani Inforn;iation Systems (DISYS)

offers low cost Macintosh, IBM, Mainframe,
and Internet training.

players. Our company develops educa-

For more information, call 202-806-5383 and
ask for Carol Braswell.
HU students• $5, HU faculty and staff . $15, and others• $30.
Pay workshop fees at the Cashier's office located in the Administration Building.
Schedules available at ISAS sites around campus or on-line at
hitp://sparrow.accs.howard.edu/amlschedule/schedule.html

HUNGRY?
Taste the flavor you've been savoring.
The Lousiana Club

is seeking singers and piano /kalirnba
tional and informational products for
African Americans. Our latest
educational product was developed
for elementary school children and
will come with a "jingle'' on cassette
tape. We are looking for good singers
and musicians to sing an<i play this jingle

presents

The song will be recorded on cassette in-a

The ls\ Annual Taste of Lousiana

studio and distributed with .o ther educa·

11

A Creole & Cajun Food Festiv al"

Thursday, Nov. 30, .1995
.
at
11:30 am - 3:30 pm

tional material developed by DISYS.

Please call
(202) 635-3501
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~~But the hour cometh, and now is, when the true worshipers
shall worship the Father in spirit and truth ... . ,, John 4:23

The

oward University Community Choir
presents our
Annual

(

•

•

an sg1v1ng
ospe
~oncert
Sunday, November 19, 1995
6:00 PM
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Admission is Free

Jesus Paid It All!!
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rfH & FITNESS
Fertility a concern for testicular cancer patien~
_ _ _ __ __ _ __ __· _
By Crlstel Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer
Whal price will you pay for your
manhood? It's a question that
young men facing testicular cancer
often have to answer. Accord ing to
the A merica n Cancer Society,
physicians diagnosed 6,600 cases in
1993 . The disease is not often
discussed and is re latively rare, yet
it's the most common cancer found
in men ages 15 to 35.
"I know I'm at the prime age to
develop testicular cancer," sa id
Carron Sa ud ifor, a fo urth-yea r
e ngineering major. "It's crossed my
mind as something to be concerned
about and regular exams a rc a
necessary precaution."
Over the past 50 years, the
disease has been s teadily
increasing. It has also been shown
that the risk varies dramatically
between the races. White men are
seven times more likely to develop
1hc cancer than Black men.
Fortunately, the National Cancer
Inslitutc reported that more than 90
percent of men survive testicular
cancer; the dilemma is preserving

the man's fertility.
Coniroversy is mounting among
professionals about w het her or not
10 perform a biopsy of the second
testicle w hen the first testicle is
removed.
When a biopsy is performed, a
s lit is made in the scrotum and the
membranous cover of the testicle. A
s mall amount of tissue is squeezed
out and the s lit is sewed closed.
Side effects such as swe lling,
bruising and infection arc minimal,
although scarring is inevitable and
somet imes mistaken for th e
development of a tumor.
Many men choose to avoid a
biopsy because they don' t want 10
make the decision between removal
or infertility. Options such as saving
sperm for artificial insemination or
having a chi ld before the procedure
arc possible, but difficult. By the
time men are in the pre- cancerous
s tages, thei r sperm counts are
usually very low.
A majority of U.S. physic ians
reco mmend a wait-and-sec
approach. If cancer appears in the
second 1cs1iclc, it is removed.
However, European physicians
arc leaning toward a new method.

When the first test icle is re moved,
a biopsy is automatically performed
on the second one. If abnormalities
are found in the sample tissue,
radiation is offered. The 1r~a1ment
k ills the cancerous cell s in the
testicle but leaves the man infertile.
T he ~hoices arc difficult for both
doctors and patients. If a physician
doesn't offer to perform a biopsy on
the second test icle and a cancer
develops, the patient could take
legal actio n. Patients w ho choose
the treatment may find that they
sacrificed their fertility in vain; or
take a risk and avoid a biopsy, o nly
to face castration later, the National
Cancer Institute reported.
The causes of testicular cancer
are s till unccrt~in; but abnormal
cells called carcinoma in situ (CIS),
have been found in the testes of men
who have later deve loped the
ca ncer. T he cance r is actua ll y
co nfirmed after th e test icle is
removed . T his is done as a
prevent ive measure because
performing a biopsy on a tumorcarrying testicle can allow cancer
ce lls to seed new cance rs
throughout the body.
According 10 the American

Cancer Society, the best way I<>
detect problems ea~ly 1~ to perform
monthly self-examma11ons. .
" I've never heard of t~sucu l~r
cancer, but any kind o f d1sc~sc 1s
dangerous," sa id
R~g ~na(d
Simmons, a sophomore maJo nng m
history.
·
"I get c hec_ked wh,cn I have a
complete phys,~a!,so I m not gomg
10 worry about 11.
Doctors say s igns such .as ha~d
lumps, e nlargement, or buildup m
the scrotal sac must. be reported,
and s h?uld never be 1gnor~d.
Losmg one 1es11c~c won I s top a
man f rom . fathering a c ~ild;
problems ansc when both testicles
a re removed. The loss leaves men
vu lnerable 10 a form or " male
menopause."
The drop in tes tosterone can
cause bone softening, hot flashes,
lethargy, lack of interest in sex and
psycho logical problems that
hormo ne re place me nt therapy,
weekly testosterone injections or
implants, cannot prevent. Because
of these problems, doctors oflen
try 10 preserve the second testicle,
even if the man is infertile.

Students teach local firemen
about male bre a st cancer
By Criste! Williams
Hilltop Sta ff Writer
Though many are unaware, and
others doubt it, it's true-men have
breasts, and can deve lop breast
cancer.
Employees at the D.C. Fi re
Department learned the truth about
male breast cancer at a community
health program on Nov. 9.
A group of Howard University
· physic ian's assistant majors took
on teaching the dangers of male
breast cancer and the importance of
early detection to the community.
UI ·m a fireman as well as a

student, and I know that not enough
men know that they can get breast
cancer," ju nior Bobbie Hudson
said. "Even though the percentage
of men that develop the disease is
s ma ll, it's ou t there and it 's

preventable. When we decided to
do male breast cancer we thought
that the fire department would be
the best place, because a majority
of firefighters arc men. They're a.lso
more susceptible to disea.~e because
of all or the tox ins they're exposed
10.''

"I' m glad that we c hose the lire
depart ment 10 spread the word
about male b reast cancer. The
d isease is very real and very
serious," senior Michel le Cooper
said.
The program included a skit and
slide presen ta tion of men with
breast cancer.
According 10 America's
Pharmaceutical
Research
Companies, breast cancer cases
account for less than 0.17 percent of
male cancers. But the factors that
affect the poss ibilities of
developing male breast cancer don't

differ much from female b reast
cancer.
The older a man is, the more
susceptible he is to cancer. If his
family history includes cancer
victims, his chances arc increased.
Personal history and environ mental
agen ts s uch as exercise, diet,
alcohol and smoking also play a
part in the d isease's development.
The disease is preventable when
caught early, so monthly breast
exams a rc necessary.
"I'm not really concerned w ith
developing th e ca nce r. I'm
concen trating more o n diet,
environment and other preventative
measures so 1ha1 I don't have to
worry about d isease," D.C. fireman
Dan Bo us said. " I may do the sclfexams, but I know I won·1 ask my
doctor to do them. It's s till about
manhood- nobody's c hecking my
\chest but me."

" Male breast cancer is
something we knew o ther groups
wouldn't talk about. I didn' t even
know about male breast cancer until
we researched it, and I'm a PA
major!" sophomore Tiffany Wilson
sa id. Wilson helped put on the
program with five o thers from her
class.
"That tells you a lot about how
much the community knows a nd
how liulc it 's discussed in general."
D.C. fire man Craig Dwyer, who
was impressed by the program,
cited the history of cancer in his
family.
''M y sister is two years younger
t ha n me a nd has cancer. I' m
concer ned about the heredi ta ry
factor. The program was very
informative. I doub1 that I'll have
my doctor do exams, but I'm going
to be more a11cn1ivc if it 'll save my
li fe.''

Fighting the h·o liday urge to splurge
Experts share tips on avoiding weight gain
By Sha u ne· Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer
At last, the holiday season is
upon us.
For many, this time or year
means enterta ini ng family a nd
fr iends, s hopping endlessly for
gills, vacationing and relaxing. But,
for others, the holiday stretch from
"turkey day" to New Year's is
another fight in the ballle o[ the
bulge.
It won't be long before many
people indulge (and over indulge)
in heaps of stuffing, macaroni and
c heese, sweet potato pie and other
holiday dishes. A taste here and a
n ibble there may sa tisfy your
tastebuds, but it can also expand
your wa ist line. In fact, med ical
experts say that most people put on
an extra s ix 10 IO pounds every
year around this time.
Tradi tio n? Well, thi s is o ne
holiday trad ition you would be
belier off breaking.
"Over the holidays, people tend
10
associat e
food
with
e nte rt ainmen t,
emotional
nourishmenthappi ness . So
people usually eat for entertainment
purposes and comfort because the

Bethesda, said the key is eating in
food is there, not because they arc
moderation. Don't panic. You won't
hungry," said Janet Zalman, a
have to e liminate all the holiday
licensed nutritionist in Northwest
D.C. "It 's easy to gain weight over goodies, just set limits.
•·1 always tell people to enj oy
the holidays and the winier months
because our physical activity is less, themselves for one day and then go
we aro inside more and we have less on a liquid diet the next day in
to do. It's like our bodies go into order to clean out their system. You
hibernat ion.''
can even commit 10 eating fruits
T here is no do ub t tha t and vegetables after the one-day
Americans eat 100 m uc h and splurge," said Power. You will still
exercise too Ii Ille over the holidays.
be able to enjoy momma ·s homeInevitably, this causes rapid weight
cooked meals and, even belier, not
gain and increases the desire for
have 10 pay for it later, he added.
people 10 s hed the excess pounds by
Power also s tressed the
importance of exercise during the
equally rapid weight loss. Yo-yo
hol idays. Slacking off o n more
dieting is unhealthy and can lead to
serious health proble ms s uc h as
vigorous activity and choosing 10
elevated cholesterol levels and high raid the fr idge wi ll d efi nite ly
blood pressure .
promote weight gain.
" People should approach the
Thinking about s hopping ' til you
holidays with the mentality that ' I · drop? Seems like the perfect
am not going to lose weight, but solution to work that body, right?
manage it.' If you arc reasonable in
Unfort unately, shopping a ll day at
your portions of food and limited in the mall is not beneficial because
your imake o f sweets, your weight you arc not burning the fat needed
should be fine," Zalman sa id.
to lose weight or to prevent weight
Believe it or not, you can e njoy , gain.
yourself this holiday season without
John Clarke, a D.C. reside nt,
feeling pressured to eat every time admits that he puts on extra pounds
you sit down- and you won't have during the ho lidays: Instead o f
10 restrict yourself to carrot s ticks
regre tting his over-i ndulg in g,
and water. Richard Power, a
Clarke hits the gym and works the
nutrit ionist at Nutrition C linic in weight off.

Health Line
AIDS oolioe: People with AIDS now have a new online source of
information. The Body consolidates information from organizations
ranging from the AlDS Action Council to Am.Fara to the American
Psychiatric Association. The World Wide Web site also contains four
interactive sections that give people access to AJDS-re lated news groups,
political forums, medical and legal professionals and AIDS organizations.
The Body 's Web address is http://www.thebody.com.

Sneaky foods: The November issue of Good Housekeeping takes a
look at foods that sound healthier than they arc. One the lis t:
• H ooey- 64 calories and a "trace of v itamins and minerals.''
•Bean sprouts- They're fat- and sodium-free; and low in calorics, but
they're also low in protein, vitamins and minerals.

"Over
Ch ri s rm as
and
Thanksgiving I enJOY myself for
several days. But after it 's over, I
c lean my system 0111 and workout.
Because I work out regularly, my
motivat ion 10 exercise comes easy
and the weight is back off in no
time," C larke said.
Do~glas Hayes, a graduating
senior in the Schoo l of Bus iness,
contributes his holiday weight gain
10 inactivity.
''When I'm home for Chris tmas,
I lay around the house more and cat
more because I'm not running
around the way I do at school," he
sa id. "But I do lose my weight
when I re turn to school a nd s tart
back my daily schedule of working
and going to school."
Reduce your urge to splurge this
holiday season. Break that tradition
o f holiday binge and focus o n
mainrnining your current weight.
Zalman
eve n
reco mm e nds
substitut ing low-fat foods for those
higher in fat calorics.
For those who like to g ive a toast
10 the scasor., go easy o n the
holiday cheer. Alcohol is loaded
w ith calorics. However, watering
down drinks with fruit juice, seltzer
or tonic can save you some calorics.
Happy Ho lidays!

*Apple juice- Not a great source of anything-and has 116 calories
per cup. Choose orange or grapefruit juice.

•Eggplant- A cup doesn't even have 10 percent of the daily
recommendation for a single nutrient. Though low-fat and low calorie,
it soaks up lots of oil when sauteed or fried.
C ycling Cit ies: Toronto is the best fur cycling, says Bicycling
Magazine (Nove mber- December). Also on the list: Portland, Ore;
Tucson, Ariz.; Madison, Wis.; Seattle, Wash.; Denver, Colo.; Eugene,
Ore.; Ottawa, Ontario; Phoenix, Ariz.; Vancouver, B.C.
Rating criteria includ ed: estimated percentage of regular commuters,'
total numhcr of miles of bike routes (designated routes that run on existing
roads), lanes (separate lanes for bikes) and paths (paved and unpaved trails
separated from traffic), th~x.istence of a bike plan, bicycle advisory
commillcc and government-funded bike coordinator and annual budget
for cycling-re lated projects.

·

'

Diagram of a testicular self examination

I
'

Testicular
self-exam.
Cancer of the testicles can be c
with early detection!
Use the s hower check:
I. Check your testicles o nce a month.
2. Roll each testicle between your thumb and finger. ch
for hard lumps or bumps.

3. U you notice a change or have aches or lumps, tell your
right away so something can be done about ii.

Vaccine could put
an end to chicken
•
pox misery
s tudi ed

By Alethea Dix
Hilltop Staff Writer
Ray Wash ing to n. a freshman
human developme nt major,
remembers hi s bout with the
ch icken pox a ll too well.
" It itched like he .. ; I had
th em (the pox) eve r yw he re,
eve n in m y mouth. It was the
worst virus I have ever had. It
was so bad I wou ld 11 0 1 even
wis h ii on my wo rst e nemy."
"C hi c ke n pox is n' t a joke,"
sa id Antho ny Mayn a rd , a junior
p h ys ician's ass is tan t maj o r,
s ummi ng up hi s feelings about
the virus.
A n es tim ated 3.7 mill io n

in

approxi11

11 ,000 individual s," said
David
K ess le r,
Commi ssione r. " Almost al
the vaccinated pa tients
chicke n pox had a milder
of the disease."
T he reco mme nd dosa,
c hi ldre n ages 12 months
years is o ne inj ec tion,
ca n be adm ini stered will
m eas les, mumps and
vaccine. Peop le 13 ye
o ld e r s ho uld take two
about four 10 e ight weeks
Still, many s tud ents
getting the vaccination
be wo rth the t rouble.
" I would not get vaccii

''It itched like he**; I
had them (thepox)
everywhere, even in
my mouth.'' -AnthonJ
Maynard, a junior
physician's assistant
•
maJor
Ame ricans contract the chicke n
pox each year ; m ore than 90
percent are under the age of 15 .
Today, however, those who
have never had the c hi c ke n pox
can protect themselves agains t
the virus. A vaccine, Varicclla
Virus Vacc ine Live, clinically
tested for IO years, is 70 to 9 0
pe rce nt effective, with few s ide
effects. The side effec ts m ay
include redness, hardness and
swelling at the injection site,
fa tigue and nausea.
T houg h the vacci ne is
effec tive in preventing the
chicken pox , th ere is sti ll a
s li ght
c h ance
tha t
the
vaccina ted pe rson may develop
a mild case o f the v irus.
"This vaccine h as been

beca~se there is st ill a df
that I would still
chicke n pox). I just tall
chances," sai d Lorretta 'I'll
.a sop homor e occ upatil
th e rapy major.
" My mother has never,
the chicken pox. and ~
have I; I do not think
would get vaccinated be
may never get the chickel
said
K enda l l
Bretto. sop h omore
majoring
occupational the rapy. ~
Th e
c h ick e n
pOI
t ra nsm itted through
,,
sneezes an d the flu~
'
broke n blisters . It takes
IO to 2 l days between tilt
exposure to the virus .o nse t.

get•llf
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HOWARD .UNIVERSITY

OPPICE OF THE PRESIDENT

November 14, 1995
Dear Student Colleagues:
During the retreats which I have held with members of the University family and in my
Opening Convocation address, I announced my intention to form a number of significant
search advisory committees. I am pleased to share with you the names of the chairs and
members of those search advisory committees which have been appointed to assist in the
identification of exceptional candidates for the following senior leadership positions at the
University: Vice President for University Advancement, Dean of the School of Engineering,
Dean of the School of Business, Director of the University Libraries, and Dir_ector of
Intercollegiate Athletics. The membership rosters of the committees appear on the reverse
of this correspondence.
In addition,· a search will be conducted for the newly created position, Provost of the
University. The Provost will report directly to the President, will oversee all academic
programs and operations of the University, and will act in my behalf in my absence.
· The search advisory committee for the Provost shall be composed of Trustees, faculty,
students, staff and alumni, and shall be chaired by Dr. Georgia M. Dunston, Professor and
Interim Chair, Department of Microbiology, College of Medicine. The Executive Committee
., . . of each school or college, 'in consultation with the faculty of such units, shall nominate a
faculty. member to serve on the committee, and the Faculty Senate shall nominate one
faculty member. The Howard University Student Association shall nominate two students
(one undergraduate and one graduate/professional), and both the Howard University
Support Staff Organization and the Howard University Alumni Association shall nominate
one individual. Additionally, Dr. 0. Jackson Cole, Associate Vice President for Academic
Affairs, and Dr. Eucharia Nnadi-Okolo, Dean, College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical
Sciences, will be members of the committee. Also, Dr. James F. Tucker, Vice Chair of the
Academic Affairs Committee of the· Board of Trustees, Dr. Marian G. Secundy, Faculty
Trustee and member of the Academic Affairs Committee, and a member from the
University's emeriti community shall serve on this advisory committee. Dr. David R.
McCarthy, Director, Spencer Stuart, will serve as consultant.
I invite ·you to nominate candidates for these senior leadership positions. You may deliver .
or transmit your nominations by internal University mail to the post- office, located on the
ground floor of the Administration Building. Your nominations should be submitted by
December 1, and directed as follows: Office of Executjye Searches. Howard University. Post
Office Box 670, 2400 6th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20059. Thank you in advance for
your assistance in identifying qualified candidates for these important positions.

~ Sixth Street, N.W. Suite 402
~gton, DC 20059

·

(202) 806-2500
FAX (202) 806-5934

November1
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SEARCH ADVISORY COMMl't·rires
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT • HOWARD UNIVERSITY
•

Vice President for University Advancement

Dean, School of Business

Dr. FLOYD J. MALVEAUX
(Committee Chair)
0e·an, College of Medicine
Dr. R. CHESTER REDHEAD, Vice Chair, Trustee Board Development and

Dr. RICHARD A. ENGLISH

(Committee Chair)
Dean, School of Social Work
.
Dr. NOEL BRYSON, Department of Information Systems and

University Relations Committee
Dr. URA JEAN OYEMADE BAILEY, Faculty Trustee, Development and
University Relations Com.mlttee
·
Dr. JANNETTE L DATES, Acting Dean, School of Communications
Dr. LAWRENCE GARY, Professor, School of Social Work
Mr. AIAN HERMESCH, Manager, Media Relations
Dr. HELEN M. KINARD, President, Howard University Alumni As.wdation
Dr. JOHN L. MASON, President, Monsanto Fund, Howard University
Cluster Member
Mr. RICHARD MYERS, Acting President, Howard University Support
Staff Organization
Mr. KOFI RASHID, Vice President, Howard University Student As.wdation
Ms. F. GAIL REED, Director of Development, College of Medicine
Dr. FRANCES STUBBS, Executive Assistant to the Vice President for
University Advancement
Ms. MARGO J. VICKERS, Executive Director, Auxiliary Enterprises
Consultant: Ms. BONNIE SQUIRES, Squires Communications

School of Business
Dr. YOUNGHO LEE, Department of Finance and Insurance,
School of Business
Dr. CLEVELAND A CHANDLER, Department of Economics,
College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. MARGARET A. HICKS, Department of Accounting,
School of Business
Dr. DEBRA A LINDSEY, Department of General Services and
Development, School of Business
Dr. PATRICIA ROBERSON-SAUNDERS, Department of Manag
School of Business
Ms. ANGELA WillIAMS, M.B.A. Graduate Student,
School of Business
Dr. TERESA E. WILUAMS, Department of Marketing,
School of Business
Mr. MARTIN L WINFIELD, Jr., Undergraduate Student,
School of Business

Director of Intercollea;iate Athletics

04:ector of University JJbraries

Dr. CIARENCE G. NEWSOME (Committee Cbalr)
Dean, School of Divinity
Mr. RAYMOND W. ARCHER, Dean for Student Ufe and Activities
Ms. ANGELA K. BEALE, Student Representative
·
Dr. TRITOBIA BENJAMIN, Associate Dean, College of Fine Arts
Mr. JASON J. GUYTON, Student Representative
·Mr. ALFONZA HAM1LTON, Student Representative
Dr. MORRIS HAWKINS, Jr., Dept. of Microbiology, College of Medicine
Mr. HENRY G. JACKSON, University Comptroller
Mr. HENRY H. JONES, School of Law
Mr. JAMES L. MARSHALL, Executive Assistant to the Vice President for

Dr. DON M. COLEMAN(Commtttee Cbalr)
Professor and Chair, Department of Systems and
Computer Science, School of Engineering
Mr. RICHARD LEITER (Cnmmtttee Vice Chair)
Director, Law Library
Mr. ROBERT L. BEATHEA, Jr., School of Architecture

Health Affairs

•
Ms. SONDRA NORREll-THOMAS, Executive Assistant to the
Vice President for Student Affairs
Dr. CAROLYN R. PAYTON, Director, University Counseling Service
and Dean for Counseling and Career Development
Ms. LINDA SPENCER, Volleyball Coach
The HONORABLE ALEXANDER WILLIAMS, Jr., U.S. District Court for
the District of Maryland, Alumni Representative
Mr. STEVE WILSON, Head Football Coach
Ms. R. DIANE WYATT-HAMMOND, Director, Student Loan and
Collections Office

and Planning

Ms. CLARA GUYTON, Librarian, Head of Access Services,
University Libraries
Ms. MARION HUll, School of Communications
Mr. VINCENT C. JACQUF.S, II, Undergraduate Student
Dr. CHARLES JARMON, Associate Dean, College of Arts and
Dr. STERLING KING, Jr., School of Business
Mr. GARY McMILLAN, Head Librarian, School of Social Work
Mr. COREY D. NEVELS, Graduate Student
Dr. JANICE L NICHOi.SON, Information Systems and Services
Ms. CAROLYN RAWLINGS, AFSCME, President, University U
Collective Bargaining Unit
Dr. JAMFS E. SCOTT, Associate Dean, Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences .
Mr. GEORGE VARGHESE, Deputy Director,
Materials Management Department
Dr. ARTHUREE WRIGHT, Assistant Director, University Libra

Dean, School of Ena1neertna;
Dr. CLARENCE M. LEE (Committee Chair)
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Mr. ROBERT L. ENGRAM, Director, Controller/Software Platforms, AT&T Corporation, Alum.nus, School of Engineering
Dr. JOSEPH N. CANNON, Department of Chemical Engineering, School of Engineering
Dr. DAH-NIEN FAN, Department of Mechanical Engineering, School of Engineering
Dr. IRVING W. JONES, Department of Civil Engineering, School of Engineering
Dr. ARTHUR S. PAUL, Department of Systems and Computer Science, School of Engineering
Dr. LOUISE A. RAPHAEL, Department of Mathematics, College of Arts and Sciences
Mr. HASSAN S. KARIM, Undergraduate Student, School of Engineering
·
Dr. AHLAM SHAIABY, Department of Civil Engineering, School of Engineering
Dr. RAJ YAIAMANCHIU, Department of Electrical Engineering, School of Engineering

-.
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WETO DANCE THEATRE
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tis without question tha t the origins of
stepping, a performance art made popular
by African America n fraternities a n d soror[
ities, can be traced to the peoples and cul~ dance traditions of Africa.
Stepping
'.ibits movements and rhythms seen in
il.'all dance continent-wide. H owever, even
-~er similarities can be found in the dance
::issions of South Africa, home of the powerwt little-known, "gum-boot dance".
Gumboots", its more familiar term, is a ere,of black South African mine workers who
Jthe dance as a social and physical release.
~ its focus on precise foot moveme nts and
:.!<lapping, gumboots' appearance and feel
5an incredible resemblance to the rhy thms
sounds created by young black men and
,en stepping across the country.
- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - ~

•
:
:
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Children
:
came from
:
throughout
:
Soweto to
•
••
participate in
the exchange .
•
: Photo by Paul Woodruff
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The

from
East - one of the largest important alternative for independence
a reas in Soweto - for cul- township children wi th apartheid, SOT wishes to
tura l, educatio nal, and limited reso urces and broaden the international
civic exercises. Children greatly aids in their edu- perspective of its youth
particicome for 7
pants by
hours each
e
ncouragday to the
ing cultural
faci lities
groups
of
the
f r o m
Orlando
around the
E a s t
world
to
-Marilyn Jenkins, The Citizen Johannesburg, S.A.
Y.M.C.A.
attend the
to dance,
Soweto
s tudy, and
workshops. Members of
parttc1pate in c1v1c and cational development.
cultural activities. The
As South Africa the delegation will assist
program provides an enters its second year of in the workshops by lead-

brothers of
Alpha
Phi
A I p h a
F r a t e r n i t y,
Inco rporated,
Beta
Chapter have been invi ted once again to particip~e in the summer workshops sponso red by the
Soweto
Dance
Theatre(SDT) held in
Jo hannesburg,
South
Africa, December 4-23,
1995. For the past fou r
yea rs, the SOT has
brought together over
1,000 children in Orlando

A "Process of
electrifying symbiosis
in action!"

•Last
Photo by Paul Woodruff

ilstructor leads a session on Zulu tradi'8 and culture.

:
•
:
:

----.---------------1-...J :•

The connections are incredible. Yet, equalstounding is the manner in which the a rt
Ills developed independently of one another.
'ling a cultural exchange around the sha rlliboth experiences, Step Afrika ! is the first
\\'11 attempt to link stepping and the gum~dance. However, with dance as the founilxl, the program has g iven birth to a rich
:irience that involves participants in commu. service, cultural exposure and self-intro~Through a series of workshops and discus, young African and American men and
~ gather to explore similarities & differIii, promoting an increased respect and
·test in the uniqueness of their respective
lures. As quoted by a leading South African
~per, "the partne rship breaks down the
~ and long-held stereotypes by both com\lities and builds the kind of cross-cultural
'inunication which c rosses national bor• The result is a dynamic s haring environlit rarely experienced b y these two distinct
ilnunities.
0

•
:
:
•
:
:
•

:
:
•
:
•
:
:
:
:
•
:

ing dance clinics for the
children and by leading
sessions on American
an d African-American
history. The troupe will
also actively participate
in a clean-up campaign in
the township and contribute not on ly manpower to the event, but tools
and funds collected from
communities in
the
United States.
Performances will be
held in community civic
centers, town halls, marke ts and the -streets to
insure contact with the
people of South Africa .
The beauty of the collaboration is its distinct ability to be performed in
practically any arena,
from teemi ng African
marke tplace to bus stations where hundreds of
South Africans congregate each day. SOT, a
well-known and es tablished company within
the country, will provide
logistical and administrative s upport, and recommend performance sites.
Unlike other cultural programs, where ticket
prices and venue selection may prevent the
attendance of many
South Africans, Step
Afrika ! will be taken
directly to the people of
the country. All shows
will be free to the public.

project continues to move
towards its goal of a comprehensive ~xchange program with activ ities all
can enj oy. 1995 additions
include drumming exercises, a youth pen-pal
program, visua l arts
African media as a!
classes, and workshops
"process of electrifying!
featuring on-line technolsymbiosis in action," a !
ogy.
delegation
of
14 i
Photo by Paul Woodruff
Upon return to
Americans la nded in!
• A member of the delegation learn ing the "gum-boot'' da nce in Soweto,
the United States, the del Jo hannesburg to form!
South Africa.
egation
will
embark
on
a
partnerships a nd open the!
lines of communication. : series of development
education.
Video pre\'()lJI\ IIEtP IS Gl\EA'l'tY
More than 3,000 South:
African youth benefi tted ! sentations and "Step
d irectly from the ex- j Clini cs" o n African his•••••••
change, by way of partic- ! tory and dance will be
All contrmution and inquiries should be directed to :
ipation in the workshops, j offered at elementary,
S 'llEP /\fl\lK1\!
attendance at festivals, or-l middle, and high schools
c/o ;\Jpha Phi Al ha Fraternity, Incorporated,
"s treet performances" 1 geared towards enhancBeta Chapter
held throughout Soweto. l ing the international
Howard University
Step Afrika! 1995 j understanding of area
yout
h.
Such
domestic
promises to build even!
,P.O . Box 506
outreach
programs
will
l\lai!!jington, D.C. 20059
s tro nger ties. With the!
assure
that
American
or coll C 1ris{opher 'lyson @ (202) 387-4540
presence of a larger j
youth,
unable
to
travel,
o~ . Brian Williams @ (202) 737-2901
American delegation and
also
learn
from
the
a newly initiated rural:
o utreach program, the i exchange.

yea r's i
exchange was a !
reso undin g[
s uccess and a :
histo ric o pportunity fo r !
involved.:
everyo ne
Described by South !

i
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HILLTOPICS
All HILLT0PICS are due, paid

in full, the Monday before publication. A nnouncements by cam•
pus organizations for meetings,
seminars or non-profit events are
free for 10 words or less and $1
for every additional five words.
O1mpus announcements for profit are charged as individ11als.
Indiv iduals advertis ing for the
purpose o f announcing a service,
buying or selling are charged $5
for the first 20 words and $1 for
every additional five words.Local
companies are c harged $10 for
tbe firs t 20 words and $2 for
every five words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every additional
five words. Color Hilltopics are
an additional $2.

ANNO0NCEMEN I'S
UDJQOII \'
sponsors
Tbe Struggle Continues :
Commemorating The 300 year
Legacy of Brazil's King Zumbi or
Pa.lmares
Monday, November 20, 1995
7:00 pm
Blackburn Reading Room
The Brothers & Sisters ot P6, S,gma
Pi National Honor fra1erni1y would
like 10 welcome and congrn1uta1e the
new members of our Of'$aniz.ation. \Ve
kuow you will follow and lead in the
purple reign. Philia! Natasha Jenkins, Alicia Grady, Tiffany Martin,
Brenda Nelson, Latechia Gramm,
Prescott Reavis, Kevin '1'ilo" Thomp~
son, Celeste Palmer, AndrewMoore,
Willie Williams.

Do you have waht 1t tokes ro be a CP'!
Find ou1 a1 the CP interest meeting
today , Fri., Nov. 17 @ 6:30 sharp in
Room 105 Locke Hall
NCNW • General Body Meeung
Tuesday, 11/21 at 6:30pm in the
Blackburn Forum Room.
Coming Soon
December 8, 1995
HUSA's Santa's Slammin
Showtimc at C.:r3mton
Over $500 in cash prizes
Are you gonna be the next artist to be
discovered at HU?
Second Interest Meetmg
for performers is Wed. Nov 29 6:00pm
Call Chanda or Elaine 806-7007n008

Don't Miss Howard Gospel Choir's
Album Release Celebration Concert,
Saturday, November 18, 1995, 5:00pm,
Andrew Rankin Chapel. Free Admis•
sion.Limited Number CDs and Cas•
seues Available For Sale. For More
Information Call (202) 856-Q210 or
(202) 546-6290 EXT. 3.
Anyone interested m riding to Boston
for Thanksgiving please call Manny
202-S29-76S t

I he Brothers & Sisters oi
Phi Alpha Mu fra1crni1y
would like 10 thank all those individuals that aucnded our first
Phi Alpha Mu week.
Thank you for making
it such n success!! !
9·A·SP95
Entrepreneurial Society
General Body Meeting
Thursday, Nov. 16th
School of Business, Rm 200
I he Liid,c5 01 Alpha Chapter,
Oellu Sigma Thein Sorority, Inc.
pre~cnl
"The Ocml,c of Affirmative Action:
An A1tcmp1 to Impoverish Black
America•
Monduy, No,cmbcr 20, 1995
?pin
Chcml'1ry Bld)I. Auditorium
Al IENIION ALLoRIO PLAYERS:
There will be a meeting on Sunday,
November 19, 1995 in the School of
Business (Rm 200) at 5:00PM
Dayton, Cincy, Columbus, Cleveland,
Toledo, Akron, REPRESENT!
Nov 18 •
"A Business Magazine
Promotion Party"
tickets· $7 VIP-$10
For furthe r questions contact
Kcnyaua DcShavior or Jada
1-800-816-6071
Llid1es, get your "Devil With a Blue
Dress" posters now!! ! Ge1 a full sixed
poster of Denzel for your room. De the
envy of your friends. Call 865-0295
Volunteer mcctmg l'or Wom:m to
Woman Conference:
Sunday Nov. 19th, 2 pm al Blackburn.
ALL VOLUNTEERS PLEASE
ATTEND.

SERvlCES
Anyone mtcrcstcd m Driving & Riding 10 Boston for Tha11ksgiving please
call Manny (202) 529-7651

FOR RENI
45 Rhode Island Ave., NE. Eiltc,ency
and one bedroom, W/W carpet, secure
building. Four blocks 10 Rhode Island
Ave. Metro. $400-500/rnonth (includes
utilities). (202) 488-1449.
1616 & Columb,a Rd. area; 2558 Om•
versity Place, NW. Efficiency, W/W
carpet, garbage disposal, frost free
refrigerator, fireplace,sec-ure, well
maintained b'uilding. Four blocks from
U Street Metro-$425/rnonth plus gas
and electric. (202) 488-1449.

Large 3 bedroom rowhouse apanment. Living room. Kitchen rear deck,
W/dryer, Carpet, near Howard Univer•
sily. Serious Student Only. Available
Nov/Dec. price $925 plus utilities.
CaH:(301) 439-9 136

Spacious I Br w/ tlreplace, AC. W/D,
W/W, modern kitchen, near Metro &
Giant only $550/montli + electric
Contact 202-884-1841
Cozy 2 bedroom basement apartment.
Near Howard University. Carpet. Ideal

for one or two Serious Students. Call :
(301) 439·9136. Price: $450 plus elect.
Available: Immediately

Rooms Avadable: 5 m111. walk to campus, W/W carpet, W/0. $225 plus 1/4
gas & electric. Call (202) 484-3899
For appointment
Basement ApartmenUEi hc1ency
Near Carter Barro Park
10 Minutes Prom.HU, W/D
Separate Entrance
$450 per month, utilities included
(202) 723-2090

Rooms 10 Spacious House :> Blocks
From HU, W/0, Large Bedrooms, HW
Floors, $250 per month
(202 ) 332 2440

RELP WANIED
Can yous1ng or Play pmno or
Kalimba?
Dumisani Information Systems
(DISYS) is seeking singers and
piano/kalimba players. Our company
develops educational and informational
products for African Americans. Our
latest educational product was devcl•
oped for elementary school children
and will come wi1b a 'jingle' on cas•
sette lape. We are looking for good
singers and musicians to sing and play
this jingle. The song will be recorded
on casseue in a studio and distributed
wilh other educational material
developed by DISYS.
Please Call (202) 635· 3501 .
Activists
would you like to be one who moli•
vates 1he Millions?
Then work on Progressive Issues:
•Social & Economic Justice
• Reproductive Rights
•Medicare & Medicade
Join our team at the Clec Phone Center.
Good Pay-Flexible Hrs.-Close to Farragot Metros. Call 828-0905

IEEN COUNSELORS NEEDED
IO hrs a week a1 $?hr.
help teens become beuer leaders for
10morrow. Call (202) 398-2600. Ask
for James Beaner.
WashUJgton Women's ice Hockey
Club seeks players and goalie. Call
(301) 320-2864

FOR SALE
CAMERA FOR SALE
Fugi DX
•Auto Focus
• Pre-winding
•Drop-in Loading
Price Negotiable
(202) 234-9718
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straight from the heart.
I have to tell you something that I miss.
It's the feeling I get from your sweet
ond tender k---.
Wcczie
Channa J., Smile! You're on Candid
Camera
Shout Out to everyone an Bethune
Annex except Faison. (Arc you Happy
Now Kareem?)
Happy O,rthday Suz! Love,
Deniesc,Crccia, Erik.Tulim,
Natalie,Jamie
My doctor gave me a presc11p11on 1ha1
says "Thke one pill four times a day,"
How do you do 1ha1?
Amelia Co66, HAPPY BIIH'RDAY!
Belated that is. See, I didn't forget. If
· you're 001 studying, let's go to the
movies. KRS
Hey lermamc (Gee)
The fellas peeped the tape of Ch•••a,
Nice draws
HAPPY OIRI RDAY, CADAwN!!
Love; Natalie and Anika
Laula, So what's up with that housewarming party? Love, Ayanna &
Sandy
Jaymes, Will you please stop Swea11n
Me. I know its hard, but please, I need
some space. HA HA-Sandy
Ahya, Rey Rom,e! I am glad I get to
spend one year at Howard w/you. We
need to get together and go out. Tbank
you for everything. Love, Janelle
Ayanna, Is 11 me or have I 1ruly been
getting my mack on lately? Love 'em
and Leave ·em. That's the namt of the
game
Good luck!!! Bison Cheerleaders at
D.S.U. this weekend. BISON! Moses
Welcome to Adult Life, Assassin,
Alona, Bi.I I, C-Lovc, and KJ
Wesley, I' m so glad that we hnally got
1ogc1her. You made me feel like a oat•
ural woman and its been 3 Jong time
since I felt like this. Let's do lunch I
Say tbe Americ~n Cafe '
The Older Woman
why ,s the i,LJltop at the bouom of
the hill?

Am't no bond hke on HO band,
because a HU and don' t stop. Moses
Words 01 Wisdom irom ISqene
Dulce, There are no unpleasant experiences in heaven; which is now here.
Therefore, go fearlessly to meet your
good.

Brains, RAH! VJcicome back, again.

what ,s 1hc purpose of a 6uUe1 proof
vest when you can get shot in your
head?
I he C,dies of Alpha Kappn Alpha
Sorority, Inc.. Alpha Chapter
" onln ll"t. to li1r
, , ,ti I
tu O

It won' t be very hard because its

ti U;

11 Ill

The Upper Deck
Pih ,nd I ,t. \\
11, ·r1 rrur 11 ltn
1t1 ,.
$5 berore 11pm
Brother Shannon, We love you and
We're hero for you. We'll help you see
this t1'fough anyway we can. You're in
our thoughts and prayers.
Fraternally Yours,
The Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi,
Iota Rho Chapter
Is u OK 10 call people m 1he School
of Business S.O.B.'s?
in

Delta Sigma P, was Founded at:
The School of Commerce, Accounts
and Finance or New York University
on November 7, 1907.
Mappy l·ounders Day, Delta S,gma P,!
From Iota Rho Chapter.
Good Luck O,soo Cheerleaders at
OSU 1his weekend. BISON! Moses

We don't have too much time together;
so let's make the best of it- - - Movies
maybe. Sikc! We can make our own.
Love, Beauty
'16 all my peoples... lle-layo, Kern,
Dichellc, Heatber. Sbabot, Brian,
Daryl!, OH, Can't forget Chassidy &
Shantell (smile) and anybody else I
forgot 10 mention. Toke care and stay
ou1 of trouble. Keep in touch! And
Thanx for all the fun 1 bad this week.
I'm gonna miss ya'II.
LUV, Alva 0. & ne•
It you IUJd yourself sta11ng at a can oi
Orange Juice simply because ii says
concentrate, you might be SLOWE?
Special thanks lor everyone coming
out 10 1he Birthday Dash Saturday,
Nov 18 • Special Guest DJ SPOON @
QuigJcy's Ladies Free 84 10:30pm
Selmo
Channa J
Smile! You're on candid camera.
Gnlettes,
Are you ready ror Pain : Pleasure?
9-i\-SP95
Oct well soon x-0-DOS :
Brian 9-A-SP95

To my girl Rashida, I want to wish
)'OU a

very happy 18th Birthday. I
promise 10 do everything in my power
to make it a special one.
Love, SUPERMAN
Has anybody seen Iracey Cha pm en
since she started driviog her
PAST CAR?
What's up! 16 I ano, La'']Sei,
Tisha, Keith, Rohan, Melissa, Suzette,
Jerome. Dwan, Eric, Necio, 1bny,
Nathan, Kiuraccy, Mark, Chris, and
Damien • Moses
16 1he ever-so preuy, p1mp1ng, con·
stant "puddy" • getters players of DMP
& the Silva Ticklas What's up with the
"Dub" & the $1 "40'' this weekend?
We haven't kicked it in a while!!! No
strays (you know y'all "batches"), just
us from 1he dynamic, dazzling, delec•
table ( you can ask our niggas) women
ofDT
Do you have 10 have a 4.0 to go 10 lhe
"A" Building
16 whom 1t may concern:
That's ii! No more beating around the
bush. Just come right out and say i1.
Guess What? I'm .. .. . ! Whal a
woman (smile) Bui on the serious
note, although physically you may
have 10 handle tbiogs on your own,
cmo1ionally you KNOW I'm there
even if ii takes till 3:00am
I Luv you!
)bur Cuzin
'l'lltany • I he last 365 ha\'e been real
cool. Let 's keep it that way, alright?!
Sub-Bascmeo1
DERRICK WYNN
You wiJI forever remain with us.
)'our Brothers in the Struggle.
2nd Floor Wes1 Bethune Annex, Lei's
take our rightful place as Black Men
on this campus and around this world.
The Movement Man
Happy 81r1hday S0Z
Love, Denise, Crecia, Erik, Talim,
Natalie, & Jamil
Shout out to everyone in 1he Bethune
Ann'ex except Faison
(Are you happy now Kareem?)
Amelio Cobb
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
belated that is.
See I didn't forget.
lf you're not studying,
let's go to the movies.

APEY-DOGS
Congra1ulatio11, on your job.
Now we can .:,fford to have a rcoil
Ttmnks~ivin~ Jillucr (smile).
Dv thi: wa,. wh,1t ar.: X(u "®kinu,'!
16 my cousm hson
What;s up girl? Whal are you doing
for Thanksgiving? Call us.
Y., fnmily dahn de road
and aron de cornah.

IO A BIG SROOI OU I Jo ALL

THE STUDENTS FRO~ BERMYWHOPPIN ' BREORENS~

Ifun Chr,sue
11:11 Thclvis I said HI!
(TI,clvis, Thelvi,. ~lvis ha, no
pelv~

We are still so proud of you. (lli
baby had growded up and be
m:111. Love Sahima & lluaa
Miguel
~
What's up with dinner?
Are you going to forget •ix-.
me ogain? Name the~

SAAANDBEEEEE!?)

m reltyman
You are doing an excellent joll.
truly appreciate all or the wo,t
you put into the paper. We lo,e _...,
_ _ _ _Th
,.
el'IHl'lil:e'l
lt.?l
opnpnpe.!iirsr ---1

-1
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BRUCE-BRUCE
Happy, Happy, Happy lklated Bitlhday.
So, i1 •• a linle late. Gona luv me.
Sahima-S3bi111a
MISSING
KENDRA F. COMMANDPR
Whcr~ are you•
16 all of ihose who live at
2 t202nd St.
How do you like my oew apartment?
Guess what, my phone works.
SC
Jb (a · Itel
So\\ hi.:n nrc ,1.c getting manicd?
want to hurry up and start on our
Jlont·\·moon •

16 Mllram Monroe

You are 1he bcs1es1 assistant that any·
one could ever bas. Keep up the good
work.
]{jn Rollins
You are the best Business Manager that
the Hill1op has ever had.
WORK IT OUT!!!
SIC

Be encouraged and know that this too
shall pass. You know if you ever need
. to talk - I'm hcre(smile) • SNC
KEVIN BROWN
What's up Nig ..a?
Even though we doo'1call as often as
we should, you know we still love you.

Enjoy y o

holiday an•
get back safi
ly. 1~11 try

to miss , ·o n
much.
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RAl'PY BIRI ADAY
LADAWN!!!
Love NataHe and Anika
Poop,e, '16morrow symbol,zed 1he
day we joined into a wonderful commi1men1. Thanks for everything.
OK, Luv Ya, Bye-Bye! · Boo

con
Ho•
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DIAL-A-BED
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D ISCOUN T U SED F URN ITURE

• Beds
• Sofas

• Dressers
• Desks

• And More
Phone onlers and
Delivery Available!!
Call
Friendly Furniture Co.
al 301-699-1778
Call 301-2944384
for directions.

w,

Am', no band like an AO Band,
cause the HU Band don't step. Moses

Whars Op! I ina, La' lbei, 'l 1sf13,

Keilh, Chris, Melissa, Damien, Rohan,
Eric, Suzette, Nccio, Jerome, Dwon,
Kir1racy, Nathan, Tony and Mark!
Moses
I hey say... 1he 6,gger a man's feet .. .
(Yeah) the bigger the socks.
16 the Brothers ot'
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity •
Happy Founders Day and may you be
blessed with many more years to come.
Love, your soror.; of Oelto Sigma
Theta Sorority. Inc.
l·an t iub: I he ko,e., wer, e,tremCl)'
une,pntcd bul grc.,~y appreciated.
•\!though we would like 10, we c,11'1
chank )·ou in person bccau..-.e we Uon·1
k11nw who \OU 11re. S.J., D.D.,i\.G.
We wlll miss you Dernck Wynn,
Love Always,
'Iracy Wabbington
Leroy Clay
and Van Johnson
Question.. . Why 1s 11
16 the Ladies ol b.l. V.A., lnc.-Keep
up the good work. Love, Fredi W.
P.S. "Get Money!!"
Big Dog(?)
I hope your first Founders Day is all
that you wanted i110 bc and more.
1l,ke care and remember that I love
you. See you Thursday in D-ware.
C\Jlic (30)
YoChanna, Saw the 1ape, you really
are a freak. Much Love, Belhune
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Between 18th &19th on I Street N.W
EVERY THURSDAY ALL <I CAN DRINK·@Quig

Annex

Rey Jermnme (Oee), I he fellas
peeped the tape or Channa. Nice
Draws.
II a chicken ate chicken would 1t taste
like chicken to the chicken?
16 Velvet Jones
I did not like th31 name so I used
another.
16 Susan
Happy 21st B-Day
Luv Lloyd
Pasco
Hmm ... Where shall I start?

~

sa

18th & I Street N.W.

